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           Ke-clauses (CPs) in Persian can be proposition-denoting or property- 

denoting. Proposition-denoting ke-clauses can combine directly with a predicate 

or appear embedded in a DP. CPs embedded in a DP can be preverbal or 

postverbal but unembedded CPs can only appear postverbally. A further option 

consists of a postverbal CP associated with a preverbal DP. We show that 

postverbal CPs associated with a preverbal DP pattern with CPs embedded in a 

DP with respect to complementizer optionality and extractability. We treat 
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postverbal CPs associated with a preverbal DP as derivationally related to CPs 

embedded in preverbal DPs. Such CPs are adjuncts while postverbal CPs which 

appear by themselves are complements. The differences between the different 

classes of proposition-denoting CPs receive an explanation in terms of the 

different configurations in which these CPs appear. 

          Property-denoting ke-clause CPs function as relative clauses. We introduce 

a new set of facts from Case Attraction and the distribution of the -i 

(RES/INDEF) marker, which we argue provide support for a relative clause 

internal origin for the head NP.  These facts receive a straightforward explanation 

under a head raising/promotion analysis. On the other hand, an exploration of 

locality in the context of Persian RCs shows that the abstraction in the relative 

clause can cross islands. Moreover, the diagnostics that indicates a CP-internal 

origin for the head NP seem to be unaffected by the presence of islands. This 

unexpected result indicates that a reconsideration of locality considerations or/and 

the import of the CP-internal diagnostics is in order.  

          We also examine the postverbal syntax of Persian. Both DPs and CPs can 

appear postverbally. While there seem to be few constraints on the postverbal 

occurrence of multiple DPs, there are severe constraints on postverbal CPs. These 

restrictions are characterized by the Government Condition according to which 

there can be only one ungoverned postverbal CP. We show that there are 

differences between complement CPs, DP associated CPs, and relative clauses 
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with respect to their postverbl syntax. These differences are shown to follow from 

how these CPs come to be in their postverbal positions.  
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       Chapter One: Introduction and Theoretical Background 

 

1.1. Scope of the Study 

          In Persian, declarative finite clauses, which are proposition-denoting, as 

well as relative clauses, which are property-denoting, are introduced by the 

invariant particle /ke/. These clauses have been analyzed as complementizer 

phrases (CP) (Karimi 2001 and Ahangar 2002, among others) that have the 

particle /ke/ in their C° positions. This study investigates the external syntax of 

ke-clauses in embedded and extraposed positions. The structure of the study is as 

follows. In this first chapter appear a brief review of certain concepts of 

Government and Binding Theory and the Minimalist Program which are central to 

the study, a short history of the Persian language, and a brief discussion of its 

basic syntax. A brief review of some descriptive literature on the particle /ke/ also 

comes in this chapter.  

          Chapter Two describes the appearance of this particle in proposition-

denoting clauses in an attempt to provide an explanation for the optional and 

obligatory appearances of /ke/ in proposition-denoting clauses. The presence or 

absence of this particle will be explained in the context of the new structural 

representations proposed for these clauses. The potential optionality of the 

Complementizer correlates with extractability out of a given proposition-denoting 

finite clause. This correlation is given a structural characterization.  

          Chapter Three is devoted to the occurrence of the ke-clause in relative 

clauses. The structure of the relative clause is examined in the context of 
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proposals that derive the head NP by movement from an RC internal position (the 

Raising Analysis of Relative Clauses). New data from the domain of Case 

Attraction in Persian relative clauses is introduced and is shown to receive a 

straightforward explanation under the Raising Analysis.  

          The discussion in Chapter Four explores the syntax of postverbal CPs with 

a distinction made between three kinds of postverbal CPs: complement CPs, CP 

associated with a DP and relative clauses. It is shown that while CPs associated 

with a DP and RCs always behave like adjuncts, complement CPs seem to lose 

their complement properties and start patterning with adjuncts when they are not 

adjacent to the verb. The full range of interactions between postverbal placement 

of these three kinds of CPs is explored and an analysis is offered that derives 

some instances of postverbal CPs as merged at Spell-Out (complement CPs), 

certain others as stranded CPs (DP associated CPs) and yet others as involving 

Fox and Nissenbaum style late merge/right linearization (Relative clause CPs).    

 

1.2. Theoretical Background 

          This work studies the syntax of ke-clauses from a generative perspective. 

In this section, theoretical background on some notions of Government and 

Binding Theory/the Minimalist Program is presented. These notions will be 

employed throughout the study.  
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1.2.1. Binding Theory 

           Anaphors, pronominals and R-expressions are elements with which the 

Binding Theory deals with. R-expressions cover names and variables. 

Pronominals include pronouns and finally Anaphors are lexical items such as 

reflexives, reciprocals or NP. Haegeman (1995) presents Binding Principles as 

follows: 

 

1) Binding Principles 

     

    Principle A: An anaphor must be bound in its governing category. 

    Principle B: A pronoun must be free in its governing category. 

    Principle C: An R-expression must be free everywhere. 

 

1.2.2. C-command 

          C-command is a particular type of structural relationship between two 

nodes in a tree. Haegeman (1995) gives the following definition of c-command 

that was first discussed and defined by Reinhart (1981): 

 

2) C-command 

Node A c-commands node B if and only if 

(i) A does not dominate B and B does not dominate A; and  

(ii) the first branching node dominating A also dominates B. 

  

 3



                                                     X 

                                              /       \ 

                                                A        B 

The node A can c-command more than one node. In the following tree, A c-

commands B, C, and D, but D only c-commands C and not A or B. The c-

command domain of a node is the set of nodes that it c-commands. The c-

command domain of A here is the set that consists of B, C, and D, while the c-

command domain of D is the set that consists only of the node C. 

 

3)                                                            X 

                                                           /          \ 

                                                         A           B 

                                                                    /       \ 

                                                                  C        D 

C-command is an important part of the definition of government. Government is a 

structural relationship between two nodes that includes sisterhood and locality. 

Ouhalla (1994) presents the condition of government as follows: 

 

4) Government 

     A governs B if 

(i) A is an X° category. 

(ii) A c-commands B. 

    (iii) Minimality is respected. 
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In (5.a), it is only the verb (V) that can govern NP, not V’ or VP. The minimality 

condition prevents X° from governing NPs that are in the domain of other 

governing categories, for instance in (5.b) the NP is governed by a closer 

governor P rather than V: 

 

5) a.           VP                                     b.                  VP                                                                  

                    |                                                              | 

                   V’                                                           V’ 

               /          \                                                   /           \ 

             V          NP                                             V           PP 

                                                                                           | 

                                                                                          P’ 

                                                                                       /     \ 

                                                                                     P     NP 

 

1.2.3. Complements vs. Adjuncts 

          The NP that is governed and case (accusative) assigned by V or P is called 

the complement of the V/P:  
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6)       a.            VP                                               b.                 PP 

                           |                                                                       | 

                          V’                                                                    P’ 

                       /        \                                                              /     \ 

                      V      NP                                                          P     NP 

                       |         |                                                             |        | 

                     told   him                                                          to    him 

 

The term Complement is not limited to the above case where a V or P selects an 

NP complement. Every head can have a selectional feature that is satisfied by a 

complement through the operation Merge. T

1
T Languages are different with regards 

to the order of the head and complement. In the case of V, while English shows 

the order of Head-complement Persian displays the reverse order.T

2
T  Since Persian 

is an S O V language, the NP complement of the verb occurs to the left: 

 

7)                             XP 

                             /          \ 

                     YP (NP)      X 

 

The above structure brings us to the discussion of how complement CPs combine 

with the verb in Persian. We know that CPs as the verb complement occur to the 
                                                 
T

1
T Although we do not fully follow the Minimalist Program in this work, we adopt some of its 

terminology. Adger (2003) defines the function of operation Merge as to build up larger structures 
out of smaller ones with the smallest elements being lexical items.   

T

2
T All phrasal categories except VP (and one may include KsP with /rā/as its head) display head-

initial structures in Persian.  
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right of the verb in Persian. The analytical question is whether postverbal 

complement CPs are merged there as complements, as the structure below 

suggests, or whether they are merged in a preverbal complement position and are 

moved to a postverbal adjunct position. This question will be addressed in 

Chapters Two and Four.  

 

8)                               XP 

                               /        \ 

                            X        YP (CP) 

          Adjuncts are elements that have modificational roles in the sentence unlike 

Complements which have argument roles. Adjuncts may be any PPs, APs, NPs or 

CPs. While complements are sisters of a head X that cause the head to project to 

X’, adjuncts are sisters of X’/XP that do not lead to projection. This predicts that 

complements should be closer to the head than adjuncts. Radford (1990) presents 

the following structure in which an NP has PPs both as complement and as 

adjunct:  

9)                                                                N’’ 

                                                              /                \ 

                                                     Determiner         N’ 

                                                                           /            \ 

                                                                       N’          adjunct 

                                                                 /            \ 

                                                              N       complement 
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  a student [BPP Bof Physics] [BPP Bwith long hair]  

 

Radford (1990) mentions some other syntactic differences between complements 

and adjuncts. While the adjunct rule (X’ � X’ YP) is recursive the complement 

rule (X’ � X YP) is not: 

 

10)   a.   a student [with long hair] [with short arms] 

        b. *a student [of Physics] [of Chemistry] 

 

Complements and adjuncts can co-ordinate with other complements and adjuncts 

but not with each other: 

 

11)   a.  *a student [of Physics] and [with short arms] 

       b.  *a student [with short arms] and [of Physics] 

 

With regard to extraposition, Radford (1990) notes that adjuncts are less tightly 

bound to the head noun than complements: 

 

12) a. (?) A student came to see me yesterday [with long hair] 

      b.    *A student came to see me yesterday [of Physics]. 

 

With respect to preposing, we see that complements are more mobile than 

adjuncts. While complements undergo preposing, adjuncts do not: 
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13)  a. [What branch of Physics] is Jack a student of? 

       b.*[What kind of hair] is Paco a student with? 

 

Finally, sub-categorization restrictions hold only between a head and its 

complement, not between a head and its adjuncts: 

 

14)  a.  a student of Physics 

      b.  *a boy of Physics 

  c.  *a girl of Physics 

 

15)  a. a student with long hair 

      b. a boy with long hair 

      c. a girl with long hair 

 

          Complementizer phrases (CP) may appear either as complement or adjunct 

clauses in Persian. Whether they are complements or adjuncts depends upon 

where they appear. This is shown below – CPs associated with a DP are adjuncts 

as are relative clauses (though we will see more on this question later) while CPs 

that combine directly with the verb as an argument are complements.    

 

CP  associated with a DP  �      [ BDP B  [BDP B D°  (NP)]    CP ]  

CP  as Relative clause       �      [ BDP B  [ D°  ] [BCP B NP  [C°  IP ]] ] 

CP  as Argument of Verb  �      [ VP  [ V°   CP ] ] 
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The status of non-complement postverbal CPs is discussed in Chapter Four. 

 

1.3. Structure of Persian 

         This section gives a brief history of the Persian language and provides some 

basic information about Persian syntax that covers subjects, objects, subject-verb 

agreement, and word order. 

 

1.3.1.  Defining Modern Persian 

          A technical term for Persian is Farsi-ye darbāri “Court Persian” or New 

Persian. New Persian has three main dialects: Farsi, spoken in Iran, Dari, spoken 

in Afghanistan, and Tajik/Tajiki, spoken in Tajikistan and Uzbekistan. The term 

New Persian indicates that this language has developed from two previous stages 

of this language, Old and Middle Persian. Old Persian, of which today only 

limited numbers of texts written in cuneiform inscriptions are available, belongs 

to the Western branch of Iranian Languages. Middle Persian or Pahlavi was 

developed from Old Persian and was the main language until the ninth century 

CE. when the first well documented written texts in New Persian appeared. The 

New Persian era has continued to the present time. From a morphological point of 

view, New Persian is less inflected in comparison to its ancestors Middle and Old 

Persian, which show moderate and high inflection systems (nouns also inflected 

for case) respectively. The term Modern Persian, first employed in western 

literature around the begining of the twentieth century, mainly refers to the dialect 

of New Persian spoken in Iran. Modern Persian, more specifically the dialect of 
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Tehrani-Farsi spoken (both spoken and written register form) in the capital of 

Iran, is the main source of the data in this work. The examples presented in the 

text (except the present chapter) unless noted otherwise are from spoken Persian, 

although both literary and spoken Persian are relevant to this work.  

 

1.3.2. Basics of Persian Syntax 

          1.3.2.1. Subjects; the function of subject may be fulfilled by a DP, which 

can be realized by: (16) a noun, (17) a pronoun, (18, 19) a numeral or an 

expression of quality plus noun, and (20) an infinitive.  

 

16) Ali  qazā miT

3
T-xor-ad                  “Ali eats food.” 

      Ali             food IMPF-eat-3sg. 

 

17) man Ali rā zad-am                      “I hit Ali.” 

         I  Ali ACC hit-1sg. 

 

18) se  kārgar  kār mi-kon-and 

   three   workers  work  IMPF-do-3pl. 

“Three workers are working.” 

 

19) do    kilo        berenj barāye  mā kāfi ‘ast 

      two   kilograms  rice for  us enough   is-3sg. 
                                                 
T

3
T mi-has a durative value and enters into the present indicative of the imperfect and of the 

compound imperfect. a) Present mi-xar-am “I buy.” b) imperfect  mi-xarid-am “I was buying/I 
used to buy”. c) compound imperfect  mi-xaride-and “They have been buying.” 
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“Two kilograms of rice is enough for us.” 

 

20) dars xānd-an T

4
T kar-eT

5
T    ‘āsāni     ‘ast 

lesson  read-to  job-EZ    easy       is-3ssg. 

“Studying is an easy job to do.” 

 

Persian is a null subject language so an overt subject is not necessary, as the 

following example illustrates. Typically, when an overt subject is not present, 

information about the subject can be recovered from the inflection on the verb. 

 

21) Ali    rā zad-am                                               “I hit Ali.” 

      Ali  ACC hit-1sg. 

          

         1.3.2.2. Predicate; the predicate may be a verb (22), a noun (23) or a 

nominal expression (24); 

 

22) Ali     xābid                                                         “Ali fell asleep.” 

      Ali     slept-3sg. 

 

23) Ali    mo‘allem bud                                        “Ali was a teacher.” 

      Ali    teacher was-3sg. 

                                                 
T

4
T /-an/ is an inflectional morpheme marker of the infinitive 

T

5
T /-e/ is the marker of Ezafe construction in which a noun is modified by another noun or 

adjective; /-e/ as enclitic particle conjoins the two parts of this construction.  
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24) Tehran xayli vasi‘      ‘ast                        “Tehran is very spread-out.” 

      Tehran very spread-out is-3sg. 

 

When the predicate is nominal (23, 24), the clause usually involves a verbal 

copula (bud in 23 and ‘ast in 24) that carries the expression of tense. 

 

          1.3.2.3. Subject-verb agreement; a limited number of cases aside, subject 

and verb normally agree in number (25) and person features (26): 

 

25) a. ān-hā be xāne ‘āmad-and                      “They came home.” 

          that-pl.   to home  came-3pl. 

       

       b.*ān-hā be xāne ‘āmad 

           that-pl.  to home  came-3sg. 

 

26) a. man qazā xord-am                                        “I ate food.” 

           I food ate-1sg. 

       

      b.*man qazā xord-i 

            I          food ate-2sg. 

 

In (25, b) the third person plural subject /‘ān-hā/ “they” does not agree in number 

feature with inflectional ending for third person singular, which is indicated by 
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the absence of an ending (zero morpheme). In (26, b) the first person singular 

subject /man/ “I” does not agree in person feature with the inflectional ending /-i/ 

second person singular.  

         The inflectional endings are summarized in the following chart. These 

endings are inflectional morphemes that agree with the number and the person of 

the subject in the present and the past. They are affixed to finite verbs: 

 

Chart (1):  

 

Number      Singular       Plural 

Person   

            First      -am       -im 

           Second      -i       -id 

           Third      -ad (present) 

     Ø (past) 

      -and 

 

The same inflectional endings are used for the present and for the past. The 

ending for the third person singular in the past is a zero morpheme, and has no 

inflection. Here follows the two conjugation forms of the verb /budan/ “to be” in 

present:  
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Chart (2): 

 

Number      Singular       Plural 

Person   

            First  hastam / -am    hastim / -im    

           Second  hasti / -i      hastid/ -id      

           Third hast,‘ast / -e      hast-and / -and    

 

The above two conjugated forms of the present indicative mood of the verb 

/budan/ “to be’ are used both in colloquial /spoken and in literary Persian.  

 

27) 

 a. dar   ‘otāq    faqat   yek   nafar   hast     “There is only one person in the room.” 

     in     room   only    one  person  to be 3 sg. 

 

b. tu   ‘otāq    faqat   ye    nafar-e             “There is only one person in the room.” 

    in   room   only    one  person-to be 3 sg. 

 

28) 

a. ‘ān-hā mo‘allem     hastand                     “They are teachers.” 

     that-pl. teacher         to be 3 pl. 
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b. ‘un-ā mo‘allem-and                                “They are teachers.” 

    that-pl. teacher- to be 3 pl. 

 

For more instances of the occurrence of the verb “to be” look at the above 

examples (19, 20, 24). 

 

            1.3.2.4. Objects; the direct object is optionally characterized by the 

postposition /rā/. Note that /rā/ is used in (29) but not in (30). This indicates 

another function of this postposition. This direct object marker is also considered 

to be a specificity marker by Samiian (1983) and Karimi (1989). As has been 

stated in the latter study, this specificity accusative case marker should 

accompany the definite object. The pair of examples in (31) shows this: 

 

29) ‘in  pesar-oT

6
T mi-šnās-am                  “I know this boy.” 

      this  boy-ACC IMPF-know-1sg. 

 

30) čand  tā ketāb xarid-i                               “How many books did you buy?” 

      how many  books bought-2sg. 

 

31)  a.  *Kimea [ BDPB ‘in ketāb]     barā man xund 

          Kimea             this book       for  me read- 3sg. 

 

                                                 
T

6
T This postposition in spoken form may be pronounced /ro/ or reduced to /-o/ when following a 

consonant. 
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b.   Kimea [ BDPB ‘in ketāb]-ro     barā man xund 

  Kimea             this book-ACC  for  me read- 3sg. 

“Kimea read this book to me.” 

 

Objects other than the direct object are, for the most part, introduced by a 

preposition: 

 

a)  /be/ “to”: Direction toward a place is usually indicated by this preposition (32). 

The addressee is also usually introduced by this directional preposition (33): 

 

32) Ali  be Tehrān     ‘āmad                   “Ali came to Tehran.” 

      Ali  to  Tehran     came-3sg. 

 

33) man ketāb ro be ‘u dād-am 

      I  book ACC to      him/her   gave-1sg. 

“I gave the book to him/her.” 

 

b) /bā/ “with”: It indicates the instrument with which the work is done (34). A 

human indirect object may also be introduced by this preposition (35): 

 

34) Ali     bā qāšoq qazā mi-xor-ad            

     Ali    with spoon food IMPF-eat-3sg. 

“Ali is eating/Ali eats with a spoon.” 
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35) man   bā Ali harf zad-am                “I talked to Ali.” 

       I    with Ali letter hit-1sg. 

 

c)  /dar/ “in”: The position in a place is indicated most often by this preposition: 

 

36) Ali  dar Tehrān  zendegi mi-kon-ad 

      Ali  in Tehran  life  IMPF-do-3sg. 

“Ali lives in Tehran.” 

 

d) /‘az/ “from”: Departure point or origin is indicated by this preposition: 

 

37) ‘u      ‘az       Tehrān ‘āmad              “He/she came from Tehran.” 

     He/she from    Tehran came-3sg. 

 

38) Ali  ketāb ro ‘az man gereft 

      Ali  book ACC from me took-3sg. 

 “Ali got the book from me.” 

 

39) ‘az  ‘u  be T

7
T-pors                              “Ask him/her.” 

      from him/her IMP-ask 

 

                                                 
T

7
T /be-/ (bi/bo in certain context following vowel harmony rules) is an inflectional morpheme 

which characterizes the subjunctive and imperative; a) subjunctive  be-xar-am “that I buy” 
b) imperative  be-xar “buy!”   
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          1.3.2.5. Word order. As a general rule the verb comes at the end of the 

sentence. In a noun-predicate clause, the normal order is subject-predicate-copula 

or S O V (40). In a verb-predicate clause, the word order is subject-direct object-

verb S O V (41):  

 

40) Ali  pesar-e  xubi ‘ast                  “Ali is a good boy.” 

      Ali  boy-EZ good is-3sg. 

 

41) Ali  dar ro bāz kard                  “Ali opened the door.” 

      Ali  door ACC open did-3sg. 

 

Other word orders may also occur in spoken and formal language, as shown 

below. 

 

42) mā  [Ali ro]       [be  mehmuni] Uda‘vat    kard-im 

      we  Ali ACC to party  invite             did-1pl. 

 

“We invited Ali to the party.” 

 

43) [Ali ro] mā [be mehmuni] Uda‘vat    kard-im U 

      Ali            ACC we  to party  invite    did-1pl. 

 

“We invited Ali to the party.” 
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44) [be  mehmuni] Uda‘vat  kard-im U [Ali ro]  mā 

        to  party  invite  did-1pl. Ali ACC  we 

“We invited Ali to the party.” 

 

45) ZAD-AM Ali ro man                          “I hit Ali.” 

         hit-1sg. Ali ACC I 

 

In (42) the word order is S O V, and in (43) it is O S V. In (44) the verb is 

between the object of preposition and the direct object IO V DO S. In (45) where 

the verb is topicalized, the order is V O S. Persian is generally considered to be a 

scrambling language (see Karimi, 2005). Complement clauses usually occur in a 

postverbal position; the exact structural location of these clauses will be discussed 

throughout this study and in particular in Chapter Two. 

        In the following section, I go through the discussion of the particle /ke/ in 

three different descriptive grammars in Persian.  

 

1.4. Ke in Descriptive Grammar 

 

                                                  Introduction 

          Many grammar books and linguistic analyses have dealt with /ke/ and the 

syntactic constructions where it can appear. These works have been written either 

from a modern linguistic perspective or from a traditional descriptive grammar 

perspective. Typical Persian grammar books consider /ke/ a particle either as a 
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connective or a relative particle. As for the morphological status of this element, 

maybe it would be appropriate to call this element particle, paralleling the notion 

of particles in English. Although traditional grammar books mention that this 

particle may have several different meanings in different environments, it has no 

meaning on a parallel with the English particle “that”.  

          No sentence in Persian begins with this particle.T

8
T As I will show later, the 

occurrence of this particle and the clause it introduces in an embedded and clause 

initial position only becomes possible inside a DP shell. This removes the 

possibility of having a ke-clause sentence initially. In this study, /ke/ will be 

considered as a linguistic element with a syntactic relationship with the clause that 

follows it in relative and argument clauses and in sentential argument structure as 

well. For this reason, the instances of temporal or emphatic /ke/ are not included 

in this study because they do not form a constituent with the material on their 

right side. In the following a few descriptive grammars will be examined to see 

how /ke/ has been viewed in traditional grammar books.       

          Grammars by Khatib-Rahbar (1988) and Mashkour (1989) do not take into 

account linguistic concepts. Most of their examples come from pre-modern 

literature instead of contemporary Persian. Moreover, Khatib-Rahbar (1988) and 

Mashkour (1989) are more concerned with the meanings rather than the syntax of 

/ke/ in different environments. A third grammar by Farshidvard (1996) has more 

                                                 
T

8
T The occurrence of this particle in an exclamation, such as; 

ke=či        [be-š-e] 
that=what SBJ-become-3sg. 
“So what!” 
might be taken to show that  it could be considered as an enclitic in the initial position. But note 
that /ke/ here can only appear with /či/  suggesting lexicalization. 
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examples from today’s Persian and offers more discussion of /ke/ in the relative 

clause construction. Without going into the details of a linguistic analysis of /ke/, 

this grammar book gives some basic and interesting information about /ke/ in 

relative clause construction and relative clauses in general. 

Here follows a summary of the ideas about /ke/ in these three grammars under 

three main topics: /ke/ as a connective or conjunction, temporal and emphatic /ke/, 

and /ke/ in relative clause constructions.  

 

1.4.1. /ke/ as a connective/conjunction 

           Khatib-Rahbar, Mashkour and Farshidvard begin their explanation of /ke/ 

with its use as a connective or conjunction. Khatib-Rahbar (1988) and Mashkour 

(1989) consider /ke/ a connective particle. Khatib-Rahbar (1988) considers /ke/ in 

the same class as prepositions. The first two works call the first function of /ke/ as 

a connective for two purposes. It connects either two sentences (46) or a part of a 

sentence to another part of it (47): 

 

46) ‘āmozegār-ān be madrese ‘āmad-and [*(ke)T

9
T be  ‘otāq-e 

     teacher-pl.               to        school               came-3pl.          that    to   room-EZ 

    dars  be-rav-and] 

    lesson          SBJ-go-3pl.                                                     (Mashkour, 53) 

 

“Teachers came to school in order to go to the class.” 

                                                 
T

9
T I use this sign *(  ) to show that the element in parentheses is obligatory. 
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47) soxan-i  [*(ke)  goft-i]       dorost bud  

    talk-REL           that  said-2sg.   correct      was-3sg.    

“The thing that you said was correct.”                                     (Mashkour, 53) 

 

Mashkour (1989) considers /ke/ as a relative particle in (47) and as a 

connective in (46). As we explain later in this study /ke/ in (46) introduces a 

purpose clause; it is not a CP complement of the verb like the following (48) in 

which it introduces a complement clause. For this reason /ke/ in (46) can be 

replaced by another conjunction such as /tā/ “till, for”:  

 

48) a.   be man goft     [ (ke) bo-ro ] 

        to me said-3 sg.   that IMP-go 

“He/she told me to go/leave.” 

 

b. *be man [ (ke) bo-ro ]   goft      

  to me     that       IMP-go   said-3 sg. 

 

Both Mashkour and Katib-Rahbar talk in detail about the meanings of /ke/ as a 

connective. They do not focus on the syntactic structures that this connective can 

connect. Khatib-Rahbar (1988) and Mashkour (1989) give 9 and 20 different 

meanings of connective /ke/, respectively. Farshidvard (1996) also calls /ke/ both 

a relative and a connective harf “particle”. Besides talking about the meanings of 
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this /ke/, he presents different environments in which this /ke/ can occur and 

explains different characteristics of this /ke/ both as a relative and as a connective.   

 

1.4.2. Temporal and Emphatic /ke/ 

           The three cited grammar books present examples of /ke/ as an emphatic 

adverb indicating time. Farshidvard (1996) shows that emphatic /ke/ either 

accompanies another emphatic adverb (perhaps merely to reinforce the emphasis) 

(49) or occurs between the repetitions of the same sentence (50) or just between 

two sentences (51): 

 

49) ‘albate (ke) ne-mi-‘ā-d 

     of course    that      NEG-IMPF-come-3 sg. 

“Of course he is not coming.”                                  (Farshidvard, 180) 

 

50) raft-am      *(ke) raft-am 

   went-1sg. that went-1sg.                               (Farshidvard, 180) 

 “I am gone!”                                                                                

(With the emphasis on being gone) 

 

51) de  bo-ro           *(ke) raft-i 

   INTERJ        IMP-go that went-2 sg.        (Farshidvard, 180) 

 

 “Just go!” (Implying that I wish you never come back again)  
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He mentions that (49, 50) belong to spoken Persian. In fact, a closer look at these 

sentences shows us that this /ke/ is the same as the connective /ke/, because here 

we have a complete sentence before and after /ke/. Please note that (50) without 

/ke/ is not grammatical. It seems that here we are dealing with a special 

occurrence of /ke/ that makes a lexicalized form, with the verb that occurs after it, 

with a special meaning for this expression. There is a crucial difference between 

the occurrences of /ke/ in (49) on one side and (50, 51) on the other. The 

appearance of /ke/ in (49) is optional, but the omission of /ke/ in (50, 51) results in 

ungrammaticality. It seems that only in (49) is the occurrence of /ke/ an instance 

of emphatic /ke/ and in (50, 51) we only deal with connective /ke/ with special 

idiomatic function. 

          Temporal /ke/ refers to the usage of /ke/ as an indicator of time. Farshidvard 

(1996) gives examples of the usage of /ke/ as an indicator of time. Note that /ke/ 

in the following examples combines with another word. Farshidvard considers the 

new word as a combined connective particle. In this case, we may show it as 

being cliticised: 

 

52) vaqt-i=(ke) ‘u rā did-am             xošhāl            šod-am 

  time-REL=that           he      ACC   saw-1 sg. happy  became- 1 sg. 

  literary: the time that 

                                                                                       (Farshidvard, 291) 

“When I saw him I became happy.”                              
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53) ham-‘in=*(ke) vāred  šod  ‘u rā did 

    also-this=that  arrive    became-3 sg.  he      ACC    saw-3 sg.       

                                                                                  (Farshidvard, 291) 

“As soon as he arrived he saw him.” 

 

The example (52) apparently has the structure of a relative clause. But if we 

consider /vaqt-i/ “the time” as the head-noun, the extraposition of the ke-clause to 

a position after the main verb results in ungrammaticality (53). The head-noun 

here is a part of the ke-clause and the grammaticality of the extraposition of the 

clause to a position after the main verb indicates this (54): 

 

54) * vaqt-i     xošhāl    šod-am           [ ke ‘u rā did-am ] 

       time-REL     happy became- 1sg. that him ACC    saw-1 sg. 

 

55) xošhāl šod-am            [ vaqt-i (ke) ‘u rā did-am ] 

       happy became-1 sg. time-REL that him ACC    saw-1 sg. 

“I became happy when I saw you.” 

 

Since relative clauses can ordinarily be separated from their head NPs, we have 

reasons to doubt that these cases involve garden variety relative clauses. 

Comparing (52) to (55) and the fact that we could omit /ke/ from these sentences 

may lead us to conclude that here we are dealing with a free relative clause, 

although these clauses unlike a free relative clause enjoy heads:  
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56)  UharU šāgerd-i    [ (ke)  dars be-xān-ad] qabul    mi-šav-ad 

     every      student-REL that lesson SBJ-read-3sg.   pass IMPF-become-3sg. 

“Any student who studies will pass the test.” 

 

On the other hand unlike the appearance of /ke/ in (52, 55) this /ke/ cannot be 

omitted from (53). Perhaps the optional presence of /ke/ in (52) indicates that here 

we are dealing with an emphatic /ke/, in so far it only reinforces the time. 

However, in (53) we need /ke/ in order to have a grammatical sentence; /ke/ is an 

essential part of this expression /ham-‘in=ke/ “as soon as” that truly shows time. 

          Since emphatic /ke/ in (49), which does not move with the material on its 

right side, and temporal /ke/ in (52), which moves with material on its right and 

left side, do not form an immediate constituent with the clause to their right, they 

will not be studied in this work.  

 

1.4.3. Relative /ke/ 

           Khatib-Rahbar, Mashkour, and Farshidvard discuss /ke/ as a connective in 

relative clause structure. They show that in this structure /ke/ connects a part of 

the sentence to another part of it. Khatib-Rahbar (1988) considers this /ke/ a 

relative pronoun and calls it zamir-e rabt-i “connective pronoun”. Mashkour 

(1989) and Farshidvard (1996) consider this /ke/ a ke-ye mowsuli “relative ke”. 

The main issue here is to prove or to reject the idea that this /ke/ is a pronoun. As 

far as the author knows, Houston (1974) is the first person to reject the idea that 

/ke/ is a relative pronoun. Although he discusses relative clauses in Dari, relative 
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clauses in Persian (Persian and Dari are two dialects of the same language; New 

Persian) display minimal difference, if any, at least with respect to the appearance 

of /ke/. Houston (1974) has presented two kinds of evidence in order to reject the 

idea that /ke/ is a relative pronoun in Dari relative clause structure. The first kind 

of evidence is related to the internal structure of relative clauses. The second kind 

of evidence is related to syntactic and morphological characteristics of pronouns 

that are not applicable to /ke/. Houston (1974) states that /ke/, unlike a pronoun 

cannot be inflected for number. It cannot take a case marker (58) or be the object 

of preposition (63):  

 

57) mard ey ke ma ura mišnos-um amidesti raft 

      man art.  I he-OM know -I just  left 3 

                                                                                           (Houston, 34) 

“The man that I know just left.”                                       

 

58)* mard ey kera ma ura mišnos-um amidesti raft 

        man art.    OM   I he-OM  know-I just  left 3 

                                                                                          (Houston, 34) 

 

In (57) the pronoun / ‘u/ is taking the case marker /rā/ but in (58) the appearance 

of a case marker on /ke/ results in ungrammaticality. Considering the similarity 

between this structure and its equivalent in Persian, we can predict that even the 

omission of /rā/ after the pronoun cannot rescue the structure in (58): 
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59) * mard ey kera ma u mišnos-um amidesti raft 

         man        art        OM       I        he         know-I              just                 left 3   

 

While a pronoun can take the plural marker, /ke/ cannot. In the following example 

(60), the pronoun is in plural form: 

 

60) mard ey ke ma unro     mišnos-um amidesti raft 

      men art.             I they-OM   know-I just  left 3 

                                                                                               (Houston, 35) 

“The men that I know just left.”                                   

 

Houston (1974) states that his informant was unable to conceive what a plural 

form of /ke/ might look like. The same used in Persian. The combinations of /ke/ 

and two different plural morphemes in Persian simply do not exist: 

  

61)     a. *ke-ān              b.  *ke-hā 

                ke-pl.                     ke-pl. 

 

He also shows that while pronouns appear as objects of prepositions, /ke/ cannot: 

 

62) beča ey ke ma kitoba  bare-iš  dodum byodar  

     boy  art.  I book-OM to-him  gave I brother 
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ey  ma as 

 art  I be 3 

                                                                                             (Houston, 35) 

“The boy that I gave the book to is my brother.”               

 

63)* beča  ey bare ke ma kitoba      dodum byodar ey ma  

          boy  art. to  I book-OM  gave I brother art        my  

        as 

        be 3                                                                             (Houston, 35) 

 

“The boy that I gave the book to is my brother.”               

 

In (62) the pronoun is the object of the preposition but in (63) the appearance of 

bare “to” before /ke/ results in ungrammaticality. 

The above examples clearly illustrate that /ke/ cannot be inflected for number as 

pronouns can and that it cannot take the object marker or be the object of a 

preposition as pronouns can in Dari and in Persian. 

         Farshidvard (1996) focuses on the appearance of /ke/ in relative clauses in 

Persian. He explores the environments in which /ke/ can be omitted and examines 

the differences between /ke/ in relative clauses, when it connects one part of the 

sentence to another part, and in other sentences when it simply connects two 

clauses (subordinate and main). In the following, I present a summary of his 

ideas. 
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Farshidvard (1996) mentions that /ke/ as a relative connector can be omitted when 

used with a group of words with high frequency of usage such as /har kas/ 

“whoever” and /har jā/ “wherever” (later in the work I will consider them as 

quantifiers). He does not present any examples. Interestingly he mentions that in 

older forms of Persian, this kind of /ke/ could be omitted when the verb occurs 

between /‘esm-e mowrd-e towzih/, in our terms the head of the relative clause and 

/jomle vare-y-e towzih-i/, the relative clause itself. He gives the following 

example from a text written in the 13P

th
P century that comes from Mosaffa (1971):  

 

64) ‘ettefāqan     dār ‘ān   miyān [ javān-i      bud ] [ BCP     Bmiveye   ‘onfovāne      

       incidentally   in  that  place   young-REL was-3sg.      fruit       early        

 šabābaš      no   raside] 

youth     new             arrived                                              (Koliyyate  Sa‘di, 13) 

                                                                                            

 

“Incidentally there was a young man there that became a mature person recently.” 

 

If we accept the reason for this omission as suggested by Farshidvard (1995), the 

above sentence before the appearance of the verb between the head of the relative 

and the relative clause looks like the following: 

 

65) ‘ettefāqan  dār ‘ān  miyān [ javān-i [ BCPB *(ke) miveye  ‘onfuvāne    šabābaš 

       incidentally in  that place young-REL       that  fruit        early        youth 
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        no      raside]    bud   

       new    arrived    was- 3 sg.                                       

 

What we saw in (64) looks like it is derived via extraposition from a structure like 

(65) after which /ke/ is omitted. In other words in an embedded position C° is 

filled with /ke/ and in extraposed position, the C is empty. The C could 

presumably be overt too. What is noteworthy is that the complementizer could be 

overt in an extraposed clause. This is quite unlike what happens in English 

relative clauses. In English relative clauses the C-domain may be empty in an 

embedded position (‘the book I like’) but should be filled in an extraposed 

position (‘The book is on sale *(which/that) I like’). Later in the study, when we 

are especially concerned about the extraposition of the ke-clause in modern 

Persian, we will see that the omission of the complementizer in relative clauses is 

not in general permitted, irrespective of whether the relative clause is embedded 

or extraposed. He also mentions that in an older form of Persian /ke/ and /‘u/ “He, 

She” could combine and become /kou/ “that he, she”. He adds that this form looks 

phonologically similar to the relative pronoun /que/ in French and perhaps in an 

older time functioned as a relative pronoun. Setting the status of this conjecture 

aside, what is relevant here is his conclusion that /ke/ in modern Persian is only a 

connector and not a relative pronoun.  

          Farshidvard (1996) considers several differences between ke-ye rabti [the 

connector /ke/] and ke-ye tozihi [the relative /ke/]. The first difference is in regards 

to what comes after the two kinds of /ke/. He mentions that before the relative /ke/ 
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we have the indefinite morpheme /-i/ (later we will call this morpheme a 

restrictive morpheme since it makes a restrictive relative clause distinct from a 

non-restrictive clause) attached to the noun as suffix. The second kind of /ke/ is 

preceded by a verb; what comes after this /ke/ is the complement of a verb. The 

second difference concerns the omission of /ke/. The relative /ke/ can only be 

omitted under certain circumstances cited above, but according to Farshidvard, 

the connector /ke/ can be omitted without any conditions. In fact, he recommends 

omitting this /ke/ in order to keep a good style of Persian. The third difference 

concerns the movement (in our term extraposition) of sentences that include /ke/. 

He mentions that the relative clause introduced by relative /ke/ can be embedded 

in either the main clause (66), or come after the verb of the main clause (67): 

 

66) mard-i [*(ke) be madrese mi-raft]            mi-dav-id 

      man-REL      that to school             IMPF-went-3sg.         IMPF-run-3sg. 

“The man who was going to school was running.”          (Farshidvard, 360) 

 

67) mard-i mi-dav-id [*(ke) be madrese mi-raft]  

      man-REL IMPF-run-3sg.   that to school  IMPF-went-3 sg.  

“The man was running who was going to school.”          (Farshidvard, 360) 

 

As for the clause that is introduced by the connector /ke/, it is not the same as a 

relative. This clause only can appear after the main clause (68). Farshidvard 

(1996) also presents (69) in which again the clause introduced by /ke/ occurs after 
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the main clause that here shows an NP in subject position. It also looks like a full 

clause on the surface, unlike a relative clause:  

 

68) momken ‘ast [(ke)      Houšang be ‘in-jā     bi-y T

10
T-ā-y-ad] 

      possible   is-3sg. that      Houshang to this-place SBJ-come-3sg. 

“It is possible that Houshang comes here.”             (Farshidvard, 360) 

 

69) [ HoušangB iB ]   momken      ‘ast [(ke)   t BiB   be ‘in-jā      bi-y-ā-y-ad] 

        Houshang      possible is-3sg.   that      to this-place  SBJ-come-3sg. 

“It is possible that Houshang comes here.”             (Farshidvard, 360) 

 

What we see in (69) is the extraction out of the subordinate clause. The verb in 

this sentence is among raising verbs such as ‘be nazar residan’ “to seem”.T

11
T  

          Unlike the temporal and emphatic /ke/, the relative /ke/ and the material on 

its right side form a constituent. The movement of this clause (ke-clause) to a 

position after the main verb is the evidence for this claim: 

 

70) pesar-i [*(ke) qad boland ‘ast]   ‘in-jā        ‘ast 

      boy-REL   that  height      tall   is-3sg. this-place   is-3sg. 

“The boy who is tall is here.” 

 

 

                                                 
T

10
T /y/ is a buffer. There is no sequence of two vowels next to each other in Persian. 

T

11
T See appendix B for a relevant discussion.  
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71) pesar-i ‘in-jā       ‘ast            [*(ke) qad boland    ‘ast]  

      boy-REL this-place   is-3sg. that  height       tall    is-3sg.  

“The boy who is tall is here.” 

 

The movement of /ke/ and the material on its right side is the evidence that /ke/, 

and what comes after it, form a constituent. We are especially concerned with the 

internal structure and movement (extraposition) of this clause here. 

           This dissertation, in the next three chapters, tries to elucidate the structural 

considerations which underlie why the complementizer can be omitted from some 

clausal structures but not from others. This question cannot be answered without a 

clear picture of the syntactic structures of these constructions. Persian grammar 

books in general do not examine the syntax of /ke/ as a particle that introduces a 

variety of finite clauses. A detailed examination of the clausal syntax of Persian 

will be undertaken in the subsequent chapters revealing unexpected symmetries 

and asymmetries between complement CPs, CPs associated with DPs, and relative 

clauses.  
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              Chapter Two: Proposition-Denoting  Ke-clauses 

 

                                                   Introduction 

            Ke-clauses in Persian can denote both propositions and properties. 

Property-denoting ke-clauses are relative clauses and I explore their syntax in 

Chapter Three. In this chapter, I will examine proposition-denoting ke-clauses. 

These can combine with a verb or with a nominal expression. One major result of 

this chapter is that ke-clauses in these two combinations differ with respect to the 

optionality of ‘ke’ and the possibility of extraction from the CP. I will provide a 

structural explanation of these facts which will relate the different properties of 

ke-clauses in these two environments to how they combine with the verb (via 

complementation) and the host DP (via adjunction) respectively. The structural 

proposal made here is an initial one; it is modified and extended in Chapter Four 

to handle postverbal XPs.   

 

2.1. Distribution of Propositions-Denoting  Ke-clauses   

          2.1.1. Postverbal CP: Some Persian verbs such as /fekr kardan/ “to think” 

or /hads zadan/ “to guess” select a complement CP as a sentential argument to the 

right. These clauses are introduced by the particle /ke/. The main characteristic of 

these ke-clauses is that the complementizer can be covert.T

12
T In another words the 

                                                 
T

12
T For some exceptions on this see appendix A.  In this dissertation, we will refer to a situation 

where a proposition-denoting clause lacks a ke as involving a CP with a covert Complementizer. 
Logically another analysis is possible according to which a proposition-denoting clause that lacks 
a ke is an IP. As far as we can tell, the conditions on the licensing of the null Complementizer will 
apply to the licensing of the IP and thus the two analyses seem to make the same predictions.  
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particle /ke/ can be omitted from these clauses. The following literary Persian 

example taken from Ahangar (2002), who cites Browning and E. Karimi (1991) 

shows this:  

 

1) V          [ (ke)…………..  ] 

 

Hasan      mi-dān-ad         [ (ke) Ali ‘in xāne rā sāxt ] 

Hasan     IMPF-know-3sg.    that Ali this house ACC built-3sg. 

“Hasan knows that Ali built this house.”           

 

Postverbal ke-clauses can appear with a coindexed pronoun / dummy DP.T

13
T In this 

case, the complementizer is not optional: 

 

2) DP BiB       V      [ BCPB  *(ke)…………  ] BiB 

 

pesar-e   [ ‘in-o ] Bi B     ne-mi-don-e      [*(ke)    bābā=š      bi-kār    šod-e ] Bi 

boy-DEF this-ACC NEG-IMPF-know-3sg. that father=his w/o-work become-3sg.  

“The boy does not know [this] that his father has lost his job.” 

 

          2.1.2. Preverbal CP: The CP can appear preverbally inside an oligatory DP 

shell that may have an optional N. The list of the Ns that can appear in this 

                                                 
T

13
T I have borrowed the expression “dummy” from Bayer (1997). A dummy DP is an optional 

coindexed DP with the CP in preverbal position. 
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structure is cited from Gholam-Ali Zadeh (1995) in (4). The complementizer is 

not optional in this structure:T

14
T  

 

3) [ DP      CP *(ke) ]…….. V 

 

[BDP B[BD’B ‘in (dāstān)] [*(ke)   Dāvud    varšekaste        šod-e]]            Udoruq-e U 

               this story that   Davoud    bankrupt   became-is3sg. lie-is 3 sg. 

“The story that Davud has become bankrupt is not true.” 

 

4)    

    dāstān  story                         fekr  idea 

    vāqe‘iyyat  truth                          pišnehād suggestion   

    haqiqat  reality                       šāye‘e  rumor 

    nazar  opinion                     bayān  statement 

    nazariyye  theory                       gofte  saying, sth. said 

    farz   supposition               payām  message 

    farziyye         hypothesis               ‘elāmiyye  announcement 

   ‘andiše  thought                    ‘extāriyye  warning 

    xabar  news                         siyāsat  policy 

 

The CP cannot appear preverbally by itself or discontinuous from the dummy DP: 

 

                                                 
T

14
T See appendix B with discussion of Rezaei’s (1999) examples. 
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5) * CP…………..V 

 

*[ke   Dāvud    varšekaste        šod-e]            Udoruq-eU 

  that  Davud    bankrupt   became-is 3sg. lie-is 3sg. 

 

6) * DP BiB ______ CPBiB     V 

 

*[‘in    dāstān]    man   [ke    Davud   varšekaste   šod-a]-ro   

    this  story         I       that   Davud    bankrupt    become-3sg.-ACC  

      Ubāvar   na-dār-am 

      belief   NEG-have-1sg. 

 

Intended meaning: I do not believe this story that Davoud has become bankrupt. 

 

7) * CP BiB _____  DP BiB    V 

 

*[ke    Dāvud   varšekaste  šod-a]-ro                man    [‘in    dāstān]                

  that   Davud   bankrupt    become-3sg.-ACC    I        this  story 

Ubāvar   na-dār-am U 

belief   NEG-have-1sg. 

 

Intended meaning: I do not believe this story that Davoud has become bankrupt. 
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2.2. Extraction out of Proposition-Denoting ke-clauses 

          Data on extraction out of proposition-denoting ke-clauses indicate that 

while it is possible to extract out of postverbal CPs, extraction out of preverbal 

CPs is blocked. (8) taken from Karimi (2001) shows that extraction out of a 

postverbal complement CP is possible:T

15
T 

 

8)  wh_i…………………V   [CP ke………. t_i…………..] 

 

[‘un   ketāb-ā-ro] BiB  man mi-don-am [ BCPB ke   Kimiyā    t BiB        xarid-e] 

 that  book-pl.-ACC  I        IMPF-know-1sg.       that   Kimea              bought-3sg. 

“As for these books, I know that Kimea has bought them.” 

 

Interestingly, extraction out of a postverbal CP that is coindexed with a preverbal 

pronoun / dummy DP is blocked: 

 

9) wh_i………DP_j…………V [CP ke………. t_i…………..]_j 

 

*Tehran BiB   pesar-e   [ ‘in-o ] B1 B    Une-mi-don-e U            [  ke    bābā=š      raft-e   t BiB ] B1 

  Tehran   boy-DEF this-ACC NEG-IMPF-know-3sg. that father=his gone-3sg.    

 

Intended meaning: Tehran, the boy does not know [this] that his father has gone 

to. 

                                                 
T

15
T Darzi (1996), Karimi (2001) and Ahangar (2002) argue that the possibility of extraction out of 

complement CP indicates its postverbal generation.   
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Finally (10) shows that extraction out of a preverbal CP is not possible either: 

 

10) *wh_i    [DP  DP  [CP  ke……t_i………..]]  V 

*zamin BiB  hame ‘in   vāqe‘iyyat [  ke    t BiB  dor-e      xoršid  mi-gard-a]-ro              

 Earth     all     this   fact              that     around-EZ   sun       IMPF-turn-3sg.-ACC 

    Uqabul     dār-anU 

accept    have-3pl.  

 

Intended meaning: “As for the Earth, everybody accepts the fact that it goes 

around the sun.” 

 

2.3. Analytical Questions  

          Considering the above data, the following analytical questions arise. How 

does the postverbal CP combine with the verb? How do we handle the fact that 

postverbal CPs associated with a preverbal DP do not pattern with postverbal 

complement CPs which lack a preverbal associate DP? Moving to the preverbal 

domain, we would like to know how the DP-internal CP combines with the DP. 

Why can’t standalone complement CPs appear in a preverbal position? Finally, 

what explains the distribution of covert complementizers and extractability from 

finite CPs?   
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2.3.1. The Structure of DP-internal CPs  

          Let us start with the question of how a preverbal DP-internal CP combines 

with the rest of the DP. 

 

11) hame [ ‘in   vāqe‘iyyat [  ke    zamin   dowr-e    xoršid    mi-gard-a]-ro]             

      all       this  fact             that   Earth   around-EZ   sun       IMPF-turn-3sg.-ACC 

    Uqabul     dār-anU 

    accept   have-3pl. 

“Everybody accepts this fact that the Earth revolves around the Sun.” 

 

A structure that seems reasonable here is the structure that is often assumed for 

the corresponding cases in English. It is assumed that the finite CP is a 

complement to the noun. Together the noun and the CP combine to form an NP, 

which then combines with the D to form a DP. This is shown in the tree below.  

 

12) a. [The fact that the Earth is round] is known to everybody. 
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b. 

DP

However, in Persian, there is a dependency between D and CP: i.e. a CP cannot 

appear in the absence of a demonstrative D head.  

 

13) a.*hame  [ vāqe‘iyyat [  ke    zamin   dor-e          xoršid    mi-gard-a]-ro]             

           all            fact          that   Earth   around-EZ   sun       IMPF-turn-3sg.-ACC 

    Uqabul     dār-anU 

    accept   have-3pl. 

 

This is different from English where one can say ‘A/some/every claim that the 

earth is flat was falsified/Claims that the earth is flat have all been falsified.’ The 

dependency between D(P) and CP is unexpected under a structure like the one 

shown above. To represent this dependency, I propose that CPs associated with 

DPs combine with the full DP as an adjunct as shown below.  

D 

N CP

NP
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14)              a.              DP                          b.                        DP 

 

                                                                                  DP                          CP 

                         DP                     CP 

                                                                                   D 

The dependency between D(P) and CP is similar to the requirement imposed by 

correlatives in Hindi.T

16
T Srivastav (1991) refers to the “Demonstrative 

Requirement” as one of the differences that exist between correlative clauses, 

which are left-adjoined, and right-adjoined relative clauses (extraposed or 

embedded): correlatives can only modify a DP that contains a demonstrative. She 

presents the following data from Subbarao (1984) who observed that the 

indefinite main clause NP only allows the relative clause (jo-clause) to occur to 

the right: 

 

15)  

a.    *jo laRkiyaa khaRii haiN do lambii haiN 

      REL girls  standing are two tall are 

 

b.     do laRkiyaa lambii haiN jo khaRii    haiN 

        two girls  tall are REL standing  are           

       

                                                 
T

16
T The term “Correlative” is often refers to RC constructions where the SBrel B precedes SBmain B.  
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       do           laRkiyaa jo khaRii   haiN  lambii    haiN 

       two          girls  REL standing are   tall       are 

“Two girls who are standing are tall.” 

 

A demonstrative associate in the main clause is needed to make (15.a) 

grammatical: 

 

16) a. jo laRkiyaa khaRii haiN UvoU dono lambii haiN 

        REL girls  standing are DEM both tall  are 

 

b.   UvoU  dono laRkiyaa lambii haiN jo khaRii    haiN 

     DEM both girls  tall are REL standing  are 

 

c.   UvoU  dono laRkiyaa jo khaRii    haiN lambii haiN 

DEM both      girls  REL     standing are    tall       are 

“Both the girls who are standing are tall.” 

 

2.3.2. The External Syntax of Postverbal CPs  

          Having adopted a [DP [DP..] [CP…]] structure for DP-internal CPs, we 

now turn to how postverbal CPs combine with the rest of the clause. Right away 

we will distinguish between postverbal CPs that are associated with a preverbal 

DP and standalone postverbal CPs. In the context of the following discussion, we 

will limit our attention to postverbal proposition denoting CPs that directly (as in 
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the case of standalone CPs) or indirectly (by being associated with a DP) function 

as verb complements. Relative clauses will be discussed in the next chapter and 

the broader syntax of the postverbal domain in the last chapter.  

          To help determine the attachment site of various postverbal CPs, we will 

use the following diagnostics: 

 

Complementizer Optionality: In an embedded CP, complementizers can only be 

covert when the C head of the CP is governed by a lexical head.  

 

This diagnostic comes to us from Stowell (1981), who uses contrasts like ‘John 

believes (that) the earth is flat’ vs. ‘*(That) the earth is flat is believed by no one’ 

to motivate it.   

The C head of a CP is governed by the verb when it is merged as a complement to 

the verb. It is worth noting that the government relationship needs to hold at 

Spell-Out also.T

17
T Otherwise we would incorrectly allow the complementizer to be 

optional in the passive ‘*(That) the earth is flat is believed by no one.’ 

 

Extractability: Extraction is only possible out of CPs that appear as complements 

to a lexical head.  

 

The diagnostic connecting extractability out of a CP to its being in complement 

position is based on a central insight in the work on island phenomena: we can 
                                                 
T

17
T Spell-Out is another term that we borrow from Minimalist Program. Adger (2003) defines 

Spell-Out as a particular point in the syntactic derivation after which syntactic movement no 
longer affects phonology.   
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extract out of complements (Who_i did John buy [a picture of t_i]?) but not out of 

specifiers (*Who was [a picture of t_i] on sale?) or adjuncts (*Who did Maria 

sing an aria [on the birthday of t_i]?). As in the case of the complementizer 

optionality diagnostic, the complement relationship must hold at the point at 

which extraction takes place and not just at the point of merge – consider the 

contrast between ‘Who_i did John buy [a picture of t_i]?’ and ‘*Who_i was [a 

picture of t_i] bought by John?’.  

Both these diagnostics make reference to the notion of a lexical head. The 

relevance of this will become clear when we discuss the broader syntax of the 

postverbal domain in Chapter 4. There certain cases of apparent rightward 

movement of DPs can be analyzed as involving verb movement to the left. Under 

such an analysis, the postverbal complement CP will still be governed by a V/be 

in a complement relationship to a V but it will no longer be in the relevant 

relationship to a lexical head and thus will pattern with adjuncts with respect to 

the complementizer optionality and extractability diagnostics.  

With these diagnostics in hand, we now observe that standalone postverbal CPs 

allow for covert complementizers. Extraction is also possible from these CPs. 

According to our diagnostics, it means that the standalone postverbal CP is 

structurally a complement as represented in the following subtree.  
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17)                               V’ 

 

                                               

                        V                          CP 

As for the postverbal CPs that are coindexed with a preverbal DP, we observe that 

they may not have a covert complementizer. Extraction is blocked from these CPs 

(see, 9 above). Our diagnostics therefore rule out a head-complement structure 

like the one shown above. For concreteness, we will assume right now that CPs 

associated with a preverbal complement DP appear as right adjuncts to VP as 

shown in the subtree below.                                              

18)                                                         VP 

            

                                        VP                                        CP BiB 

                      

                        

                         DP BiB                               V 

The structure above is only being adopted for concreteness right now. Our 

theoretical assumptions do not rule out other structures. Indeed a closer 

examination of the postverbal domain in Chapter 4 will make available a different 

structure for such postverbal CPs. Also at this point, no commitments are made 

concerning the relationship between the postverbal CP and its ‘associated’ DP – 

exactly what relationship exists between the preverbal DP-internal CP, which we 
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have assigned the structure ‘[DP [DP…] [CP…]]’, is left open here. We will 

return to this question in Chapter Four.  

The occurrence of the postverbal CP coindexed with a preverbal dummy DP 

seems similar to the data that Bayer (1997) provides from Bengali:  

 

19) chele-Ta [e kotha] Bi Bjane na [*(je) baba aS -be]Bi 

    boy-CL this specch know-3 not COMP father come- FUT3 

“The boy does not know it that his father will come.” 

 

20) chele-Ta jane na [(je) baba aSbe] 

 

As you see in (19) where the je-clause is coindexed to a DP in the object position, 

the presence of /je/ becomes obligatory. However, in (20) the presence of /je/ is 

optional. 

 

2.3.3. Back to Preverbal CPs  

          Our structural assumptions about DP-internal CPs together with our 

diagnostics make the right predictions concerning the possibility of covert 

complementizers and extractability. We have assumed the following structure for 

DP-internal CPs. 
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21)                                                      VP                                     

 

                                      DP                                          V’ 

 

 

                      DP                              CP 

 

In this structure, the CP is in an adjunct position. It is not the complement of any 

lexical head. Consequently, it should not be possible to extract from such a CP.  

Covert complementizers should also not be permitted. As we have seen earlier, 

these predictions are borne out.  

Finally, we turn to the question of why standalone CPs cannot be preverbal.  This 

pattern is not exclusive to Persian and is in fact found in a number of SOV 

languages such as German, Hindi-Urdu, Bengali, and Turkish among many 

others. The general explanation that has been offered for this pattern in those 

languages appeals to the Case Resistance Principle (see Safir (1982), Dayal 

(1996) etc.).T

18
T According to this Principle, CPs cannot appear in case positions 

and by assumption preverbal positions in SOV languages are case positions. CPs 

cannot therefore appear there. This explanation seems to derive the observed facts 

and so we adopt it here, but we do note that given that DPs, which presumably 

need case, can appear in postverbal positions, case must be available in postverbal 

positions too. Perhaps all that is necessary is to say is that all preverbal positions 
                                                 
T

18
T Stowell’s (1981) Case Resistance Principle implies that finite and infinitival complement 

clauses bearing a Case assigning feature cannot occur in a Case assigned position and must move 
out of this position. 
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are cased while only some but not all postverbal positions are cased. There is 

more to be said on this question but we leave it for another occasion.  

  

2.4. Summary 

          We have shown that proposition-denoting ke-clauses can appear both in 

preverbal and postverbal positions. In preverbal position, they must be embedded 

inside a DP. In postverbal position, they can appear by themselves or be 

associated with a preverbal DP. Preverbal CPs cannot have covert 

complementizers and cannot be extracted from. Postverbal CPs can have covert 

complementizers and can be extracted from but only if they are standalone CPs, 

not if they are associated with a preverbal DP. Based on the demonstrative 

requirement on the DPs that embed CPs in Persian, we proposed a DP-adjunction 

structure ([DP [DP…] [CP…]]) instead of the more traditional N-

complementation structure ([DP D [NP N [CP…]]]). We assumed that a head-

complement relationship was implicated in licensing null complementizers in, and 

extraction from, CPs. Based on this, we concluded that standalone postverbal CPs 

were in a head-complement relationship with the verb while CPs associated with a 

preverbal DP were in an adjunct position. Our assumptions were also able to 

explain why DP-internal CPs do not allow for covert complementizers and cannot 

be extracted from.  
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                Chapter Three: Property-Denoting Ke-clauses 

 

                                                  Introduction  

          This chapter investigates the syntax of property-denoting ke-clause CPs, 

which function as relative clauses in Persian. After presenting the basic properties 

of Persian relative clauses and some basic assumptions about the structure of 

relative clauses in general, and in Persian in particular, we will discuss the 

distribution of the INDEF/RES morpheme /-i/ and facts from Case Attraction in 

Persian RCs. The facts from case attraction, where a nominal element shows the 

case that is associated with an element inside the relative, and from the 

distribution of NP-i in Persian RCs, will indicate that the head noun phrase of the 

restrictive relative clause was once present inside the relative. We will also 

examine data from idiom interpretation and variable binding that indicates that we 

need to interpret the head noun phrase inside the relative clause. We will propose 

a head raising/promotion analysis for Persian relative clauses and show that the 

facts discussed above receive a straightforward explanation under this analysis. 

Having done this, we will move to an exploration of locality in the context of 

Persian relative clauses. Here we will find, as already noted by Karimi (2001), 

that the abstraction, i.e. the relationship between the head of the relative clause 

and the relative clause-internal position that it is associated with, in a Persian 

relative clause can cross islands. Interestingly, the diagnostics that indicated a CP-

internal origin for the head NP – case attraction, the distribution of the 

INDEF/RES morpheme /-i/, the interpretation of idioms and variable binding – 
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seem to be unaffected by the presence of islands. This is an unexpected result, one 

that indicates that reconsideration of either locality considerations or of the import 

of the CP-internal diagnostics is in order. This last task, however, we will leave 

for future work.  

 

3.1. Basic Properties and Assumptions           

          A common definition of the relative clause in Persian includes /ke/ as the 

particle that introduces the relative clause. The following is a typical example of a 

restrictive relative clause in Persian: 

 

1) [ BNP  B(‘un) UdoxtarU-i   [ BRC Bke  Ali ro doust dār-e]]     ‘in-jā-st  

            DEM   girl-REL      that Ali    ACC   friend have-3 sg.   this-place-is 

“The girl who likes Ali is here.” 

 

Persian relative clauses are head external and do not involve any relative pronoun. 

They are introduced by the particle /ke/. The occurrence of this particle in this 

structure, unlike its occurrence in some of the structures that were studied in the 

previous chapter, is obligatory both in an embedded and extraposed position.T

19
T 

Relative clauses always involve abstraction over a relative clause-internal 

position. If the abstraction is over the subject, we find a gap in subject position 

(2). If the abstraction is over a non-subject position, it may involve a resumptive 

                                                 
T

19
TWindfuhr 1979, among others, claims that there is one kind of relative clause construction in 

Persian in which the appearance of /ke/ is not obligatory. For a detailed description and new 
assumptions in regards to this kind of relative clause see appendix C. 
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pronoun (3, 4). The exact conditions on the appearance of the resumptive 

pronouns will be discussed at various points throughout this chapter. 

 

2) abstraction over a subject position:      

No resumptive: ok 

a. [ BNPB  Udoxtar-iU [ BRC B ke     man-o dust dār-e]  ]   vārede    kelās    šod 

           girl-REL    that   me-ACC friend have-3 sg. arrive  class  became- 3sg. 

“The girl who likes me came into the class.” 

 

Resumptive pronoun�* 

b.*[BNP BUdoxtar-i U[BRC Bke   man-o      ‘un    dust     dār-e] ]  vārede   kelās    šod 

       girl-REL      that  me-ACC   she  friend  have-3sg arrive  class     became-3sg. 

 

3) abstraction over a direct object position: 

 Resumptive: ok 

a. [ BNPB Udoxtar-iU [ BRC B ke man ‘un-o dus=eš      dār-am]  ] vārede   kelās   šod 

         girl-REL      that   I  her-ACC   friend=her have-1sg.arrive class became-3sg.    

“The girl whom I like [her] came into the class.” 

 

No resumptive: ok 

b.  [ BNPBU doxtar-iU [ BRC Bke   man  dust      dār-am]  ]   vārede     kelās   šod 

          girl-REL     that    I     friend     have-1sg   arrive    class   became-3sg. 

“The girl whom I like came into the class.” 
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4) abstraction over an adjunct position (a) and an indirect object position (b): 

Resumptive is optional 

 a. [ BNPB Ušahr-iU [ BRC B ke Ali  (dar ‘un)  zendegi mi-kon-e ]]     ‘az   ‘in-jā        dur-e   

        city-REL that Ali  (in  that)    life        IMPF-do-3sg. from this-place  far-is 

“The city in where Ali lives (in this that) is far away from here.” 

 

Resumptive is obligatory 

b.[ BNPB Udoxtar-iU  [ BRC B ke     man    ketāb-o      be=*(š)/*(‘un)   dād-am]      ‘umad 

         girl-REL      that      I     book-ACC    to=her/her      gave-1sg.        came-3sg. 

“The girl to whom I gave a book [to her] came.” 

 

          The head-noun phrase of the relative clause in Persian, like any other noun 

phrase in this language, can be modified by quantifiers or demonstratives: 

 

5) a. hame  “all” 

 hame-y-e    dānešju-y-ā-i          [ke    be kelās ‘umad-an]   pesar   bud-an 

 all-y-EZ     student-y-pl.-REL    that     to class  came-3pl.   boy     were-3pl. 

“All of the students who came into the class were boys.” 

 

b. ba‘zi  “some” 

ba‘zi ‘az        dānešju-y-ā-i          [ke   be kelās  ‘umad-an]  pesar    bud-an  

 some    from    student-y-pl.-REL  that  to class  came-3pl.   boy      were-3pl. 

“Some of the students who came into the class were boys.” 
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c. bištar  “most” 

bištar-e        dānešju-y-ā-i          [ ke      be kelās ‘umad-an]  pesar     bud-an 

 most-EZ      student-y-pl.-REL    that     to class  came-3pl.   boy      were-3pl. 

“Most of the students who came into the class were boys.” 

 

d. ‘in   ketāb-i   [ke ru     miz-e] māl-e             man-e  

     this   book-REL        that on    table-is  property-EZ my-is   

“The book which is on the table is mine. 

 

 It is very common for the head-noun phrases in Persian relative clauses to be 

modified by demonstrative /‘ān/ “that”:T

20
T 

 

6) ‘un  “that” 

 ‘un dānešju-i          [ke be kelās ‘umad]      barādar-e man-e  

that    student-REL     that to class came-3sg. brother-EZ  my-is 

“That student who came into the class is my brother.” 

           

                                                 
T

20
T Persian has a system of two demonstrative pronouns /‘in/ “this” and /‘ān/ “that”. The latter is 

always pronounced  /‘un/ in spoken Persian: 
 
a. ‘in ketāb-e      man-e        “This is my book.” 

this book-EZ     my-is 
 
b. ‘un ketāb-e      man-e         “That is my book.” 
    that book-EZ     my-is     
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          The head-noun phrase of the restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses 

in Persian may be marked for definiteness and indefiniteness by demonstrative 

pronouns and /yek/ (ye in spoken form) “a/one” respectively: 

 

7) a. ‘un  doxtar-e kučik [  ke gol dast=eš-e  ]…….. 

         that          girl-EZ small    that flower hand-her-3sg. 

“That little girl, who is holding the flower, .….”                   (Mahootian, 1997) 

 

b. ye doxtar-i   [ke  ru-sar-i-y-e      sabz     dāšt]      vārede  kelās   šod 

one/a girl-REL   that on-head-N-y-EZ  green   had-3sg. arrive  class became-3sg. 

“A girl who had a green scarf came into the class.” 

 

          Stacked relative clauses are possible in Persian. They should not be 

confused with relative clauses that contain coordinated IPs. The following 

sentences are taken from Mahootian (1997) and Tabaian (1974), in literary 

Persian, and were put in a larger context. While the structure in (8) is a case of a 

relative clause with coordinated IPs, the structure in (9) shows a case of a stacked 

relative clause:T

21
T  

8) mard-i [ke  [[ BIPB ‘in-jā     ‘āmad] va [ BIPB bā šomā sohbat kard]]] dust  

 man-REL      that       this-place came   and  with you talk    did-3sg. friend 

  man ‘ast 

  me  is                                                        (Tabaian, 1974 [bracketing is mine]) 

                                                 
T

21
T There seems to be variation in the judgments of the stacked relative clauses as in (9) in Persian. 
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 “The man who came here and spoke with you is my friend.” 

 

9)? bošqāb-i [ke mādar=am dust dar-e]     [ke to  

      dish-REL that mother-my friend has-3sg. that you 

    šekast-i] xayli bā ‘arzeš  bud  

broke-2sg. very with  value  was                   (Mahootian, 1997) 

 “The dish that my mother likes that you broke was very valuable.” 

 

          The relative clause (ke-clause) can appear discontinuous from its head-noun 

phrase after the verb of the matrix clause; however only one relative clause can be 

extraposed: 

 

10) a. B B(‘un) Udoxtar-iU      ‘in-jā-st      [B Bke    Ali ro dust dār-e]    

           DEM    girl-REL   this-place-is  that  Ali ACC friend   have-3 sg.  

“The girl is here who likes Ali.” 

 

b.*bošqāb-i xayli bā    ‘arzesh   bud [ke     mādar=am   doust dār-e]  

    dish-REL very  with     value   was-3sg. that   mother-my     friend   have-3sg.  

    [ke   to šekast-i]    

 that you       broke-2 sg.  

 

We will talk in detail about extraposition of ke-clauses in Persian in chapter Four. 
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          A very notable and distinctive feature of Persian relative clauses is that a 

nominative head NP of a relative clause where the abstraction is over a non-

nominative position can optionally have a /rā/, object marker, on it: 

 

11) doxtar-i ro [ ke diruz      did-i ] ‘emruz  raft 

            girl-REL ACC that yesterday saw-2sg.   today      went-3sg.  

“The girl whom you saw yesterday left today.” 

 

This phenomenon is called Case Attraction. We will discuss this phenomenon in 

detail below in Section Three. 

          Here I start with the assumption that a restrictive relative clause is attached 

at NP level and a non-restrictive relative clause is attached at DP level. I will also 

accept the structural differences between restrictive and non-restrictive relative 

clauses put forward by Demirdache (1991). She argues that the main difference 

between restrictive and non restrictive clauses is that unlike the head-noun (the 

antecedent) of the restrictive relative clause that is always an NP, the antecedent 

for the non-restrictive clause can be any maximal projection (NP, DP, AP, VP, 

PP, IP or CP). This is reflected in the following structure: 

 

12)                                                           XP 

                                                               /      \      

                                                           XP      CP 
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As for the semantics of relative clauses I will follow Heim and Kratzer (1998) in 

assuming a syntactic structure according to which the restrictive modifiers form a 

constituent with the head-noun rather than the determiner. They consider the 

structure in (13.a) as opposed to (13.b) for a restrictive modifier: 

 

13) [ BDPB  the  [ BNPB  book  [ BPP Bon the pillow ] ] ]  

 

a.                      DP                                                     b.         DP 

                                                                                                  

            D°               NP                                                DP                   PP 

           the                                                                                      on the pillow   

                       NP           PP                                   the      book 

                      book       

                                 on the pillow 

 

In (13.a) the noun is first composed with modifier and then with the determiner. 

Interpreting this configuration with relative clause as modifier, we may conclude 

that in the following the head-noun is first composed with the RC and then with 

the determiner: 
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14)                                                            DP   

 

                                              Det                        ? 

 

                                                         NP                  RC 

 

In the discussion that will follow we will assume that the head NP will combine 

with the relative clause (RC) before it combines with the determiner. The 

discussion in this chapter will explore the nature / properties of the node labeled 

as a question, and the question of whether the NP is merged externally with the 

RC or whether it raises out of the RC to its surface position.  

  

3.2. Restrictive Relative Marker 

           The head NP in a restrictive relative clause is marked by a /-i/ suffix, which 

we call the Restrictive Marker (from now on RES). This suffix does not appear in 

appositives.T

22
T Almost all linguists who have worked on relative clause 

constructions in Persian have claimed that the appearance of this morpheme is the 

crucial difference between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses in 

                                                 
T

22
T Prof. Windfuhr (p.c.) has pointed out to me that this suffix in the literary genre may attach to 

personal pronouns as the head-noun phrase of a non-restrictive relative clause. The analysis that I 
will offer in this work does not extend to these cases, and I will leave these cases for further 
studies.  
a.man-i  [ke    be  to     komak   kard-am]   šāyeste-y-e      čenin      čiz-i  na-bud-am 
    I-RES that  to   you   help       did-1sg.    deserve-y-EZ  such       thing-N     NEG-was-1sg. 
“I, who helped you, did not deserve such a thing.” 
b. man   [ke    be  to     komak   kard-am]   šāyeste-y-e      čenin      čiz-i  na-bud-am 
“I, who helped you, did not deserve such a thing.” 
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Persian.T

23
T In fact while a non-restrictive relative clause can be distinguished in 

writing by its appearance between two commas (This is mostly shown in formal 

versions of written Persian.), and with a pause after the head noun in spoken form 

(15 in literary Persian is taken from Tabaian, 1974), a restrictive relative clause 

can be identified by the appearance of this bound morpheme attached to the right 

edge of the head-noun phrase; this could lead to attachment to the head noun as in 

(16.a) or an adjective as in (16.b):  

 

Non-restrictive RC: 

15)  āmāzon, ke az     Berezil mi-gozar-ad, bozorg-tarin  rude ‘ālam ‘ast 

      Amazon,   that     from   Brazil IMPF-pass-3sg. large-est      river world   is 

                                                                                                          

“The Amazon, which passes through Brazil, is the largest river in the world.” 

 

Restrictive RC:T

24
T 

16) a.  doxtar-i  [ke vārede kelās šod]  xāhar-e man-e  

          girl-RES that arrive class became sister-EZ my-is 

 

“The girl who came into the class is my sister.” 

 

 
                                                 
T

23
T Another main difference between a restrictive relative clause and a non-restrictive relative 

clause that mostly is not noted in these works (except Samiian (1984)) is that the extraposition of 
ke-clause is not possible in non-restrictive relative clauses.  

T

24
T The head noun phrase here could be indefinite with a reading that sets off a non-restrictive 

relative clause. (see 3.4.2.4. for related examples and discussions). 
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b. doxtar-e kučik-i  [ke vārede kelās šod]  xāhar-e man-e  

   girl-EZ       small-RES that arrive class became sister-EZ my-is 

“The little girl who came into the class is my sister.” 

 

3.2.1. Restrictive marker /-i/ and indefinite marker /-i/  

           The restrictive marker (RES) /-i/ is homophonous with the indefinite 

marker (INDEF) /-i/. The suffix /-i/ in the following is considered as an indefinite 

marker:   

 

17) a. doxtar-i    ‘umad                        “A girl came.”                                

       girl-INDEF   came- 3 sg. 

                           

      b. ketāb-i  ru-y-e  miz-e 

      book-INDEF        on-y-EZ table-is 3 sg. 

“There is a book on the table.” 

 

In the literature the restrictive marker /-i/ has sometimes been identified with the 

indefinite marker /-i/.T

25
T Nevertheless, there are at least two major differences 

                                                 
T

25
T Jahani (2000) is a recent work that deals with this issue. She mentions that Rubinčik (cited in 

Windfuhr, 1979), Hincha (1961) and Lazard (1966), consider that the relative marker /-i/ is the 
same as the indefinite marker /-i/. She also refers to Windfuhr’s (1987) definition of this suffix 
that includes /-i/ as the marker of both indefiniteness and of restrictive selection, which the latter 
apparently refers to its use in restrictive relative clauses. Jahani (2000) in her study, within a 
diachronic perspective, tries to find out the time that indefinite /-i/ was introduced to the head-
noun of the Persian restrictive relative clauses. Her analysis of the data gathered from 10P

th
P century 

A. D. to present time shows interesting results. Since the usage of this marker goes back to text 
written in 10P

th
P century A.D., it is hard to pin point as to when this morpheme was introduced to the 

head-noun of the restrictive relative clause. It seems that such an old history of the usage of this 
morpheme in RC construction indicates that in fact this is a different morpheme. She also 
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between these two homophonous morphemes. The first difference is that while 

the restrictive marker /-i/ is compatible with the definite determiner, the indefinite 

marker /-i/ is not: 

 

18) a. *‘un doxtar-i ‘umad 

             that girl-INDEF came-3sg. 

 

b. ‘un doxtar-i  [ ke rusar-i-y-e sabz dāšt ] vārede   kelās  šod 

     that girl-RES  that scarf-N-y-EZ   green had-3sg. arrive   class became-3sg. 

“The girl who had a green scarf came into the class.” 

 

The second difference is that while the restrictive marker /-i/ appears on the right 

edge of the entire NP, the indefinite marker /-i/ is not restricted to the right edge, 

i.e. it can apply to a proper subpart of the NP: 

 

19) a. [ BNPB doxtar-e zibā-y-i ]  vārede  kelās šod 

             girl-EZ beautiful-y-INDEF arrive  class became-3sg. 

“A beautiful girl came into the class.” 

 

 

                                                                                                                                     
concludes that the increase of the application of this morpheme and the decrease of the usage 
demonstrative pronouns ((‘in/‘un) “this/that”) on the head-noun may indicate a grammaticalisation 
process of this morpheme. It is interesting that with the increase of the usage of /-i/ suffixed to the 
head-noun phrase the usage of the demonstrative pronouns modifying the head-noun decreases. 
This fact explains the optional appearance of the demonstrative pronouns in Modern Persian RCs 
and consequently in the data analyzed in this work.  
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b. [ BNPB doxtar-iT

26
T       zibā ] vārede kelās šod 

      girl-INDEF             beautiful arrive class became-3sg. 

“A beautiful girl came into the class.” 

 

20)  

a. ‘un   doxtar-e  zibā-y-i            [ ke vārede kelās šod ]         xāhar-e     man-e 

 that  girl-EZ beautiful-y-RES that arrive class became-3sg. sister-EZ  my-is 

“The beautiful girl who came into the class is my sister.” 

 

b.*‘un     doxtar-i   zibā          [ ke    vārde kelās šod ]          xāhar-e   man-e 

      that   girl-RES  beautiful   that   arrive class became-3sg. sister-EZ my-is 

 

c.*[‘un     doxtar-i       zibā-y-i ]           [ ke      vārde   kelās  šod ]         xāhar-e                   

     that   girl-INDEF  beautiful-y-RES  that    arrive  class  became-3sg. sister-EZ  

     man-e 

     my-is 

 

The ungrammaticality of (20.b) and the grammaticality of (19.a, b) show that 

unlike indefinite /-i/ that can suffix to either the head or the modifier in a noun 

phrase, the restrictive marker /-i/ should always immediately precede the 

complementizer /ke/. (20.c) is bad because the head noun phrase appears with 

both an indefinite and a restrictive marker. It may be argued that (19. b) is the 

                                                 
T

26
T There may be an Ezafe marker /-e/ here that has been phonologically merged into /-i/. 
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result of the reduction of the relative clause (21). However, contrary to the DP in 

(19), which is indefinite, the DP in (21) is definite. The assumption is that in (19) 

a null indefinite D° (/ye/ “a, one”) and in contrast in (21) a null definite D° (/‘un/ 

“that”) are present. The relative counterpart of (19) above may look like (22): 

 

21) doxtar-i [ ke zibā  -st ] vārede kelās šod 

      girl-RES that beautiful  is arrive class became-3sg. 

“The girl who is beautiful came into the class.” 

 

22) ye     doxtar-i [ ke zibā-st ] vārede kelās šod 

      one    girl-INDEF   that beautiful-is  arrive class became-3sg. 

“A girl, who is beautiful, came into the class.” 

 

We will return to the question of why the NP in (19.a) cannot combine with a null 

definite determiner and vice versa why the NP in (21) cannot combine with a null 

indefinite determiner when presenting a raising analysis for Persian RCs in this 

chapter. 

 

3.2.2. Restrictive Relative Marker /-i/ and Ezafe Marker  

           The restrictive relative marker /-i/ has been also identified with the marker 

of the Ezafe construction (see footnote on page, 12) /-e/. Haider (1985) has 

claimed that Persian restrictive relative clauses are instances of the Ezafe 

construction and that the restrictive relative marker /-i/ is the same as the marker 
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of the Ezafe construction /-e/ in Persian. He argues that the existence of the Ezafe 

construction can be traced back to a particular type of RCs without verbs in Old 

Persian and Avestan known as nominal RCs. Since the diachronic study of 

relative clauses is not the focus of this work we do not go into details of his 

analysis.T

27
T 

While I do not rule out a proposal that Persian restrictive relative clauses may be 

historically related to the Ezafe construction, I am doubtful about Haider’s (1985) 

efforts to overcome the phonological differences between the Ezafe particle /-e/ 

and the restrictive relative marker /-i/ in modern Persian. He states that both of 

these particles are not spelled because Persian uses the Arabic alphabet that does 

not spell vowels. This is not true. The Persian writing system does not allow the 

spelling of the short vowelsT

28
T; such as the Ezafe particle /-e/, which is pronounced 

similar to the vowel [e] in EnglishT

29
T. On the other hand long vowels, such as the 

restrictive relative marker /-i/, which are pronounced as a vowel similar to [i:] in 

English, should always be spelled. Haider (1985) also argues that according to 

Lentz (1958) the unstressed /-i/ is reduced to /-e/ and therefore the particle /-e/ 

should be analyzed as unstressed /-i/. This seems unrealistic. The unstressed 

INDEF/RES /-i/ and Ezafe particle /-e/ are phonologically quite distinct in 

modern Persian.  

                                                 
T

27
T Look at Haider and Zwanziger (1984) for a detailed analysis of this proposal.   

T

28
T This is also true in Arabic. 

T

29
T When the Ezafe particle is preceded by a vowel it is spelled with the letter that stands for long 

vowel [i:] and pronounced as [ye]. /-y/ is a buffer. There is no instance of two adjacent vowels in 
Persian: 
setāre-y-e      šomāl 
star    -y-EZ   north 
“North star” 
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3.3. Case Attraction 

           Persian relative clauses have a notable and distinctive feature. A 

nominative head NP of a relative clause, where the abstraction is over a non-

nominative position, can optionally have a /rā/, an object marker, on it. This is an 

instance of Case Attraction, a well-known phenomenon in the literature on RC 

constructions:T

30
T  

 

23)  [ pesar-i        (ro) ]      [ ke diruz did-i ]             ‘emruz    raft 
     boy-RES      OM         that      yesterday saw-2sg. today went-3sg. 

“The boy whom you saw yesterday went today.” 

 

The theoretical interest of this phenomenon lies in that it receives a 

straightforward explanation, if we assume that the head NP originates in and is 

case marked inside the relative clause (ke-clause).  

Since case attraction has been studied extensively in the context of Classical 

Greek and Latin, I provide a brief survey of case attraction in these languages 

before turning to a discussion of Case Attraction in Persian. 

 

 

 

                                                 
T

30
T This phenomenon is not heeded in the works on Persian relative clauses. For a recent work on 

this topic see Lazard (2003). Houston (1974) also refers to this phenomenon in Dari (a dialect of 
Persian spoken in Afghanistan) and calls it Case Float. 
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3.3.1. Case Attraction in Classical Greek and Latin 

          Case Attraction in Classical Greek: Free relatives and relative clauses in 

Classical Greek show Case Attraction. McCreight (1989) characterizes “Case 

Attraction” in Classical Greek as an agreement-induced multiple case. The term 

“Case attraction” in Classical Greek applies to a relative clause in which the 

relative pronoun agrees in case with the head, instead of occurring in the Case 

required by the lower clause. The following examples taken from McCreight 

(1989), who cites Groos & Riemsdjik (1981), show this phenomenon in Classical 

Greek. The wh-phrase agrees in Case with its antecedent, the head of the relative 

clause (24), or in the case of a free relative (head-less relative clause) it agrees in 

case with the externally assigned case (25): 

 

24)    phoboimen  an toi hegemoni BDATB [hoiBDAT B /*hon BACC B  doie hepesthai] 

               fear                               leader                                                follow 

hon�hoi 

 

“I should fear the leader whom he might give to follow.” 
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25)   a. ……ekpiein sun toutoisBDAT B hous BACC B    malista phileis 

                  To drink    with                                               best           you-love           

 

    b. ……ekpiein sum          *hous BACC B/hoisBDAT B    malista phileis 

              To drink with                                           best you-love 

“To drink with whom you best love.” 

 

In (24) the wh-relative pronoun /hon/ in the accusative case is ungrammatical and 

that in the dative case /hoi/ is grammatical. In (25.b) a case of head-less relative 

clause (free relatives), the wh-relative pronoun can only show the externally 

assigned case (25.a), dative. It is not clear how this external case is assigned. The 

following example, also from McCreight (1989), who cites Harbert (1983), shows 

how attraction takes place in free relative clauses in which the head-noun is 

absent. In the absence of a lexical head the wh-relative agrees with the case of the 

matrix clause: 

 

26) epainō    se eph [ BN B e [ BS’B [ BCOMP B hois Bi B      ]   legeis   t BiB ]] 

    I-command  you      for                       wh-DAT      you-say 

“I command you for what you say.” 
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It seems that in (25) and (26) the prepositions “with” and “for” are the case 

markers respectively. 

As was shown in Classical Greek, the wh-phrase agrees in case with its 

antecedent (the head) or in the case of free relative receives case marking from the 

matrix clause.  

          Case Attraction in Latin; Latin also shows the phenomenon of Case 

Attraction.T

31
T The phenomenon of Case Attraction exists in Latin along with 

“Inverse Attraction”. Bianchi (1999) states that in a structure that shows Inverse 

Attraction, the “head” of the relative clause bears the same Case as the relative 

determiner and not the case corresponding to its syntactic function within the 

matrix clause. The head-noun of the relative clause appears in nominative case 

instead of accusative case, which would be its case according to its syntactic 

function in the matrix clause: 

 

27)   Pulli *BACC B/BNOM B qui nascentur, eos BACC B in  terra deprimito 

        sprouts                 which germinate, them in the earth you must layer 

“You must layer in the earth the sprouts that germinate.”          (Bianchi, 1999) 

                                                 
T

31
T David Hill (p.c.) has noted to me that Case Attraction in Latin, unlike Classical Greek, is not a 

very clear cut issue. He believes that the claim Latin shows Attraction probably is the result of a 
philologist’s tendency to try to make Greek grammar and Latin grammar as identical as possible, 
while Case Attraction in Greek is extremely common; in Latin it is marginal at best. On the other 
hand the Inverse Attraction appears only in Latin poetry that may be the result of some sort of 
Scrambling. For a more detailed description of the facts of Case Attraction in Latin see 
Gildersleeve & Lodge (2003) which identifies the Attraction in prose as cases of ellipsis, even 
though accepts them as Attraction in general.  
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ACC�NOM  

On the other hand, Case Attraction occurs in Latin relative clauses where a 

relative determiner attracts the same case as the head of the relative clause. The 

relative determiner instead of showing accusative case (quem “whom”) attracts 

the same case as the head-noun of the relative: 

 

28) nonateBABL B iudiceBABL B quo* BACC/ABL B nosti 

   judging the judge  who             you-know 

                                                                                                   (Bianchi, 1999) 

“Judging the judge whom you know.”                       ACC�ABL 

 

We will review Bianchi’s (1999) analysis of Inverse Attraction and Case 

Attraction in 3.3.3.  

 

3.3.2. Case Attraction in Persian 

          Case Attraction in Persian relative clauses is not quite like this phenomenon 

in Classical Greek and Latin. There is no relative pronoun in Persian relative 

clauses. /ke/ is an invariant particle that introduces the relative clause and has no 

case. Case Attraction in Persian indicates optional appearance of the object 

marker /rā/ on a nominative head NP of a relative clause where the abstraction is 

over a non-nominative position: 
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29) zan-i              (ro)     [   ke diruz       did-i  ]     ‘emruz     ‘in-jā-st 

      woman-RES  ACC       that         yesterday     saw-2sg.   today      here-is3sg. 

“The woman whom you saw yesterday is here today.” 

 

When the abstraction is over a direct object position and the relative clause 

internal case is expressed on a resumptive pronoun, /rā/ cannot appear on the head 

NP. 

Case attraction is incompatible with direct object resumptive pronouns: 

30)   

a. zan-i                [ke   diruz        [ ‘un-o ] B B      did-i]      ‘emruz  ‘injā-st 

  woman-RES     that  yesterday  her-ACC     saw-2sg.   today      here-is3sg. 

“The woman whom you saw yesterday is here today.” 

 

b.*zan-i          ro     [ke   diruz        [ ‘u-o ] B B       did-i]      ‘emruz  ‘injā-st 

woman-RES OM   that  yesterday  her-ACC    saw-2sg.   today      here-is3sg. 

 

When the abstraction is over a position that forces a resumptive pronoun (i.e. 

certain non-subject, non-direct object positions), then appearance of the /rā/ on 

the head NP is not in complementary distribution with the resumptive pronoun. 

As for the source of the external accusative case marker /rā/, it is likely that what 

moves up is not an actual case marker but an oblique feature that covers direct 
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objects and possessives but not adjuncts (see section 3.4.2.1. for related examples 

and discussions):   

 

Case attraction is possible with (some) non-direct object resumptive pronouns: 

 

31) a.   mard-i-(rā)      [ ke sib rā be=[eš]  dād-am]    ‘injā-st 

         man-RES-OM     that apple OM  to-him              gave-1sg.    here-is 

“The man to whom I gave an apple is here.”                          (Rezaei, 1999) 

 

External Case= NOM               Internal Case= DAT            Realization=ACC 

 

b.   mard-i-(rā) B B   [ ke bač=[aš]  rā did-am ] ‘injā-st 

    man-RES-OM      that child-his         OM saw-1sg. here-is 

“The man, I saw whose child is here.”                                    (Rezaei, 1999) 

 

External Case= NOM                Internal Case= GEN             Realization=ACC 

 

In certain cases where the head NP is modified by a P and the position over which 

the abstraction is taking place is also modified by the same P, the resumptive 

pronoun cannot be overt and the relative clause-internal P has to be omitted for 

grammaticality. 
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32) a. bā   ‘un     doxtar-i [ke diruz     molāqāt kard-am]    ‘emruz  

       with    that   girl-RES that yesterday meeting did- 1sg.      today 

     telefoni sohbat    mi-kon-am 

     by-phone talk    IMPF-do-1sg. 

  “I will talk today with the girl I met yesterday.”                      (Karimi, 2001) 

                       

b.    bā   ‘un   doxtar-i  [ ke diruz     (*bā ‘u)      molāghāt             kard-am]       

      with  that girl-RES that yesterday (with her)    meeting              did- 1sg.  

      ‘emruz telefoni sohbat     mi-kon-am 

       today by-phone talk     IMPF-do-1sg. 

 

It is not clear how to analyze the above cases but they do resemble similar cases 

in Swiss German (33.a) and somewhat loosely Bavarian (33.b): 

 

33) a.   Ich  ha  vo de Frau,   [won=i  scho geschter 

            I      have:1sg. from the:Dat woman  C=I  already yesterday 

(*von=ere) es Buech übercho han],    wider   äis übercho 

from=she:Dat a book received have:1sg again   one   received 

                                                                                                (Salzmann, 2005) 

“I received another book from the woman from whom I had already received a  

book yesterday.” 
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b. Sie gem‘s dem Mõ (dem)          wo mir g‘hoifa  hom 

they give-it  the:BDAT B man    whom BDAT B     C            we        helped            have 

“They gave it to the man whom we helped.”                          (Bayer, 1984) 

 

          Case Attraction is not always an option. If the abstraction is over an adjunct 

position, case attraction is not possible (34): 

 

34)*šahr-i       ro     [ ke     Ali     dar    ‘un     zendegi     mi-kon-e ]     zibā-st 

      city-RES ACC   that   Ali     in       that    life         IMPF-do-3sg.   beautiful-is 

Intended meaning: “ The city in which Ali lives is beautiful.” 

 

Moreover Case Attraction in Persian requires the relative clause to be adjacent to 

the head NP, i.e. relative clause extraposition and Case Attraction do not co-occur 

(35):  

 

35)  a. zan-i           ‘emruz   ‘injā-st          [ ke    diruz          did-i ] 

       woman-RES     today     here-is          that            yesterday              saw-2sg.    

“The woman is here today who you saw yesterday.” 

 

b.* zan-i             ro      ‘emruz   ‘injā-st          [ ke    diruz          did-i ] 

     woman-RES OM     today     here-is           that     yesterday              saw-2sg.    
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3.3.3. Bianchi’s Analysis of Inverse Attraction and Case Attraction 

          Bianchi (1999) claims that the standard analysis of relative clauses cannot 

satisfactorily account for some unusual but still crosslinguistically attested 

phenomena such as Inverse Attraction and Case Attraction. Employing a raising / 

promotion analysis as suggested by Kayne (1994), she analyzes the cases of 

Inverse Attraction and Case Attraction in Latin. Drawing on Hardy’s (1989) claim 

that headed relative clauses develop from an earlier correlative structure, she 

argues that Inverse Attraction provides further evidence for this claim. The 

standard analysis of relative clauses cannot explain how a head that is generated 

outside the relative CP can agree with the relative pronoun in Spec, CP: 

 

36)    Pulli *BACC B/BNOM B qui nascentur, eos BACC B in  terra deprimito 

        sprouts                 which germinate, them in the earth you must layer 

“You must layer in the earth the sprouts that germinate.”          (Bianchi, 1999) 

ACC�NOM  

 

Bianchi (1999, 93) suggests that (36) is an intermediate stage of a correlative 

structure evolving into a headed relative. The relative CP has not been introduced 

by the external D° yet. The correlative pronoun (`eos’)  in the matrix clause 

indicates this. The head NP originates in the complement position of the relative 
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D° and agrees in case with it,  but eventually moves to the left of this determiner. 

yielding (36) above: 

 

37)    [  BD° B        qui           [  BNP B    pulli………………] ] 

 

Bianchi (1999) also presents a raising structure for (38) in which Case Attraction 

can be explained. The relative determiner attracts the same case as the head of the 

relative clause: 

 

38)  nonateBABL B iudiceBABL B quo* BACC/ABL B nosti 

   judging the judge  who             you-know    

“Judging the judge whom you know.” 

 

The relative determiner, instead of appearing in accusative case, shows the same 

Case as the head of the relative clause. She presents the following raising 

structure and explains the attraction as follows:  
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39) 

           DP 

                                   D P

° 
P                                                             CP 

                                       [ABL] 

 

                                                                                 > DP Bi B                            IP                    

 

                                                                       NP               DP 

                                                                            [ABL]                             nosti     t BiB    

                                                                                                            Checked ACC 

                                                                                       D P

°
P        t BNP B 

 

 

                                                                      iudice        quo [ABL] 

 

In a raising / promotion analysis, the head NP in the spec of the relative DP

°
P is 

attracted to the case of the external DP

°
P under government. The relative D P

° 
Pis also 

governed by the external DP

°
P. The relative DP is assigned a structural case 

(accusative); this case is checked off within IP before the relative DP reaches 

Spec, CP. The checked case features will be optionally erased (according to 

Chomsky 1995). It is not clear that the relative pronoun gets the new case if the 
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checked features still present in this stage. This DP

° 
Pthen receives another case 

(ablative) from the external DP

°
P under government. 

 

3.3.4. Theoretical Implications 

           The phenomena of Case Attraction in Classical Greek and Latin can be 

considered as an agreement between the head of the relative clause and the wh-

relative pronoun in case features. Since in Persian there are no wh-relative 

pronouns, this phenomenon is not induced by agreement. Across all of these 

languages a nominal element displays the case features associated with some 

other elements from inside RC instead of the case that it would display if the 

relative clause were not present. The phenomenon of Case Attraction is directly 

related to the connectivity problem as stated in Bianchi (2002). The relative 

“head” seems to play a double role in the overall structure of the relative clause. 

More precisely, in Persian the head noun phrase of the restrictive relative clause, 

when it is the subject of the main clause and associated with the object of the 

relative clause, optionally attracts to the accusative case marker inside the relative 

clause. When this case marker exists inside the relative on a resumptive pronoun 

the head NP cannot have this case marker. This indicates that the mechanism 

under which the accusative case is assigned applies only once; the head NP is case 

assigned inside the relative. The attraction of the head noun in a relative clause 

with a nominative case to an accusative case, inside the relative clause in Persian, 
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will suggest that at some point of derivation this head noun phrase was present 

inside the relative clause. T

32
T Facts from Case Attraction in Persian can be 

explained under a movement based theory of relativization, such as raising / 

promotion analysis. Under such an analysis, it is possible to consider that the head 

NP, along with the accusative case marker, have moved from inside the relative 

clause to Spec position of some functional head. The accusative case marker can 

move along with the head noun or stay behind and be pronounced with the copy 

pronoun of the moved head NP. The phenomenon of Case Attraction will play an 

important role in our syntactic analysis of Persian relative clauses and we will go 

through the case attraction facts carefully once we have explicitly stated our 

analysis. 

 

3.4. Movement within Relative Clauses 

          The facts from Case Attraction receive a straightforward explanation under 

a head raising analysis of relativization. This section presents a fleshed out 

version of such a theory for Persian restrictive relative clauses. The potential 

problems and major consequences of adopting a movement approach for Persian 

RCs will also be discussed. As the first step in the following we will compare the 

                                                 
T

32
T Hajati (1976) also notes that the presence of this case marker on the head NP indicates that the 

head NP once was present inside the relative clause. Rezaei (1999) also suggests that a raising / 
promotion analysis for Persian relative clauses that show Case Attraction is possible.  
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two major kinds of approaches taken in the analysis of relative clauses: head 

external analyses and head raising analyses. 

 

3.4.1. Head External vs. Head Raising Analysis 

            Both head external analyses and head raising analyses involve movement. 

They differ with respect to where the head NP of the relative clause starts off. The 

“head external analysis” goes back to Quine (1960) and has been adopted as 

recently as Heim and Kratzer (1998). The head-noun phrase in this proposal 

originates outside the relative clause. But the relative clause involves A’-

movement of a relative operator that may be overt or covert: 

 

40) a. the book [ BCPB  Op BiB /which BiB John likes t BiB ] 
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b.                                         DP 

                                                    

                                    D°             NP 

                                   the                  

                                                 NP        CP 

                                                book                

                                                Op BiB / which Bi B   C’ 

                                                                             

                                                                C°           IP 

                                                              +rel      John likes  t BiB  

 

Since the head-noun phrase originates in an external position it cannot easily 

explain facts from case attraction in Persian relative clauses.  

The second proposal is called “head raising analysis”, which was originally 

proposed by Brame (1968), Schachter (1973) and Verngaud (1974). Recent 

versions of this proposal include Afarli (1994), Kayne (1994), and Bianchi (1999) 

among others. The main idea of the proposal is that the head-noun phrase 

originates inside the relative CP. This idea makes possible the reconstruction of 

the head NP inside the RC: 

 

41) a. the [ book ] BjB [ BCPB [ Op/which t BjB ] BiB John likes t Bi B]    
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b.                                 DP 

                                              

                            D°                 NP 

                                                         

                                         NP             CP 

                                      book BjB                   

                                          [Op/which t BjB] Bi B    C’ 

                                                                              

                                                              +rel          IP 

                                                                        

                                                                       John likes t Bi 

 

In Kayne’s (1994) version of the head raising proposal unlike (41.b) above the 

head NP is inside the relative CP. There is evidence from coordination (see 

Borsley 1997, ex. 49 and Bianchi 2000, ex. 132) which indicates that which John 

likes forms one constituent: 
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42)                                                 DP 

                                                                 

                                          D°                        CP 

                                                                               

                                                  DP                            C’ 

                                                                                        

                                     NP          [which  t BiB] BjB     C°          IP 

                                                                           +rel     John likes t BjB 

 

          Two arguments have been given for the head-raising analysis. I will review 

theses arguments as given in Afarli (1994) and Bhatt (1999). Both Afarli and 

Bhatt in the context of exploring the syntax of relative clauses in English and 

Norwegian respectively; bring evidence from the interpretation of fixed idioms to 

show that the head-noun of a relative clause has been raised from inside the 

relative, where it is merged, to the matrix clause. They both refer to the following 

example, from Brame (1968):  

 

43)      a. We made UheadwayU. 

           b. * (The) UheadwayU was satisfactory. 

           c. The UheadwayU that we made was satisfactory. 
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The idiomatic expression “headway” can occur as an object of the verb “to make” 

in (43.a). On the other hand it cannot occur outside of this environment as shown 

in (43.b).T

33
T But the occurrence of this expression in (43.c) and the grammaticality 

of this structure is evidence that at some point of derivation this expression was 

the object of the verb ‘to make’ inside the relative clause and hence ended up in 

the matrix clause by raising.  

          The second argument that Afarli (1994) and Bhatt (1999) present in support 

of a raising / promotion analysis comes from the ability of relative clause internal 

DPs to bind into the head NP of the relative clause. Afarli (1994) refers to this 

phenomenon as a kind of connectivity effect. He presents the following example 

in which the possessive anaphora ‘sine’ “his” as part of the head-noun of the 

relative clause has its antecedent inside the relative clause (subject position): 

 

44) [det skjoldet] [fra sine forfedre] [som greven     hadde  

          the          shield-the from  his forefathers SOM count-the   had 

      skjenket] ble utsillingens     klenodium 

      donated became exhibition-the   jewel 

                                                 
T

33
T Steve Wechsler (p.c.) points out that in certain cases `headway’ is acceptable even without 

`make’. He notes that cases like `The Iranian President  says he expects headway in the upcoming 
nuclear talks’ and  `No headway was realized on this issue in Seattle’, taken from Google, sound 
natural to him. He suggests that the acceptability of the relativizatibility of idiom chunks is related 
to the possibility of pronominal anaphora with idiom chunks. We do not have an explanation for 
such cases at this point and agree that they undercut the argument for the raising analysis. 
However the acceptability of such examples still leaves open the question of why (43.b) is bad and 
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“The shield from his forefathers that the count had donated became the jewel of 

exhibition.”  

 

The ability of a relative clause internal DP to bind into the head NP receives a 

simple explanation under the raising/promotion analysis. Under this analysis, the 

head NP starts off inside the relative clause and here it can be bound by a relative 

clause internal DP. 

Only under a raising / promotion analysis can the head-noun of the relative clause 

including the anaphora be considered inside the relative clause and in the scope of 

its antecedent. In this analysis this anaphora is not an external anaphora. It is, as 

suggested by Afarli (1994), a dislocated anaphora that is interpretable under 

reconstruction. 

          Afarli (1994) brings further evidence from binding condition in order to 

support a raising / promotion analysis. He argues that a pronoun in the matrix 

clause is not easily bound by a quantifier phrase in an adverbial phrase (45). On 

the other hand, its appearance in the head-noun of the relative clause is easily 

bound by the quantifier phrase inside the relative (46). The pronoun ‘han’ “him” 

in (45) is not easily bound by the quantifier phrase ‘kavr arbeidstakar’ “each 

employee”. However, the same pronoun in (46) is easily bound by the same 

                                                                                                                                     
since that example is our point of departure, we persist with the argument from idioms mindful 
that it has certain challenges to face.  
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quantifier phrase inside the relative clause and that is shown by its acceptability 

versus marginal acceptance of (45):  

 

45) ?? sjfen skreiv brev til han BiB slik at [ kvar arbeidstakar ] Bi 

           boss-the wrote letter to him so that    each employee 

           kunne bli oppsagt 

           could be dismissed 

 

“The boss wrote a letter to him so that every employee could be dismissed.” 

 

46) Det brevet til han BiB som [ kvar arbeidstakar] Bi Btur at 

        the letter to him SOM   each  employee believes that 

      sjefen   sender oppseiinga i, er uønska 

      boss-the       sends  dismissed-th in is unwanted 

 

“The letter to him that every employee believes that the boss sends the dismissal 

in, is unwanted.” 

 

If the constituent including ‘han’ is generated in the matrix clause then there 

should not be a difference between these two structures in regards to their level of 

acceptability. Nevertheless, under a raising / promotion analysis this constituent is 
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generated inside the relative where the pronoun is under the scope of its 

antecedent, here as a quantifier phrase. Such reconstruction is not possible for 

(45). 

          Facts from case attraction in Persian find a ready explanation under the 

movement based theory such as the head raising analysis as opposed to the head 

external analysis. By adopting a head raising proposal it is possible to assume that 

the head-noun phrase and case marker /rā/ were present inside the RC at some 

point of derivation. A preliminary sketch of the raising / promotion analysis of 

head NP in Persian RCs is presented in 3.4.2. T

34
T In section 3.5. facts from the 

island condition are discussed, as well as the interaction of island conditions and 

idioms / variable binding. The facts from this domain point towards a non-raising 

analysis. I will leave the task of synthesizing these potentially contradictory 

diagnostics for future work.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
T

34
T For a non-raising analysis of relativization in general and for Persian in particular see appendix 

D. 
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3.4.2. Raising / Promotion of the Head NP for Persian RCs 

           In this section I present arguments from Case Attraction, Idioms, Variable 

Binding and distribution of RES/INDEF /-i/ in Persian to show that the head-noun 

phrase in Persian RCs has been raised from inside the relative to its surface 

position. We will argue for the following structure for Persian restrictive relative 

clauses: 

47)                                       DP 

 

                              D°                               CP 

 

 

                                                 [   NP-i   ]  BiB                    C’ 

 

 

                                                                         C°                                      IP   

                                                                         ke 

                                                                                                                      t BiB 

3.4.2.1. Handling Case Attraction 

          As was shown in section 3.3. the head-noun phrase in Persian RC can 

optionally have an accusative case marker /rā/, when it is the subject of the matrix 
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clause and object of the relative clause. When this case marker exists inside the 

relative on a resumptive pronoun the head NP cannot have this case marker. 

48) 

matrix sentence:    

a. zan-i                      ro       diruz         did-i 

   woman-INDEF    ACC   yesterday  saw-2sg. 

“You saw a woman yesterday.” 

 

Relative clause with a resumptive pronoun: /-rā/ on resumptive, no case attraction 

b.[ BDPB [D° ] [BCPB zan-i Bi B[C°  ke  [ BIPB   ‘un-o     diruz       did-i ]]]]    ‘emruz    ‘in-jā-st 

           woman-RES    that       her-ACC yesterday  saw-2sg.     today      here-is 

“The woman whom you saw yesterday is here today.” 

 

Relative clause without a resumptive pronoun: case attraction: 

c.[ BDPB [D° ] [ BCPB zan-i-o Bi             B[C°  ke  [ BIPB  t BiB    diruz     did-i ]]]]    ‘emruz    ‘in-jā-st 

             woman-RES-ACC     that           yesterday  saw-2sg.     today      here-is 

“The woman whom you saw yesterday is here today.” 

 

Relative clause with a resumptive pronoun: case attraction: * 

d.*zan-i-o               [ ke    ‘un-o      diruz       did-i  ]       ‘emruz    ‘in-jā-st 

woman-RES-ACC that  her-ACC  yesterday  saw-2sg.  today      here-is 
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“The woman who you saw yesterday is here today.” 

 

The grammaticality of (48.c) follows straightforwardly under a raising analysis. 

The head NP is assigned the accusative /-ra/ CP-internally and it carries it along 

with it when it moves out of the CP. We will treat resumptive pronouns as 

spelled-out traces and assume that they must morphologically express whatever 

case is assigned to them. The question that remains then is why the presence of a 

resumptive pronoun seems to block case attraction – see (48.b, d). One option 

would be that a particular case could only be expressed once in a movement chain 

– since it must be expressed on the resumptive whenever there is a resumptive, 

the single expression constraint would block expression of case on the head NP. 

This gets the facts in (48) right but the next set of facts that we turn to shows that 

this condition is too strong. These cases where there is no accusative case marker 

/-rā/ available inside the RC, but where we still find case attraction, reveal that it 

is not directly the CP-internal case that is being realized on the head NP. These 

cases involve abstraction over an indirect object (49.b) or a possessive (see 31.b, 

above):  

 

49) a.  sib        ro       be    mard-i             dād-am 

         apple   ACC     to    man-INDEF   gave-1sg. 

“I gave the apple to a man.” 
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b.[ BDPB[D° ] [BCPB mard-i-ro BiB [C° ke  [IP   sib    ro      be=š       t BiB    dād-am ]]]]‘in-jā-st 

                man-RES-ACC   that      apple  ACC  to=him          gave-1sg.      here-is 

“The man to whom I gave an apple is here.” 

 

In its relative clause internal position the head NP is marked by the preposition 

/be/ “to” and not /-rā/. We propose that what is transmitted up the relative clause 

chain is not the actual case feature assigned relative clause internally, but an 

obliqueness feature. This feature is realized as /-rā/. The overall set of 

considerations that determine the possibility of case attraction are listed below: 

 

Constraints on Case Attraction: 

1. If the head NP originates in a non-nominative position, the chain that the 

head NP heads has an obliqueness feature. 

2. If there is a resumptive pronoun (regarded here as a spelled-out trace), it 

realizes the RC-internal case/obliqueness.  

3. The obliqueness feature can be realized only once in the chain headed by 

the head NP. /-rā/ is the realization of the obliqueness feature. Its 

expression is incompatible with the presence of prepositions.  

 

This rethinking of case-attraction as being obliqueness realization can be extended 

to the core cases in (48), where the abstraction is over a direct object position 
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inside the RC. When there is no resumptive pronoun, the obliqueness feature can 

be realized on the head NP and the head NP comes to have /rā/. In the presence of 

a resumptive pronoun, the obliqueness feature is realized on the resumptive 

pronoun and cannot be realized on the head NP. Multiple realization on the 

resumptive pronoun and the head NP is also blocked. 

          Under the conception of case attraction explored above, RC-internal case 

and obliqueness are independent features. When the head NP originates in non-

nominative positions that cannot realize obliqueness (possessors, complements of 

prepositions), then the obliqueness feature can be spelled out as /-rā/ on the head 

NP even in the presence of a resumptive pronoun inside the relative clause. This 

configuration, with /-rā/ on the head NP and a resumptive pronoun 

possessor/complement of a preposition does not violate the ‘realize obliqueness 

only once’ generalization. Obliqueness is realized only once on the head NP in the 

form of /-rā/. T

35
T 

Finally we turn to cases like (50), where case attraction is not possible. 

 

50) a.  ‘az mard-i        ketāb      xarid-am          “I bought a book from a man.” 

              from  man-INDF  book       bought-1sg. 

 

 

                                                 
T

35
T Considerations of space do not allow us to discuss case assignment here, please see appendix D. 
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b. [ BPPB [P° be ] [BDPB [D° ] [ BCPB mard-i ] [C° ke [ BIPB ‘az ‘un/=aš     ketāb  xarid-am ]]]]]]    

                to                       man-RES      that    from him/him book   bought-1sg.     

    pul      na-dād-am 

    money  NEG-gave-1sg. 

 

“I did not give money to the man from whom I bought a book.” 

 

c. ‘be    kasi          pul    dād-an’    “to give money to somebody” 

     to      somebody  money        give-INF 

 

Here the head NP is also a complement of a preposition. As a result, no 

expression of obliqueness is possible – the resumptive pronoun cannot express 

obliqueness because it is a complement of /‘az/ “from” and the head NP cannot 

express obliqueness because it is a complement of /be/ “to”. In feature terms, we 

assume that the chain headed by the head NP has as an obliqueness feature. 

Unfortunately, due to other structural considerations, this obliqueness cannot be 

expressed and we do not get any case attraction on the surface.  
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3.4.2.2. Argument from Idiom Interpretation 

          The following data show that the argument from idiom interpretation that 

was reviewed in the previous section also holds in Persian. The phrase ‘pul-e 

chāy’, non-idiomatic meaning “the money for tea”, receives an idiomatic meaning 

“rewards, gift (cash money)” when it appears as an object of the verb ‘dād-an’ “to 

give”. (51.a) provides an example of the idiomatic reading. (51.b), which lacks 

the relevant structural configuration, does not have an idiomatic meaning. 

However, in (51.c), where the idiom configuration would hold if the head NP 

were interpreted internal to the relative clause, has an idiomatic reading.  

 

51) a.  B Bbe  farāš-e             madrese bābat-e             qabuli  

             to janitor-EZ school  for-EZ  passing       

          pesar=am hezār  toman          Upul-e    chāyU   dād-am 

           boy=my thousand  Toman           money-EZ tea    gave-I 

 

“I gave one thousand tomans to the janitor as a gift since my son has passed the 

test.”  

 

b.        Upul-e  chāy U hezār             toman   šod 

           money=EZ  tea        thousand Toman   became-it 
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 “The cost of having tea was one thousand tomans” 

 

 c.        [ Upul-e      chāy-i]U [ ke bābat-e  qabuli   pesar=am  

           money=EZ tea-RES      that for-EZ    passing    son=my 

              be farāš-e madrese dād-am]   hezār    toman  šod  

              to  janitor-EZ school              gave-I  thousand Toman     became-it 

 

 “The gift (cash money) that I gave to the school janitor since my son has passed 

the test was one thousand tomans.” 

 

The pattern of licensing of the idiomatic interpretation is familiar to us from the 

literature on relative clauses, where it has been argued to support a head raising 

analysis of relative clauses. Since the same pattern obtains in Persian, we will 

assume that these facts constitute support for a head raising analysis of relative 

clauses for Persian.  

 

3.4.2.3. Argument from Binding 

           The following data in regards to binding conditions of clitic pronominals 

show that the argument from variable binding that was reviewed in the previous 

section also holds in Persian. Karimi (2005) points out that clitic pronominals in 
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Persian are like possessive pronouns in English in that they need to be free in DP 

rather than VP: 

 

52) a.  [ BvPB  kimea BiB  pedar-eš-ro Bi/ kB  [ BpredPB  dust dar-e ] ] 

                        Kimea    father-her-ACC    friend   have-3sg. 

“Kimea loves her father.”                                         (Karimi, 181) 

 

             b. [ BvPB  kimea BiB  kif-eš-ro Bi/*kB  [ BpredPB   be   sepide BkB dād ] ] 

                         Kimea  purse-her-ACC        to             Sepide gave-3sg. 

“Kimea gave her purse to Sepide.”                          (Karimi, 181) 

 

Thus a subject can bind a possessor of an object DP as in ‘John_i  likes his_i car.’ 

Based on the above examples I present the following examples related to our 

discussion here. (53.a) shows that the subject can bind the clitic possessor in the 

direct object and (53.b) shows that a benefactive DP cannot do so (while 

following the clitic possessor containing direct object): 

 

53)      a.  Ali_i  [ vasiyyat   nāme-y-i     ‘az       pedar=eš-ro_{i/*j} ]        xund  

                Ali      will        letter-y-RES from    father-his-ACC             read-3sg. 

“Ali_i read a will from his_{i/*j} father.” 
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 b.   Ali_i  [vasiyyat   nāme-y-i     ‘az      pedar=eš-ro_{i/*j/*k}]   barāy-e   Reza_j  

       Ali         will    letter-y-RES from    father-his-ACC                for-EZ    Reza         

xund 

read-3sg. 

“Ali read a will from his father to Reza.” 

 

c.  [ BDPB   vasiyyat   nāme-y-i   ‘az      pedar=eš-ro_{i/j/*k}  ] BlB [ BCPB   ke   [ B B     Ali_i        

              will     letter-y-RES from    father-his-ACC                       that           Ali 

      barāy-e Reza_j  t_l   xund ] ] ]       ja‘li    bud 

       for-EZ Reza         read-3sg.    forged           was-3sg. 

 

“Ali’s father’s will that he read to Reza was forged.” 

 

(53.c) is the crucial example. It shows that when the clitic possessor containing 

DP is the head of a relative clause that contains a potential subject binder and a 

potential benefactive binder, the contrast we saw in (53.b) disappears. Either DP 

can bind into a direct object. This contrast makes sense if we assume that the head 

NP can be interpreted as a relative clause internally in the immediately preverbal 

direct object position. In this position, it would be in the c-command domain of 

both the subject and the benefactive. 
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Another piece of evidence from variable binding comes from the following data. 

Like in Norwegian and English,  in Persian too, a pronoun inside the head NP can 

be bound by a relative clause internal Quantifier Phrase. Reconstruction of the 

head NP in a relative clause internal position makes available a configuration in 

which the Quantifier Phrase c-commands the head NP and the relevant pronoun. 

Variable Binding is therefore expected to be possible. This can be seen in (54, 

55). In (54) the pronoun /‘unā/ “them” cannot be bound by a quantifier phrase to 

its right: 

54) ?? ra’is nāme-y-i   xatāb   be [ ‘unā ] Bi  jB  nevešt [ mabni  

          boss letter-y-INDEF address to     them       wrote     basis 

          bar ‘in=ke    [ hame-y-e kārmandā ] BiB    ‘exrāj               hast-an ]  

          on this=that    all-y-EZ   clerks      fired               are-3sg. 

 

 “The boss wrote a letter to them indicating that all the clerks are fired.” 

 

??   [BNPB    ] Bi jB   [ BAdverbial Clause B    [ B B     ] Bi B  ] 

 

Nevertheless, in (55), the QP is able to bind a pronoun inside the head NP even 

though the QP is to the right of the head NP. 
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55) nāme-y-i    xatāb     be  [‘unā ] BiB [ BCPB ke  [ hame-y-e  

      letter-y-RES address to     them                 that                 all-y-EZ 

      kārmandā ] Bi B fekr    mi-kard-an      (ke) ra’is nevešt-e ] taip šode  

      clerks        think IMPF-do-3sg. that boss write-is           type    became 

      bud 

      was-it 

 

[BDPB         [ BNPB    ] BiB   ]    [ BCPB    [ BQPB] BiB     ]   

 

“The letter to them that all the clerks thought the boss has written was typed.” 

 

If the constituent that includes the pronoun /‘unā/ “them” was base generated in 

the matrix clause; then the difference in binding condition would not be expected. 

A raising / promotion analysis can predict that this constituent is generated inside 

the relative clause in (56) where it is in the scope of its antecedent.  

Reconstruction is not an option for (54) – since the DP containing the pronoun 

was never in the scope of the relevant Quantifier Phrase, we could not possibly 

reconstruct it into the scope of the Quantifier Phrase. 

 

56) [ nāme-y-i           [ xatāb  be  ‘unā ] Bi  B ] BjB  [ BCPB ke  [ hame-y-e  

      letter-y-RES address  to    them                   that                all-y-EZ 
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    kārmandā  ] Bi Bfekr mi-kard-an (ke) ra’is     t BjB nevešt-e]    taip 

    clerks    think IMPF-did- 3sg.(that) boss  wrote-is      type 

      šode bud 

    became was        

 

[ BDPB                 [ BNPB ] Bi B ] BjB    [ BCPB       [ BQPB] BiB      [ t BjB ]  ]        

 

3.4.2.4. Argument from the Distribution of /-i/  

           As we showed in section 3.2 a  relative head noun phrase in a restrictive 

relative clause is always followed by a restrictive suffix /-i/. (57.b) shows that a 

homophonous suffix is also used to mark indefiniteness.  

57) a. pesar-i   [ ke     ‘umad] barādar-e man ‘ast 

      boy-RES   that    came-3sg. brother-EZ I  is-3sg. 

“The boy who came is my brother.” 

 

      b. pesar-i     be kelās mā ‘umad 

   boy-INDEF  to class we came-3sg. 

“A/one boy came to our class.” 

 

In the following data (58.a) is bad out of context. The presence of the indefinite 

marker /yek/ “a/one” forces an indefinite /-i/.  
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58)  a.  *[ BDPB  ye     mard ] be man goft 

                       one   man to I said-3sg. 

       b.   [ BDPB  ye      mard-i ]      be man goft             

                      one   man-INDEF  to I said-3sg. 

“A/one man told me.” 

 

As shown in 3.2.1, the demonstrative / definite marker /‘un/ “that” can optionally 

modify the head noun phrase of the restrictive relative clause and appear with an 

/-i/ marker on the head NP. However, the combination of this definite marker and 

INDEF /-i/ is not grammatical (59.b): 

 

59)    

a. [ BDPB [D°‘un ] [ BCPB mard-i ] [ C’ ke     [‘un-jā-st ]]] barādar-e man-e  

                 that        man-RES   that that-place-is brother-EZ my-is 

“The man who is there is my brother.” 

 

b.   *‘un mard-i  barādar-e man-e 

        that man-INDEF    brother-EZ my-is  
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 One could simply treat the /-i/ marker that appears in restrictive relative clauses 

(RES) as accidentally homophonous with the indefiniteness marker (INDEF). 

Under that perspective, the ability of a demonstrative to appear with RES /-i/ and 

its simultaneous inability to appear with INDEF /-i/ would not pose any kind of 

analytical problem. Here we will take a different line and pursue the idea that 

INDEF /-i/ and RES /-i/ are in fact the same.  

          We propose that RES/INDEF /-i/ is merged with the head NP in its relative 

clause internal Merge position. We can think of it as being a marker of 

relativization. Following Heim and Kratzer’s (1998) treatment of the indefinite 

article in predicate nominals and Williamson’s (1987) analysis of Lakhota head 

internal relative clauses, we assume that the indefinite marker is essentially 

semantically vacuous even though it does syntactically mark indefiniteness. We 

do not provide a semantic analysis here but note that an analysis in the spirit of 

Heim and Kratzer’s seems feasible.   

The contrast between (59.b) and (59.a) on our analysis follows from our structural 

assumptions. In (59.a), the demonstrative combines with a CP complement while 

in (59.b), it combines with an NP complement. In (59.b), the NP complement 

structure, there is a clash with respect to indefiniteness agreement and we get 
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ungrammaticality. Assuming that CPs do not participate in indefiniteness 

agreement, no violation is predicted for (59.a).T

36
T 

In the remainder of this section, we will explain and examine the different 

structures made available by our structural assumptions. To do this, we will look 

at structures with null determiners, indefinite determiners, and indefinite 

determiners as well as restrictive versus non-restrictive structures. First let us 

consider the cases where the external determiner is null. Since the null determiner 

can in principle have either definite or indefinite semantics, we consider both 

possibilities. Two strategies – restrictive modification, which involves head 

raising and where the /-i/ has a relative clause internal source, and non-restrictive 

modification, which involves adjunction of the CP to the DP, no head raising, and 

where the /-i/ has a relative clause external source are considered. We begin with 

the non-restrictive strategy. 

60) Non-restrictive; 

 

 The head NP is modified by a null determiner;  

       

        D°        NP-i     RC          

      Null      NP-INDEF    

                                                 
T

36
T Our explanation of the contrast between (59.a) and (59.b) is reminiscent of Kayne’s (1994) 

explanation of the contrast between ‘*the book of John’s’ vs. ‘the book of John’s that Mary 
admires’. He treats the first as being an instance of an illegal [D [DP]] complementation and the 
latter as an instance of a [D CP] complementation structure.  
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a. Null Indefinite Determiner, Non-restrictive relative clause: [[DP] [CP]] 

 

a.1.  [[ BNull(Indef)B mard-i   ]           [ ke   ‘in-jā          bud ]]       raft                 

                       man-INDEF       that   this-place was-3sg.  went-3sg. 

“A/one man, who was here, went.” 

 

a.2.                                                        DP 

                                                       /                 \ 

                                                     D                NP-i 

                                                     | 

                                                    Ø                                        

                                              [ INDEF ] 

 

The /-i/ marked NP is able to participate successfully in indefiniteness agreement.  

 

b. Overt Indefinite: The corresponding structure with an overt indefinite 

determiner  ([[D[overt,indef] NP-i] [CP]]) is also grammatical and for similar 

reasons.  

  

The head NP-INDEF is forced by the indefinite agreement. No raising takes 

place.  
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b.1. [ BIndef B ye          mard-i   ]           [ ke   ‘in-jā          bud ]       raft                 

               A/one     man-INDEF       that   this-place was-3sg.  went-3sg. 

“A/one man, who was here, went.” 

b.2.                                                     DP 

 

                                     DP                                           CP 

 

                      D                            NP-i         Spec                         C’ 

                     ye 

                   A/one                                                          C                            IP 

                                                                                      ke 

 

 

c. Null Definite Determiner,  Non-restrictive relative clause: [[DP] [CP]] 

 

This structure can be ruled out due to indefiniteness agreement; A definite 

determiner cannot combine with an /-i/-marked NP complement. 

 

c.1 *[ BNull (DEF)  Bmard-i  ]         [ ke    ‘in-jā           bud ]        raft    

                         man-INDEF    that   this-place  was-3sg.  went-3sg.        
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c.2                                                        * DP 

 

                                               D                                   NP-i 

 

                                               Ø 

                                            [ DEF ]     

 

d. Overt Definite: The corresponding structure with an overt definite determiner 

([[D(overt;def) NP-i] [CP]] is unacceptable for the same reason. To make the 

structures acceptable, we need to drop the INDEF marker /-i/.  When the head NP 

is not followed by /-i/, we get a non-restrictive relative clause with a specific 

definite head noun. The following example in literary Persian, which is taken 

from Windfuhr (1979), shows such a case:  

 

d.1. ‘ān   mard-e     mosen,        ke kif    dast=aš bud, …………. 

       that  man-EZ   old   that briefcase hand=his was   

  “The older man, who had a briefcase, ……………..” 

 

The following DP adjunction structure where no raising takes place is relevant: 
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d.2.                                                  DP 

 

                                     DP                                         CP 

 

                      D                            NP            Spec                         C’ 

                     ‘un 

                      that                                                           C                            IP 

                                                                                      ke 

61) Restrictive  

a. Null Indefinite Determiner,  restrictive relative clause:  

        

 [D[null,indef] [ NP-i [C […………..]]] 

 

This structure is unavailable – only a definite reading is available for the ‘NP-i 

RC’ under the restrictive interpretation. One possibility is that there is a restriction 

concerning the morphological realization of indefiniteness in Persian according to 

which indefiniteness must be expressed either via an overt determiner or the 

INDEF suffix /-i/. This suffix appears on the NP complement of an indefinite 

determiner. The problem in the [D[null,indef] [ NP-i [C […………..]]] structure 

is that the null indefinite determiner does not take an NP complement. Its 

complement is a CP and the INDEF suffix cannot appear on a CP. The determiner 

being covert, indefiniteness is not expressed at all. If we provide an overt 
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indefinite determiner, the problem with indefiniteness marking disappears and we 

find that [D[overt, indef] [ NP-i [C […………..]]] is grammatical – i.e. a 

restrictive indefinite reading is available.  

 

b.1. [  ye      [[mard-i ]      [ ke     ‘in-ja         bud ]]]          raft 

      A/one    man-RES      that    this-place  was-3sg.  went-3sg. 

“A/one man who was here left.” 

 

b.2.                                              DP 

 

                                 D                                          CP 

                            INDEF 

 

                                                      [ NP-i ] BiB                             C’ 

 

 

                                                                          C                                  IP 

                                                                          ke 

                                                                                                                t BiB 

 

It is worth noting that the string ‘D[overt;indef] NP-i RC’ has available to it two 

parses – a restrictive one ([D[overt;indef] [NP-i [C IP]]]) and a non-restrictive one 
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([[D[overt;indef] NP-i] [CP]]).T

37
T Only the first one is the result of NP-i raising 

from inside the relative clause. Curiously, it is difficult to differentiate between 

the two parses on purely truth conditional grounds. T

38
T However, this fact does not 

mean that the ambiguity does not exist. 

 

c. Null definite Determiner, restrictive relative clause:  

        [D[null, def] [ NP-i [C […………..]]] 

 

        [ BNull (DEF)  Bmard-i  ]         [ ke    ‘in-jā           bud ]        raft    

                       man-RES         that   this-place  was-3sg.  went-3sg.        

             “The man who was here left.” 

 

Here a definite restrictive reading is available. The INDEF/RES marked NP is in 

the specifier of the CP and not a complement of the definite determiner. 

                                                 
T

37
T Jahani (2000) mentions that Lampton (1974) has pointed out the same ambiguity. Windfuhr 

(1979) shows this ambiguity by suggesting that the indefinite head noun phrase of a restrictive 
relative clause has an indefinite /-i/ that is merged to a demonstrative [restrictive]  /-i/ ;  -i + -i � -
i . 

T

38
T In spite of the formal difference between the two following relative clauses (the non-restrictive 

appears inside commas) with an indefinite head-noun phrase, they have the same meaning. Both of 
them have the same truth condition: 
 
a. A boy who is from Spain is standing outside. 
BS=Boy from Spain 
BF=Boy from France 
 
a.1. [BS, BS, BF, BF]=True                                   a.3. [BF, BF, BF, BF]=False 
a.2. [BS, BF, BF, BF]=True          a.4. [BS]=True 
 
b. A boy, who is from Spain, is standing outside. 
b.1. [BS, BS, BF. BF]=True                                   b.3. [BF, BF, BF, BF]=False 
b.2. [BS, BF, BF, BF]=True          b.4. [BS]=True 
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Consequently there is no violation of indefiniteness agreement. The situation is 

very much the same if the definite determiner is overt ([D[overt, def.] [ NP-i [C 

[…………..]]]).  

 

d.1.  [ B DEF.   B‘un B     B[[mard-i  ]       [ ke    ‘in-jā           bud ]]]        raft    

                  that     man-RES       that   this-place   was-3sg.  went-3sg.   

“The man who was here left.”     

 

 d.2. 

                                                   DP 

 

                                    D                                     CP 

                                  DEF 

                                                      [ NP-i ] i                       C’ 

                                 

                                                                            C                              IP 

                                                                            ke 

                                                                                                            t i 
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3.5. Island Violating Abstractions and their Theoretical Implication 

      The discussion in this section has the following form. We first note that the 

abstraction in a Persian relative clause can cross islands - a point already made in 

Karimi (2001). Given the relatively free availability of resumptive pronouns in 

Persian, this point is not in itself particularly surprising and does not constitute a 

challenge to the head raising analysis proposed here. These facts tell us that head 

raising is not the only option – an external head must also be an option combined 

with a resumptive strategy which permits island violating abstraction. But a closer 

examination reveals that the picture is more complicated.  

          We used a number of diagnostics – binding, idiom interpretation, case 

attraction, and distribution of RES/INDEF /-i/ – to argue for the head raising 

analysis. These phenomena were given explanations that crucially depended upon 

the head NP being generated in a relative clause internal position and then moving 

to its surface position. Assuming that islands block movement, we would expect 

these diagnostics to behave differently when the relative clause abstraction 

crosses an island. Surprisingly this turns out not to be the case. Our diagnostics 

treat relative clauses with island violating abstractions the same as relative clauses 

with abstractions that respect islands. We conclude that either alternative non-

movement based explanations exist for our diagnostics i.e. they do not actually 

require movement for their explanation or Persian permits island violating 
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movements. We leave an adjudication of which of the above disjuncts requires 

rethinking and the reformulation of the relevant disjunct for future work. 

 

3.5.1. Island Violating Abstractions in Persian Relative Clauses 

             Karimi (2001) notes that the abstraction in a relative clause in Persian can 

cross islands. Since movement is taken to be island-sensitive, she therefore 

assumes that relative clauses  in Persian do not involve movement; just binding of 

a resumptive pronoun  (the resumptive pronoun could be overt or covert). The 

following example involves abstraction over a position inside the antecedent of a 

conditional clause. 

 

62) ‘un    pesar-i BiB  ke  man  fekr  mi-kon-am  [ BCPB      age  Kimea  

       that   boy-RES that I think IMPF-do-1sg.             if kimea 

    pro BiB  mi-did-at(-eš) BiB]              xeyli  xošhal         mi-šod …… 

             IMPF-saw-3sg.-CL      very  happy       IMPF-became-3sg. 

“The boy that I think if Kimea saw him, she would become very happy…” 

 

The direct object clitic is optional. An overt resumptive pronoun /un-o/ “he-Acc” 

is also an option. The overt resumptive pronoun can optionally co-occur with the 

direct object clitic. Thus all four options: pro/no clitic, pro/clitic, pronoun/no 

clitic, and pronoun/clitic are attested. 
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What we learn from Karimi’s example is that Persian allows for island violating 

abstractions in relative clauses. Given the availability of resumptive pronouns in 

Persian, this is not too surprising. We also learn from Karimi’s example that if 

movement is island sensitive, then at least some relative clauses in Persian cannot 

involve the head raising analysis. The head external analysis must also be an 

option. The question that remains to be answered is whether island respecting 

relative clauses (which can have head raising derivations) and island violating 

relative clauses (which can only have head external derivations) differ with 

respect to the tests we used to argue for the head raising analysis in the first place. 

We turn to this task in the next section. 

 

3.5.2. Island Violating Relative Clauses and Tests for Head Raising 

          Applying the tests we used to argue for head raising to island violating 

relative clauses yields unexpected results – in each case, island violating relative 

clauses pattern with island respecting relative clauses with respect to these tests.  

First, let us look at the argument from idiom interpretation in the context of island 

violating relative clauses. In the following examples the idiomatic reading of the 

idiom expression is still available, even though the movement of the head NP 

from inside the antecedent of a conditional clause, a clausal adjunct, would 

involve movement out of an island. (63.a, b) are control sentences and (63.c) 

displays an island violating abstraction which preserves idiomatic readings. 
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63) 

 a. [ ‘agar  man  pul-e     čāy ‘u-rā      mi-dād-am]       ‘u   xowšhāl   mi-šod 

       if        I   money-EZ tea    him-OM IMPF-gave-1sg. he happy IMPF-became 

“If I paid for his tea he would have become happy.” 

 

b. [‘agar  man  be farrāš-e     madrese  pul-e    čāy   [bābat-e   qabul-i-y-e 

       if        I    to janitor-EZ school money-EZ tea   for-EZ     accept-N-y-EZ 

 pesar=am]   mi-dād-am]        ‘u  xowšhāl   mi-šod 

 boy=my     IMPF-gave-1sg. he  happy   IMPF-became-3sg. 

 

“If I gave gift [cash money] to the school’s janitor since my boy has passed the 

exam he would have become happy.” 

c. [ [ pul-e         čāy-i ] BiB [ ke  [‘agar  man  be farrāš-e     madrese  proBi  B     [bābat-e 

      money-EZ  tea-RES  that     if      I        to janitor-EZ school                  for-EZ      

qabul-i-y-e        pesar=am ]  mi-dād-am ]       ‘u     xowšhāl   mi-šod      ] ]       

accept-N-y-EZ  boy=my      IMPF-gave-1sg.  he    happy    IMPF-become-3sg. 

qābel-e  tavajjoh   na-bud 

deserve-EZ     attention  NEG-was 

 

“The gift [cash money] that if I gave the janitor since my son has passed the exam 

he would have become happy was not considerable.” 
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Next we look at the variable binding test in the context of island violating relative 

clauses. The logic behind this test is that a relative clause internal DP is able to 

bind into the head NP as a result of a reconstruction of the head NP into a relative 

clause internal position. If island violating relative clauses do not involve raising, 

we would expect the relevant kind of variable binding to be impossible. This 

expectation is not borne out. (64.a, b) are control sentences. (64.b) in particular 

shows that in Persian a DP cannot bind into a DP to its left. In (64.c), the 

abstraction is out of an antecedent of a conditional, which is an island, but just 

like in the island respecting cases discussed in the earlier section, now a relative 

clause internal DP is able to bind it to the head NP even though the relative clause 

internal DP is to the right of the head NP. 
 

64) a. Ali Bi B   [vasiyyat   nāme-y-i         ‘az    pedar=eš-ro Bi/kB ]           xund  

          Ali           will   letter-y-INDEF from  father-his-ACC            read-3sg. 

“Ali read a will from his father.” 

      

 b. Ali BiB    [vasiyyat   nāme-y-i         ‘az     pedar=eš-ro Bi/*k B]  [barāy-e   Reza ] 

     Ali       will     letter-y-INDEF from   father-his-ACC      for-EZ    Reza         

      xund 

      read-3sg. 

“Ali read a will from his father to Reza.” 
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c. [ [ BDPB   vasiyyat  nāme-y-i    ‘az  pedar-eš-ro Bi/kB  ] BjB [ BCPB   ke [ ‘agar   [ BvPB  Ali   

                will letter-y-INDEF from father-his-ACC         that    if             Ali 

[barāy-e Reza] t BjB mi-xund ]     [‘u  xušhāl  mi-šod ]]]]               j‘ali            

for-EZ     Reza         IMPF-read-3sg. he happy  IMPF-became-3sg. forged  

bud 

was 

“The will from his father that if Ali read it to Reza, he would become happy was 

forged.” 

 

Finally let us examine the possibility of case attraction in island violating relative 

clauses. Our explanation of case attraction makes reference to a syntactic chain 

between the head NP and a relative clause internal position. Assuming that this 

chain is created by movement, we would expect it not to exist in island violating 

relative clauses and consequently we would expect case attraction to be 

impossible in island violating relative clauses. Once again this expectation is not 

borne out. As long as the abstraction is over a non-nominative position and other 

general constraints on case attraction are met, case attraction is an option. This is 

shown in (64.b).  

 

65) a. [ [ qazā-y-i ] BiB      [ ke [ ‘agar     diruz         (‘un-o) BiB        mi-xord-am  ]           

                food-y-RES    that     if       yesterday   that-ACC     IMPF-ate-1sg.     
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masmum mi-šod-am ]     ] Ufāsed  budU  

poisoned IMPF-become-1sg.  rotten   was-3sg. 

 

“The food that if I ate [it] last night I would have become sick was rotten.” 

 

b. [ [qazā-y-i-ro] BiB  [ ke [‘agar    diruz      pro BiB     mi-xord-am ]           

   food-y-RES-ACC that  if      yesterday            IMPF-ate-1sg.     

masmum mi-šod-am ]  ]              Ufāsed  budU  

poisoned IMPF-become-1sg.  rotten   was-3sg. 

 

“The food that if I ate [it] last night I would have become sick was rotten.” 

 

3.6. Summary 

          As was shown, the facts from Case Attraction and the distribution of the 

head NP-i can be explained by adopting a movement approach for Persian 

restrictive relative clauses. These facts and the need for reconstructing the head 

NP inside the relative to achieve the idiomatic reading of an expression and 

explaining the conditions on variable binding led us to propose that the head NP 

in Persian RCs originates from RCs internal position and will be realized on 

external position via raising / promotion of this head NP together with the INDEF 

/-i/ and the oblique feature that will be realized as the accusative case marker /rā/. 
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We showed that the facts from Case Attraction, idiomatic expressions, variable 

binding in island violating relative clauses pose a challenge for a head raising 

analysis of relative clauses in Persian. This is where we stop, leaving a fuller 

consideration of the analytical options and development of an alternative proposal 

for future work. 
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  Chapter Four: Extraposition of Ke-clauses and the Postverbal        

                                     Syntax of Persian 

 

                                                  Introduction 

          In this chapter, we explore the syntax of postverbal CPs in Persian. After 

reviewing some basic facts about the occurrences of CPs in different syntactic 

environments and the analysis that we have proposed for them in the previous two 

chapters, we will look at the occurrences of a single/multiple CPs in postverbal 

position; CPs in postverbal positions in Persian are sometimes said to be 

extraposed CPs. We will occasionally use this phrasing without committing 

ourselves at this point to the existence of a dedicated operation of extraposition 

that moves the relevant CP from a preverbal position to a postverbal position.  

The basic facts are as follows. There are severe restrictions on the postverbal 

occurrence of more than one CP: the only option permitted is a CP=COMP 

followed by a CP=REL with the CP=COMP immediately preceded by the theta-

selecting verb. All other combinations are ungrammaticalT

39
T. We formulate a 

constraint that we call “the Government Constraint” to capture this pattern.  

According to this constraint, there can be only one ungoverned CP postverbally. 

The Government Constraint coupled with an analysis of Persian that countenances 

optional verb movement to the left (to derive postverbal DPs), analyzes postverbal 

DP associated CPs as CPs stranded by their source DP when the source DP moves 

                                                 
T

39
T This is already claimed by Darzi (1996) and Ahangar (2002). An attempt will be made here to 

explain this fact.  
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to a preverbal position. Furthermore, postverbal relative clauses are handled as 

instances of late merge/rightward linearization in the sense of Fox & Nissenbaum 

(1999), which derives a wide range of facts about the postverbal syntax of 

Persian. We will attempt to account for the full range of interactions between 

CP=COMP, CP=DP (CPs associated with a preverbal DP), CP=REL, and 

postverbal DPs in postverbal position. ‘Extraposition’ will be shown to be a non-

uniform phenomenon – CP=COMPs will be base-generated postverbally in a 

complement position, CP=DPs are stranded in a postverbal position by their 

associated DP, which then moves to a preverbal position, and postverbal 

CP=RELs come to be in their surface postverbal position as a result of late 

merge/right linearization of the CP=REL in accordance with Fox and Nissenbaum 

(1999). Finally, a consideration of an alternative which derives the postverbal 

syntax of Persian without making reference to the Government Condition but with 

the assumption of rightward movement and the existence of a unique postverbal 

adjoined position for CPs is presented in the appendix E.   

 

4.1. Review of Basic Facts and Previously Made Assumptions about Finite 

CPs 

          Finite CPs in Persian can be grouped together in the manner indicated 

below: 

 

 (i):     a. complements of verbs 

           b. associated with the DP 
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(ii) relative clauses 

 

In CP complements of verbs, the complementizer /ke/ is optional, but in all other 

cases, it is obligatory. The distribution of /ke/ follows if we assume that C° can be 

null when governed by a lexical head. 

          In the previous chapters, we made the following structural assumptions 

about the indicated strings.  

  

1)  …..[DP CP]……, where the CP is embedded inside the DP. The 

complementizer in these CPs cannot be omitted. Extraction is also not permitted 

from these CPs. We dub them CP=DP. 

 

a.                                                        DP                                                                 

                                                       /           \                                                                    

                                                     DP        CP       

 

b. [ ‘in    xabar    [ *(ke)     fardā          madrese    ta‘til-e ] ]   doruq-e 

     this    news         that   tomorrow     school       closed-is    lie-is                          

“The news that the school is closed tomorrow is not true.” 

 

2)   ….V CP….., where the CP is an argument of V. The complementizer is 

optional and extraction is an option (as long as the CP is immediately postverbal). 

We dub these CP=COMP. 
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a.                                                      V’ 

                                                     /           \ 

                                                  V            CP      

 

b.  man  [  fekr    mi-kon-am     [ (ke)    fardā        madrese    ta‘til-e ] ] 

       I        think  IMPF-do-1sg.  that    tomorrow school       closed-is 

“I think that the school is closed tomorrow.” 

 

3)  ….D NP C TP….., where we have a DP-internal relative clause. The 

complementizer is obligatory and extraction is not an option.   

  

 a.                                                   DP 

                                                  /              \ 

                                                D               CP 

                                                             /            \ 

                                                         NP             C’ 

 

b. ‘un  [  pesar-i     ro    [  *(ke)   mi-šenās-am ]  ]   be    kelās     ‘umad 

that   boy-RES ACC     that  IMPF-know-1sg.    to    class       came-3sg.  

“The boy who I know came to class.” 

 

4) …..V….CP…..,  where the CP is not a complement of the V. The 

complementizer is obligatory and extraction is not an option.   
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a.                                                     VP                                            

                                                  /                \ 

                                                VP              CP 

                                            /            \ 

 

b.  ‘in     xabar   [ doruq-e   [ *(ke)     fardā       madrese    ta‘til-e ]  ] 

       this   news    lie-is            that   tomorrow   school       closed-is    

“This news is not true that the school is closed tomorrow.”     

 

c.  ‘un    pesar-i    be   kelās    [‘umad       [*(ke)   ‘un-o          mi-šenās-am ]  ]    

that   boy-RES  to    class    came-3sg.      that    him-ACC  IMPF-know-1sg. 

“The boy came to class who I know [him].” 

 

The structures postulated above have postverbal complement CPs in complement 

position and postverbal DP-associated CPs and relative clause CPs in adjunct 

positions. The conceptual reason behind the above claim is that complementhood 

is not an option for DP-associated CPs and relative clause CPs for θ-reasons – the 

relevant theta-role is presumably assigned to the associated DP. For complement 

CPs, however, we have the following two options ([*CP   V] is bad presumably 

due to case resistance): 
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5)                   VP                          or                      V’ 

                   /           \                                         /              \ 

                /              CP                                   V              CP 

             VP 

        /            \ 

     CP           V 

                                          

Our discussion of postverbal complement CPs in Chapter Two was guided by two 

diagnostics concerning Complementizer Optionality and Extractability. These are 

repeated below: 

  

Complementizer Optionality: In an embedded CP, complementizers can only be 

covert when the C head of the CP is governed by a lexical head.  

 

Extractability: Extraction is only possible out of CPs that appear as complements 

to a lexical head.  

 

Various empirical considerations of a crosslinguistic nature led us in Chapter Two 

to conclude that these conditions applied in Overt Syntax and not at the Point of 

Merge i.e. complementizer optionality/extractability correlated with the surface 

position of the CP with respect to the verb and not merely the Point of Merge. In 

particular, we concluded that complementizer optionality/extractability could not 
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be conditioned by appealing to reconstruction to a preverbal complement position 

where the CP was merged and then extraposed to a postverbal adjoined position. 

This led to our choosing the structure where the postverbal complement CP is 

merged in a postverbal complement position. In this chapter, we will provide 

additional Persian-internal evidence for this analysis based on the interaction of 

postverbal DPs and postverbal complement CPs.   

However, before we do that, let us examine the full suite of facts concerning 

extraction from CPs. In Chapter Two, our focus was on CP=COMP and CP=DP. 

Here we also include CP=REL. Of course, given that relative clauses tend to be 

strong islands in many languages, the fact that it is not possible to extract from 

CP=REL will perhaps not come as a big surprise. The cases are nevertheless 

included for completeness.T

40
T 

 

6)   

a.  Extraction from CP=COMP (CP=COMP is always postverbal): possible 

     Complementizer: optional 

 

b. √                          wh                             V                      [ BCPB                           ] 

 

 

                                                 
T

40
T Persian does not display Comp-Trace effects. This is demonstrated by the grammaticality of (6). 

The absence of Comp-Trace effects could be related to the availability of scrambling and the 
possibility of amnestying Comp-Trace violations by scrambling another argument to a position 
between the Comp and the subject trace along the lines noted by Culicover (1993) and more 
recently Kandybowicz (2006) cf. the unexpected grammaticality of ‘Who do you think that in all 
likelihood will win the race?’.  
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c. [ ki ] BiB   feker     mi-kon-i        [(ke)    t-i    fardā       mosābeqa-ro      be-bar-e ]   

     who   thought IMPF-do-2sg.  that       tomorrow    competition ACC SBJ-win-

3sg.                                                                                                                      

“Who do you think that will win the game tomorrow?” 

 

7)       

a.  Extraction from postverbal CP=REL: impossible 

     Complementizer: obligatory 

 

a’. *                          wh         DP            V                      [ BCP B                              ] 

 

a’’.*[ či ] i    pesar-i-ro           mi-šenās-am     [*(ke)    fardā    t i    mi-bar-e ]     

        what    boy-RES-ACC IMPF-know-1sg.     that  tomorrow     IMPF-win-3sg. 

“*What-1 do you know [the boy [who will win t-1 tomorrow]]?” 

 

b. Extraction from postverbal CP=DP (CP associated with a DP): impossible 

   Complementizer: obligatory 

 

b’.*                            wh          DP             V        [ BCPB                                    ]  
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b’’.*[ ki ] BiB    ‘in    dorouq    ni-st   [*(ke)    t BiB    fardā       bāzi-ro      mi-bar-e ] 

         who      this  lie          NEG-is  that      tomorrow game-ACC  IMPF-win-3sg. 

 “*Who-1 is it a lie that [t-1 will win the game tomorrow]?’’ 

 

c.  Extraction from preverbal CP=REL : impossible 

     Complementizer: obligatory 

 

c’. *                         wh……..[ D°……[ BCPB…. ---……]  ] ……………..V 

 

c’’.*[či] BiB    ‘un     pesar-i-ro     [*(ke)     fardā   t BiB   mi-bar-e ]     mi-šenās-am 

       what    that    boy-RES-ACC that  tomorrow IMPF-win-3sg. IMPF-know-1sg. 

“*What-1 do I know [that boy [that will win t-1 tomorrow]]?’ 

 

d. Extraction from preverbal CP=DP: impossible 

    Complementizer: obligatory 

 

d’.*                        wh……..[ DP……[ CP…---…..]] […..V ]  

 

d’’.* [key] BiB   [‘in   xabar  [*(ke)    t BiB     madrese       ta’til-e ] ]    dorouq-e 

         when      this news       that            school         closed-is     lie-is 

“*When-1 is [[the news] [that the school is closed t-1]] a lie?’’ 
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The pattern of grammaticality seen above follows from our structural 

assumptions. Extraction from a CP and omission of the complementizer of the CP 

are options only when the CP is governed and this is only the case with 

CP=COMP in (6.a). We note that the ungrammaticality of the cases in (7.a, b) 

allows us to eliminate the possibility that mere right adjacency with the verb is 

what conditions complementizer optionality/extractability – both postverbal 

CP=REL and CP=DP are right adjacent to the verb but complementizer 

omission/extraction is not an option. 

To sum up, the postverbal CP=COMP is not an adjunct. It appears in its merge 

position, which happens to be postverbal. A very similar pattern of facts obtains 

in Hindi, Bengali and German (see Mahajan (1997), Bayer (1997), Dayal (1996) 

and Haider (1997)). T

41
T Mahajan and Haider reach conclusions similar to ours.  

 

4.2. General Restrictions on the placement of non-DP-internal CPs  

          Before we move on to a proper exploration of the postverbal domain, we 

will first discuss some general restrictions that apply to CPs in non-DP-internal 

positions. The restrictions concern the separation of the DP-associated CP and the 

associated DP/the relative clause CP and the relative head NP, more generally the 

source DP and the associated CP, as well as the ordering of postverbal CPs and 

non-clausal postverbal material. 

The first constraint is that the source DP has to precede the associated CP. 

 

                                                 
T

41
T It is possible that all objects start out postverbally but that CP-objects get left behind (see 

Kayne, 1994). 
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8) 

8.a.1.  DP-associated CP precedes source DP: * 

*CP     DP  

*[*(ke)    Davud   varšekaste     šod-e     ]    [ ‘in   xabar ]   Ušāye‘e   ‘astU        

      that    Davud   bankrupt       became-is      this  news     rumor      is 

 

8.a.2. DP-associated CP precedes source DP: ok 

[ DP [ CP ] ]    

[‘in (xabar)  [ *(ke)    Davud   varšekaste     šod-e     ]   ]     Ušāye‘e   ‘astU        

 this  news       that     Davud    bankrupt     became-is        rumor    is-3sg. 

“This news that Davoud has became bankrupt is a rumor.” 

  

8.a.3. CP=REL precedes source DP: * 

*[ CP ] [D [ NP ] ]  

*[ *(ke)   Ali    ro  dust   dār-e ]          [(‘un) [ doxtar-i ] ] ]   Uinjā-stU 

     that  Ali    ACC friend   have-is 3sg.          DEM girl-RES         here-is 3sg. 

 

8.a.4. CP=REL follows source DP: ok. 

[ D° [ BCPB [NP] [ C° [ IP ] ] ] ] ] 

[ (‘un)     [  [  Udoxtar-iU   [ *(ke)   Ali    ro dust dār-e] ] ]  ]   Uinjā-stU 

   DEM         girl-RES        that  Ali      ACC friend have-is 3sg.  here-is 3sg. 

“The girl who likes Ali is here.”    
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The second constraint is that if the CP and source DP are discontinuous then the 

CP has to be postverbal: 

 

9.b.1. CP=DP is discontinuous from its source DP but is not postverbal: * 

*DP   SUBJ   CP    VP 

*‘in  (xabar)-ro  man[ *(ke)  Davud   varšekaste     šod-e] qabul   na-dar-am            

 this  news-ACC  I   that   Davud    bankrupt     became-is accept NEG-have-1sg.       

 

9.b.2. CP=DP is discontinuous from its source DP and postverbal:  ok. 

[ DP  SUBJ   VP ]  CP 

‘in  (xabar)-ro     man qabul na-dār-am   [ *(ke)  Davud   varšekaste     šod-e]             

 this  news-ACC  I    accept NEG-have-1sg.  that Davud    bankrupt     became-is       

“I do not accept this news that Davoud has become bankrupt.” 

 

9.b.3 CP=REL is discontinuous from its source DP but is not postverbal: * 

*[BDPB SUBJ ] B1B   OBJ    [ CP=REL ] B1B   V 

*‘un     doxtar-i    be    man    [*(ke)  Ali-ro   dust   dār-e ]       nāme   dād 

 that    girl-RES   to     me         that  Ali-ACC friend have-3sg.  letter    gave-3sg. 

 

9.b.4. CP=REL is discontinuous from its source DP and postverbal:  ok. 

[BDPB SUBJ ] BiB   OBJ    V    [ CP=REL ] BiB    

‘un     doxtar-i    be    man   nāme   dād            [*(ke)  Ali-ro      dust   dār-e ]        

that    girl-RES   to     me     letter   gave-3sg.      that  Ali-ACC friend  have-3sg.   
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“The girl gave me a letter who loves Ali.” 

 

The third constraint concerns the order of non-clausal postverbal material and 

clausal postverbal material. Non-clausal arguments/adjuncts can more or less 

freely appear postverbally in Persian in essentially any order. However, their 

order with respect to postverbal clauses is rigid: postverbal CPs follow any non-

clausal postverbal material.  

 

10.a;  CP=COMP before a postverbal nominal argument: * 

*VP   CP    DP 

*Ali    goft   [ *(ke)    mi-xā-d              ‘az   ‘in     šahr    be-re ]   be    man 

  Ali    said       that   IMPF-want-3sg.  from this  city     SBJ-go   to    me 

 

10.b; CP=COMP after a postverbal nominal argument: ok. 

VP   DP   CP 

Ali    goft    be    man   [ *(ke)    mi-xā-d              ‘az   ‘in     šahr    be-re ] 

Ali    said    to     ma          that   IMPF-want-3sg.  from this  city     SBJ-go 

“Ali told me that he wants to leave this city.” 

 

10.c;  CP=COMP before a postverbal adverb: * 

*VP   DP   CP   Adv. 

*Ali    goft    be    man   [*(ke)    mi-xā-d        ‘az   ‘in     šahr    be-re ]   diruz 

Ali    said    to     me      that   IMPF-want-3sg.  from this  city    SBJ-go  yesterday 
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10.d: CP=COMP after a postverbal adverb: ok 

VP   DP   Adv.   CP 

Ali    goft    be    man  diruz  [*(ke)    mi-xā-d              ‘az    ‘in     šahr    be-re ]  

Ali    said  to  me  yesterday    that     IMPF-want-3sg.  from  this  city     SBJ-go   

“Ali told me yesterday that he wants to leave this city.” 

 

The ordering constraints between postverbal non-clausal material and postverbal 

CPs are exemplified above using complement CPs but the same point also holds 

with CP=DP (DP associated CPs) and CP=RELs. 

 

4.3. Postverbal CPs 

           In this section, we will look at the distribution of postverbal CPs. The first 

question that arises here is how many CPs can be postverbal. The second question 

concerns the ordering restrictions that might obtain between multiple postverbal 

CPs.  

Before we go on to examine the facts, let us consider what our structural 

assumptions predict thus far. We have analyzed postverbal complement CPs as 

being in a postverbal complement position. Making the plausible assumption that 

there is only one such position, we expect there to be only one postverbal 

complement CP. Postverbal CP=DPs and postverbal CP=RELs have on the other 

hand been analyzed as being in a postverbal adjunct position. This leads to two 

predictions: first, given that complements are more tightly bound to the head than 

adjuncts, we would expect to find …V CP=COMP CP=REL/CP=DP… orders but 
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not …V CP=REL/CP=DP CP=COMP… orders. The second prediction is that 

given that in general, adjuncts are not restricted in number or relative order, we 

expect to find any number of postverbal CP=DP/CP=RELs and in any order. 

However, these predictions are not fully borne out. We do find only one 

postverbal CP=COMP and it is the case that when it appears with another 

postverbal CP, the CP=COMP precedes the other postverbal CP. The part of the 

prediction that is not borne out is that there are severe restrictions on how many 

CPs can be postverbal.  

Even though in preverbal position, there can be any number of DP-embedded 

CPs, in postverbal position; for the most part we can only get one postverbal CP. 

The one case where we can get two postverbal CPs involves an immediately 

postverbal CP=COMP, which is followed by a CP=REL is shown below. T

42
T  The 

example is in literary Persian and is taken from Ahangar (2002). T

43
T   

                                                 
T

42
T This is in contrast to postverbal DPs where there seems to be no constraint at all (see 

Haider,1997). It seems that any number of non-clausal arguments/adjuncts can appear postverbally 
and in any order. The data in (10) showed that postverbal nominal elements must always precede 
postverbal clausal material. This is unlike the occurrence of two postverbal nominal elements 
together in Persian. The following show that both direct, indirect objects (in any given order) and 
subject can occur in postverbal position: 
1)  

a.  be-de        [‘un   ketāb ]-o   [ be  Reza ]            “Give that book to Reza!” 

   IMP-give      that   book-ACC   to   Reza 

b.  be-de        [ be Reza ]  [‘un    ketāb]-o               “Give to Reza that book!” 

IMP-give       to  Reza     that   book-ACC 

c.  dād     [Mehri]     [ketāb-o]      [be   Reza]      “Mehri gave the book to Reza.” 

 gave-3sg. Mehri     book-ACC      to    Reza 
 

T

43
T This fact also obtains in spoken Persian.  
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11)    V     CP=COMP        CP=REL 

 

 mas‘ulin       be    dānešjuyān-i   [ ‘elām           kard-and ]  

authorities     to    students-RES     announce    did- 3pl. 

[BCPB (ke)  xābgāhe=šān       vaz‘iyyat-e        matlubi na-dār-ad ] [ BCPB *(ke) dar  

      that  dormitory=their   situation-EZ    suitable NEG-have-3sg.   that   in 

term-e  tahsili     jadid    pazirofte šode-and ]   

term-EZ         education  new     accepted became-3 pl. 

 

 “Authorities told the students who have been accepted in the new academic year 

that their dormitory is not in a good condition.” 

 

All other instances of multiple postverbal CPs are ungrammatical. In what 

follows, we will examine carefully all other environments where we could 

possibly get multiple postverbal CPs and establish that the only acceptable 

sequence of multiple postverbal CPs is the one shown in (11): V   CP=COMP   

CP=REL. We will see that to have multiple postverbal CPs, the CP=COMP needs 

to be right adjacent to the verb; postverbal non-clausal material between the verb 

and the CP=COMP destroys the possibility of multiple postverbal CPs. Once we 

have established this generalization, we will show how this pattern follows from 

our theoretical assumptions.   
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4.3.1. Postverbal CP=REL  

          The following data show the occurrences of postverbal CP=REL. We start 

by showing the occurrences of a single CP=REL in a clause. These are our control 

sentences. (12) demonstrates the case where a CP=REL modifying subject / object 

DP is in a preverbal DP-internal position:  

 

12) 

[ (D) NP B1B   CP B1B ]   [ DP B2B  ]   V  

 a. pesar-i      [ ke    pul      na-dāšt ]      ketāb-e       ‘arzun-o        xarid 

     boy-RES    that  money  NEG-had    book-EZ     cheap-ACC  bought 

“The boy who did not have money bought the inexpensive book.” 

 

[ (D) NP B1B ]   [ DP B2B   CP B2B ]    V 

b. Ali   ketāb-i-ro           [ ke   ‘arzun   bud ]    xarid  

    Ali   book-RES-ACC  that   cheap    was      bought 

“Ali bought the book which was inexpensive.”  

 

(13) demonstrates that a CP=REL, which is related to subject / object DP, can 

appear in an extraposed / postverbal position:T

44
T 

                                                 
T

44
T The accusative case marker /rā/ can occur on the object DP that embeds the CP; [DP [CP]-rā]. 

When the CP=REL appears in a postverbal  / extraposed position, this case marker appears on the 
object DP. The assumption is that this case marker will not move with CP=REL to the right. If it 
moves and appears on the postverbal CP=REL, it results in ungrammaticality: 
 
*Ali    ketāb-i       xarid    [ ke    ‘arzun    bud ]-ro 
  Ali    book-RES  bought   that   cheap    was - ACC 
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13) 

[ (D) NP B1B ]   [ (D) NP B2B  ]   V     CP B1B 

 a. pesar-i      ketāb-e       ‘arzun-o        xarid     [ ke     pul       na-dāšt ] 

     boy-RES   book-EZ     cheap-ACC  bought    that   money  NEG-had 

“The boy who did not have money bought the inexpensive book.” 

 

[ DP B1B ]   [ (D) NP B2B  ]   V     CP B2B 

b. Ali   ketāb-i-ro           xarid     [ ke   ‘arzun    bud ]     

    Ali   book-RES-ACC  bought    that   cheap    was     

“Ali bought the book which was inexpensive.”  

 

          The following show the occurrence of two CP=REL with two separate 

source DPs. (14) provides the control sentence in which both CP=RELs appear in 

their DP-internal preverbal position: 

14) 

[ (D) NP B1B  CP B1B ]     [ (D) NP B2B   CP B2 B]   V 

 [pesar-i   [ ke pul  na-dāšt ]]   [  ‘un  ketāb-i-ro          [ ke   ‘arzun   bud]]           

 boy-RES that money NEG-had   that  book-RES-ACC that   cheap   was          

xarid 

bought-3sg. 

“The boy who did not have money bought the book that was inexpensive.” 
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The next examples show that both CPB1B and CP B2B can appear in postverbal / 

extraposed position: 

 

15) 

[ (D) NP B1B ]     [ (D) NP B2B   CP B2B ]    V    CP B1B   

a. pesar-i   ketāb-i-ro          [ke   ‘arzun   bud]  xarid    [ ke    pul      na-dāšt ]     

boy-RES book-RES-ACC   that  cheap    was  bought   that money NEG-had 

“The boy who did not have money bought the book that was inexpensive.” 

 

[ (D) NP B1B  CP B1B ]     [ (D) NP B2B ]     V    CP B2B   

b. pesar-i   [ ke    pul      na-dāšt ]    ketāb-i-ro          xarid     [ ke   ‘arzun   bud ]             

boy-RES   that money NEG-had   book-RES-ACC bought   that    cheap   was 

“The boy who did not have money bought the book that was inexpensive.” 

 

However, only one of CP B1B or CP B2B can appear postverbally. If they are both 

postverbal, we get ungrammaticality irrespective of their order. 

  

16) 

*[ (D) NP B1B ]     [ (D) NP B2B ]     V    CP B1B    CP B2B   

a.*pesar-i     ketāb-i-ro          xarid    [ ke    pul      na-dāšt ]   [ ke   ‘arzun   bud]             

boy-RES    book-RES-ACC bought   that money NEG-had   that    cheap  was 

“The boy who did not have money bought the book that was inexpensive.” 
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*[ (D) NP B1B ]     [ (D) NP B2B ]     V    CP B2B    CP B1B 

b.*pesar-i     ketāb-i-ro          xarid    [ ke  ‘arzun  bud]   [ ke    pul      na-dāšt ]               

 boy-RES    book-RES-ACC bought   that cheap  was     that  money NEG-had   

“The boy who did not have money bought the book that was inexpensive.” 

 

The pattern that emerges from the above examples is that it is only possible to 

have one CP=REL postverbally.  

 

4.3.2. Postverbal CP=DP 

          We begin our exploration of postverbal DP associated CPs by providing the 

control sentences that demonstrate that DP-internal DP-associated CP can appear 

preverbally. In (17a), the DP-associated CP is part of the subject , (17b), it is part 

of the object, and in (17c) both the subject and object contain DP-associated CPs. 

 

17) (DP B1B = subject, DPB2B = object) 

a.       [ DP B1B  CP B1B ]      DP B2B   V  

 [‘in   haqiqat   [ ke  Ali  dar  manzel-e  maqtul  na-bud-e ]]     [bi-gonāh-i   ‘un-o]      

   this  fact      that Ali  in   house-EZ victim  NEG-be past-is  w/o-sin-N   he-ACC 

sābet    mi-kon-e 

prove   IMPF-do-3sg. 

“This fact that Ali has not been in the victim’s house proves his innocence.” 
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b. DP B1B  [ DP B2B  CP B2B ]  V 

Ali    [‘in   mowzu‘-ro  [ ke   Reza   bi-gonāh-e]] sābet   kard 

Ali    this matter-ACC    that Reza  w/o-sin-is      prove did 

“Ali proved this matter that Reza is innocent.” 

 

(The ACC marker /-ro/ can alternatively appear on the entire [DP CP] complex.) 

 

c. [ DP B1B  CP B1B ] [ DP B2B  CP B2B ]   V 

 [‘in  mowzu‘  [ ke   Reza    tabra‘e   šod ]]    faqat  [‘in       [ ke  qāzi   monsef-a  

   this matter    that  Reza  no guilty became   only   this       that  judge fair-is 

]]-ro      sābet   mi-kon-e  

  -ACC prove  IMPF-do-3sg. 

“This matter that Reza found not guilty only proves that judge is fair.” 

 

(Puzzlingly, placement of the ACC marker /-ro/ on DP B2B here leads to severe 

degradation.) 

 

A CP associated with DP B2B (i.e. the object) can appear postverbally (see 18.a) but 

not a CP associated with DPB1B (the subject) (see 18.b, c).  

 

18) 

a.      [ DP B1B   CP B1B ]  [ DP B2B ]  V  CP B2B 
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[ ‘in     mowzu‘    [ ke   Reza    tabra‘e       šod ] ]    ‘in-ro        sābet      mi-kon-e 

  this    matter       that  Reza   not  guilty  became  this-ACC prove   IMPF-do-is 

[*(ke)    qāzi     monsef-e ] 

    that    judge  fair-is 

“This matter that Reza was found not guilty proves that judge is fair.” 

 

b.  *[ DP B1B ]   DP B2B   V  CP B1B 

*‘in   haqiqat   bi-gonāh-i   ‘un-o     sābet    mi-kon-e       [ ke  Ali   dar   manzel-e 

 this  fact        w/o-sin-N    he-ACC prove  IMPF-do-3sg. that Ali   in      house-EZ 

maqtul    na-bud-e ] 

victim    NEG-be past-is 3sg. 

“*The fact proves his innocence that Ali has not been in the victim’s house the 

house.” 

 

c. *[ DP B1B ]  [ DP B2B  CP B2B ] V  CP B1B 

*‘in   mowzu‘   ‘in-o         [ ke    qāzi     monsef-e ]   sābet     mi-kon-e  

   this matter     this-ACC  that   judge  fair-is          prove    IMPF-do-3sg. 

[ ke   Reza    tabra‘e       šod ]      

that Reza     not guilty  became 

“*[This matter]_i proves the claim that the judge is fair [that Reza is not 

guilty]_i.” 
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d.  [ DP B2B ] [ DP B1B ] V CP B1B 

bi-gonāh-i   Ali-ro   ‘in   haqiqat  sābet    mi-kon-e        [ ke     ___        dišab    

w/o-sin-N   Ali-ACC this  fact       prove   IMPF-do-3sg.  that     pro        last night    

dar  manzel-e maqtul    na-bud-e ] 

in    house      victim    NEG-been-is 

“That he has not been in victim’s house proves his innocence.” 

 

Interestingly, scrambling the object DP over the subject DP as in (18, d) makes it 

possible for a CP associated with a subject DP to be postverbal.  

Finally two DP associated CPs cannot be simultaneously postverbal. Either order 

is unacceptable. 

 

19) 

a.     *[ DP B1B ]  [ DP B2B  ]  V   CP B1B  CP B2B 

*‘in     mowzu‘   ‘in-ro        sābet      mi-kon-e     [ ke   Reza    tabra‘e       šod ]      

  this   matter       this-ACC prove    IMPF-do-3sg. that Reza   not guilty  became 

[ ke    qāzi     monsef-e ] 

 that   judge  fair-is 

“*This proves this [that Reza is not guilty] [the judge is fair].” 
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b.  *[ DP B1B ]  [ DP B2B ]   V   CP B2B   CP B1B 

*‘in     mozu‘e    ‘in-ro        sābet      mi-kon-e       [ ke    qāzi     monsef-e ]           

  this   matter       this-ACC prove    IMPF-do-3sg. that    judge  fair-is 

[ ke   Reza    tabra‘e       šod ]      

 that   Reza   not guilty   became 

“*This matter proves this [that the judge is fair] [thet Reza is not guilty].” 

 

To sum up, the facts with CP=DP are rather similar to those we saw with 

CP=REL but with one major exception. They are similar in that only one CP=DP 

can be postverbal. They are different in that only object related CP=DPs can be 

postverbal, not subject related CP=DPs. In contrast, both subject and object 

modifying CP=RELs can be postverbal. It is worth noting here that the constraint 

against postverbal CP=DPs being subject associated relies on the presence of 

object DP. When there is no object i.e. there is only one argument, a subject 

associated CP=DP can be postverbal. 

 

20) 

a. [DP1 CP1] …..V 

[[‘in    šāye’e]  [ ke    Ali   qātel-e ]]      haqiqat   dār-e 

   this  rumor    that   Ali   murderer-is    true     have-3sg. 

“The rumor [that Ali is the murderer] is true.” 
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b. [DP1]…..V [CP1] 

[‘in    šāye’e]   haqiqat   dār-e       [ ke    Ali   qātel-e ]       

  this  rumor    true         have-3sg. that   Ali   murderer-is     

“The rumor is true [that Ali is the murderer].” 

 

4.3.3. Interaction of Postverbal CP=DP and CP=REL 

          Next we turn to cases where a sentence contains both a CP=DP and a 

CP=REL. The first case we examine has the source DP of the CP=REL in subject 

position and the source DP of the CP=DP in object position. (21) is the control 

sentence where both CPs appear in DP-internal preverbal positions: 

 

21) 

 [ D   NP B1B    CP B1B ]   [ DP B2B   CP B2B ]    V 

‘un    danešju-ā-i       [ ke   ‘emsāl       pazirofte   šode           bud-an ]   ‘in 

that  students-pl.-RES  that  this year    accepted    become      be-3pl.      this 

vāq‘eyiyyat   [ ke   šahriye-hā   bālā   mi-ra ]-ro         ‘enkār      mi-kard-an 

fact               that  tuition-pl.   up    IMPF-go-ACC   deny       IMPF-did-3pl. 

“The students who were accepted this year were denying the fact that tuition will 

go up.” 

 

Either of the CP=REL or the CP=DP can appear in postverbal / extraposed 

position: 
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22)  

[ D   NP B1B ]   [ DP B2B   CP B2B ]    V    CP B1         

a. ‘un    danešju-ā-i          ‘in  vāq‘eiyyat  [ ke   šahriye-hā   bālā   mi-ra ]-  

   that   students-y-pl.-RES  this fact              that tuition-pl.    up    IMPF-go-3sg. 

ro         ‘enkār      mi-kard-an      [ ke   ‘emsāl      pazirofte   šode       bud-an ]     

ACC     deny       IMPF-did-3pl.   that  this year  accepted  become   was-3pl. 

“The students were denying the fact that tuition will go up who were accepted this 

year.” 

B       

[ D   NP B1B  CP B1B ]   [ DP B2B ]    V    CP B2B         

b. ‘un    danešju-ā-i            [ ke   ‘emsāl      pazirofte   šode       bud-an ]     

that   students-y-pl.-RES    that  this year   accepted   become   was-3pl.   

‘in  vāq‘iyyat-o  ‘enkār      mi-kard-an      [ ke   šahriye-hā   bālā   mi-re ] 

this fact-ACC       deny       IMPF-did-3pl.   that   tuition-pl.   up    IMPF-go-3sg.      

“The students who were accepted this year were denying the fact that tuition will 

go up.”       

 

However, both CP=DP and CP=REL cannot be postverbal simultaneously. 

Irrespective of their relative order, if they are both postverbal, we get 

ungrammaticality. 
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23) 

*[ D   NP B1B ]      [ DP B2B  ]    V     CP B1B   CP B2B 

a.*‘un   danešju-ā-i           ‘in   vāq‘iyyat-o   ‘enkār      mi-kard-an         

   that  students-y-pl.-RES  this   fact-ACC        deny       IMPF-did-3pl.    

[ ke   ‘emsāl      pazirofte   šode      bud-an ] [ ke   šahriye-hā   bālā   mi-re ]    

 that  this year  accept     become   was-3pl.  that   tuition-pl.   up    IMPF-go-3sg.      

 

*[ D   NP B1B ]      [ DP B2B  ]    V     CP B2B   CP B1B 

b.*‘un   danešju-ā-i           ‘in   vāq‘iyyat-o   ‘enkār      mi-kard-an         

   that  students-y-pl.-RES  this   fact-ACC        deny       IMPF-did-3pl.    

[ ke   šahriye-hā   bālā   mi-re ]         [ ke   ‘emsāl     pazirofte   šode      bud-an ]    

 that   tuition-pl.   up    IMPF-go-3sg. that  this year  accept     become   was-3pl.   

 

The pattern that emerges from the interaction of CP=DP and CP=REL indicates 

that only one of the CPs can appear in postverbal / extraposed position.  

A variation on the above suite of examples is provided below. In the following 

examples, the source DP of the CP=DP is in subject position and the source DP of 

the CP=REL is in object position. (20) is the control example, showing that both 

CPs can simultaneously appear in a preverbal DP-internal position. 
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24) 

[ DP B1B  CP B1B ]  [ D   NP B2 B  CP B2B ]    V 

 ‘in  vāq‘iyyat  [ ke   šahriye-hā   bālā   mi-re ]             ‘un   danešju-ā-i 

 this fact              that  tuition-pl.    up     IMPF-go-3sg.   that  student-pl.-RES 

[ ke   ‘emsāl     pazirofte      šode      bud-an ]-ro       nārāhat    kard            

that  this year  accepted     become was-pl.-ACC    angry       did 

“The fact that the tuition will go up made those students who were accepted this 

year angry.” 

 

(25.a) shows that CP=DP associated with subject position cannot appear in a 

postverbal position over an object that contains a CP=REL. This is not a new fact 

– in the previous section, we saw that a subject associated CP=DP cannot appear 

postverbally in the presence of an object. The CP=REL associated with the object 

position can, however, appear in postverbal position. 

 

25) 

*[DPB1B   ]   [ D   NP B2B   CP B2 B]     V      CP B1B 

a.*‘in  vāq‘iyyat  ‘un   danešju-ā-i       [ ke   ‘emsāl     pazirofte   šode     

     this   fact        that  student-pl.-RES  that   this year accept       become 

 bud-an]-ro        nārāhat    kard   [ ke   šahriye-hā    bālā     mi-re ]                         

 was-pl.-ACC    angry      did       that  tuition-pl.     up       IMPF-go-3sg. 
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[DPB1B   CP B1B ]   [ D    NP B2B ]       V    CP B2B 

b. ‘in  vāq‘iyyat  [ ke   šahriye-hā   bālā   mi-re ]        ‘un    danešju-ā-i-o 

      this  fact          that   tuition-pl.    up  IMPF-go-3sg. that  student-pl.-RES-ACC 

nārāhat    kard      [ ke   ‘emsāl     pazirofte   šode      bud-an ]                   

 angry      did          that  this year  accepte     become was-pl.     

“The fact that the tuition will go up made those students who were accepted this 

year angry.” 

 

CP=DP and CP=REL cannot be postverbal simultaneously – either order leads to 

ungrammaticality. 

 

26) 

*[DPB1B ]   [ D   NP B2B ]     V     CP B1B     CP B2B 

a. * ‘in  vāq‘iyyat     ‘un    danešju-ā-i-o           nārāhat    kard   [ ke   šahriye-hā    

      this    fact              that   student-pl.-RES-ACC  angry    did       that  tuition-pl. 

bālā   mi-re ]            [ ke   ‘emsāl     pazirofte   šode      bud-an ]                          

up     IMPF-go-3sg.   that  this year   accept    become   was-pl. 

 

*[DPB1B ]   [ D   NP B2B ]     V     CP B2B     CP B1B 

b.*‘in  vāq‘iyyat     ‘un    danešju-ā-i-o            nārāhat    kard   [ ke   ‘emsāl      

      this   fact            that  student-pl.RES-ACC  angry      did       that  this year 

pazirofte   šode      bud-an ]   [ ke   šahriye-hā    bālā   mi-re ]                             

accept      become  was-pl.       that  tuition-pl.   up      IMPF-go-3sg. 
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The pattern that emerges from the distribution of CP=DP and CP=REL together, 

where the CP=DP is related to the subject DP, show the same results as above 

cases (18-19) with one interesting difference. The CP=DP that is related to subject 

DP, unlike CP=REL that is related to subject position, cannot detach from its 

source DP and appear in postverbal / extraposed position. Compare the 

ungrammaticality of (25.a) to grammaticality of (15.a). The ungrammaticality of 

(25.a) does not actually have anything to do with the presence of a CP=REL 

modifying the object – it is part of the more general pattern according to which 

subject associated CP=DPs cannot be postverbal in the presence of an object. 

          The generalization seems to be that only one of CP=REL/CP=DP can 

appear postverbally. Since we have already argued that postverbal 

CP=REL/CP=DP appear in adjunct positions, we could take this as evidence that 

there is only one adjunct position available postverbally for CPs. This assumption 

would account for all the cases that we have examined so far but it will not extend 

to the data that is still to come concerning the interaction of postverbal 

CP=COMP and CP=REL/CP=DP and the interaction of postverbal non-clausal 

material and CP=COMP. A straightforward restriction on adjuncts would 

overgenerate in both instances. Instead, we will propose a different constraint that 

will restrict not the number of postverbal adjunct CPs but the number of 

ungoverned postverbal CPs.T

45
T  

 

 
                                                 
T

45
T Both a putative postverbal adjunct restriction and the government restriction are in the spirit of 

Haider (1997)’s idea that indicates only one CP (argument or adjunct clause) can appear in 
postverbal position; i. e. in the domain of directional licensing. 
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4.3.4. Interactions between CP=COMP and Adjuncts (CP=DP / CP=REL) 

          In the previous section we saw that there cannot be two adjunct CPs 

(CP=DP/CP=REL) postverbally. In this section we will look at the interaction 

between CP=COMP and these adjunct CPs. We want to know whether 

CP=COMP and an adjunct CP can appear together postverbally and if so, what 

the restrictions on their relative order are. We have already seen that the following 

combination is good (see, 11 above):  

 

27)    V      CP=COMP      CP=REL 

 

Other combinations of postverbal CP=COMP with adjuncts would be as follows:  

28)  

  *    V     CP=COMP     CP=DP  

a.*[‘in   vāq‘iyyat  ] B1B Usābet    mi-kon-eU    [ BCPB  ke      Sasan   ye   doruq-go-st ]     

       this fact               prove   IMPF-do-3sg. that      Sasan    one         lie-teller-is      

[ BCPB ke    Ramin   bi-gonāh-e ]  B1B    

       that  Ramin  w/o-sin-is 

 

*     V     CP=DP       CP=COMP 

b.*[‘in   vāq‘iyyat  ] B1B    Usābet    mi-kon-e U    [ BCPB ke    Ramin   bi-gonāh-e ]  B1B    

       this  fact                 prove   IMPF-do-3sg.   that  Ramin   w/o-sin-is 

[ BCPB  ke        Sasan    ye       doruq-go-st ]       

       that       Sasan    one    lie-teller-is 
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*    V     CP=REL     CP=COMP 

c.*mas‘ulin       [  be    dānešju-ā-i ] B1B     [ ‘elām         kard-an ]  

     authorities      to    students-RES        announce    did- 3pl. 

[ BCPB *(ke)   dar   term-e     tahsili  jadid     pazirofte šod-an ] B1B 

         that    in    term-EZ  education    new        accept         become-3sg. 

[BCPB (ke)  xābgā=šun            vaz‘iyyat-e       matlubi na-dār-e ]  

      that  dormitory=their   situation-EZ     suitable    NEG-have-3sg. 

 

It turns out then that the only case where two CPs can appear postverbally is the 

… V CP=COMP CP=REL… order that we began with. The ungrammaticality of 

(28.b, c) is not unexpected within our assumptions because we expect 

complements to appear closer to the head than adjuncts. Still a proper account 

would require us to block any operation that might move the CP=COMP to the 

right of a CP=DP/CP=REL. The ungrammaticality of (28.a) does not follow 

immediately however. It also indicates that a ‘only one postverbal adjunct CP’ 

constraint would be too weak. It would correctly allow for the possibility of the 

… V CP=COMP CP=REL… order but it would also let in the ungrammatical  

*… V  CP=COMP CP=DP order.   

I will provide an alternate explanation for the very restricted options available to 

postverbal CPs in the next section. Before we do that, however, we need to 

consider an additional fact that involves the interaction of non-clausal postverbal 

material and CP=COMP. This fact also provides an additional illustration that a 

simple minded ‘at most one postverbal adjunct CP’ rule would overgenerate.  
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4.3.5. Interactions between CP=COMP and Postverbal Non-Clausal Material 

         The interaction between CP=COMP and postverbal non-clausal material 

provides a revealing insight into exactly what structures/levels of representation 

are relevant for the purposes of complementizer omission/extractability. We have 

already noted that any non-clausal postverbal material must precede any clausal 

postverbal material. This ordering restriction is obeyed in the grammatical (29). 

 

29) 

 [ V   NP   CP ] 

Ali    goft    U[ be     Reza] U     [ *(ke)     dige     Mehri-ro    dust     na-dār-e ] 

Ali    said      to      Reza           that     other   Mehri-ACC friend   NEG-have-3sg. 

“Ali told Reza that he does not like Mehri any more.”   

 

Curiously, even though the postverbal CP is a CP=COMP, we see that the 

complementizer is obligatory. And further, (30) shows that when a postverbal XP 

intervenes between the verb and the CP=COMP, it is no longer possible to extract 

from the CP=COMP. 

 

30) 

 *[ki-ro] BiB         Ali  goft       U[ be  Reza ]U  [*(ke)   dige  Ut UBUiUB  dust    na-dār-e ] 

   who-ACC    Ali   said-3sg  to   Reza       that   other        friend    NEG-have-3sg. 
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As it stands, this pattern is utterly mystifying. The presence of the intervening DP 

seems to make the CP=COMP to behave like an adjunct for the purposes of 

complementizer optionality and extractability. This adjunct like behavior goes 

even further. We know that a postverbal CP=COMP can appear with a postverbal 

CP=REL in the order … V CP=COMP CP=REL… However, when there is a DP 

between the verb and the CP=COMP, an additional postverbal CP=REL is no 

longer possible.  

 

31) 

* V DP CP=COMP  CP=REL 

*mas‘ulin  [ ‘elām        kard-and ]      be    dānešjuyān-i    

 authorities announce    did- 3pl.       to    student-pl.-RES 

[BCPB (ke)  xābgāhe=šān       vaz‘iyat-e        matlubi na-dār-ad ] [ BCPB *(ke) dar  

      that  dormitory=their   situation-EZ    suitable NEG-have-3sg.   that   in 

term-e  tahsili     jadid    pazirofte šodeh-and ]   

term-EZ         education  new     accepted became-3 pl. 

 

We have seen that in the presence of a postverbal DP, CP=COMP patterns with 

adjuncts. One could think of the ungrammaticality of (31) as following from the 

CP=COMP ‘behaving’ like an adjunct together with the ‘only one postverbal 

adjunct’ idea. Nevertheless, we have already seen that the only one postverbal 

adjunct idea is insufficiently restrictive. Further, what would it mean for a 

complement to also be an adjunct?  In the next section, we formulate an 
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alternative proposal that correlates properties like complementizer optionality, 

extractability, and postverbal position not to the complement/adjunct distinction 

directly but rather to whether a CP is governed by a lexical head or not. 

          Before going through the data introduced in the previous sections and 

showing how they can be made to follow from our theoretical assumptions, we 

will go through our assumptions about the syntax of postverbal CP=REL, 

postverbal CP=DP, CP=COMP, and postverbal DPs.  

 

4.4. Syntactic Assumptions about Postverbal CPs and DPs 

 

4.4.1. Assumption about postverbal CP=REL 

          CP=REL occurs in two positions in Persian; a) in embedded position next 

to the NP that it modifies and b) in an extraposed postverbal position: 

 

32)  a. [D    [NP    CP]] ….   V 

       b. [D    NP] ….    V …   CP 

 

We assume that the extraposed CP=REL is right adjoined to the smallest verbal 

projection that contains the source DP. We further assume that it gets to this 

position by Late Merge with the covertly QR-ed DP as in Fox and Nissenbaum 

(1999). 
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4.4.2. Assumption about Postverbal Complement CP  

          As discussed at length earlier, postverbal complement CPs appear in their 

base position as the sister of their theta-assigning verb. In this position, if the verb 

stays in-situ, the CP is governed. 

 

33)                                             V’ 

                                             /              \ 

                                         V                   CP 

 

This correctly allows for complementizer optionality and the possibility of 

extraction. 

 

 4.4.3. Assumption about Postverbal  DPs  

         We assume that postverbal DPs are the result of V raising to varying heights 

on the left. Under this understanding, there is no such thing as DP-movement to a 

postverbal position – only V-movement to the left. An attractive aspect of this 

proposal is that it immediately derives why when a DP and CP=COMP are co-

arguments and the DP precedes the CP=COMP, the DP c-commands into the 

CP=COMP as revealed by the usual scope and Condition C tests. In contrast, an 

object pronoun does not c-command a postverbal relative clause whose source DP 

is a subject, suggesting a higher attachment site for a postverbal relative clause. 
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34)                                                 • 

    a.                                      V                    • 

                                                           DP              • 

                                                                   V                  • 

                                                                                       CP         

 

b.  Variable Binding: object QP can bind pronoun in CP=COMP: 

    dāvar-ā     [  be    har    bāzikon-i ] BiB      qowl         dād-an     [ ke   faqat   [‘un] BiB 

referee-pl.      to  every  player-INDEF  promise gave-3pl.    that   only   he/she 

bāzi-ro          be-bar-e ] 

game-ACC  SBJ-win-3sg. 

“The referees promised to every player that he/she only will win the game.” 

 

c.Condition C: object pronoun cannot be coreferential with a name in CP=COMP: 

  *dāvar    [ be   ‘u ] BiB   goft   [ ke    [ Ali ] BiB     bāzi-ro          mi-bar-e ] 

   referee    to   him      said    that     Ali         game-ACC   IMPF-win-3sg.  

 

d. Condition C: object pronoun can be coreferential with a CP=REL whose source 

DP is the subject. 

 kasi B1B  [ be  ‘un ] BiB  komak   kard   [ke  ‘az      niyāz-e  [Mehri] Bi B  bā  xabar  bud] B1B 

somebody to  her   help     did-3sg. that from   need-EZ  M     with news  was-3sg. 

“Somebody who was aware of Mehri’s need helped her.”  
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4.4.4. Assumption about DP-associated CPs  

          As argued for in Chapter 2, DP-associated CPs are in adjunct positions to 

the DP that they are related to: 

35)                                                         DP 

                                                        /                \ 

                                                    DP                   CP 

We derive their appearance in postverbal positions as an instance of stranding as 

argued for in Kayne (1994). As shown in the following tree, it is the movement of 

the subject DP to a higher position that results in stranding of the DP=CP in a 

postverbal position.  

36)                         vP 

                          /           \  

                         I               V’ 

                                      /         \ 

                                     V           VP 

                                             /            \ 

                                          DP            V’ 

                                                      /          \ 

                                                    V            DP 

                                                              /         \ 

                                                            DP         CP 

 

   DP B1B     [V    CP B1B]                   
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The raising of subject and object DPs to a higher preverbal position can leave a 

DP-associated CP stranded in postverbal position. We assume that the movement 

of DP to higher positions is to a topic/focus or case assignment position. This 

analysis of how postverbal DP associated CPs gives us a way to explain an 

otherwise puzzling contrast between DP associated CPs (CP=DPs) and relative 

clauses (CP=RELs): a postverbal CP=REL can modify either the subject or the 

object, but a postverbal CP=DP can only modify the object. This pattern is 

schematized in (37). 

 

37) a. Postverbal Relative Clauses: 

         i. postverbal CP=REL modifies object:  

                                                                            DP1   DP2   V CP=REL2 

         ii. postverbal CP=REL modifies subject: 

                                                                            DP1   DP2   V CP=REL1 

 

      b. Postverbal  DP associated CPs: 

         i. postverbal CP=DP is associated with object:  

                                                                            DP1   DP2   V CP=DP2 

        ii. *postverbal CP=DP modifies subject: 

                                                                            *DP1   DP2   V CP=DP1 

 

Our explanation of this contrast follows from a difference in the mechanisms by 

which postverbal CP=DPs and postverbal CP=RELs come to be in their surface 
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position. First let us consider DP associated CPs. We derive them by stranding a 

larger DP shell that contains the CP in a postverbal position and moving the inner 

DP to a preverbal position. Tentative derivations for the structures in (37.b) are 

shown below: 

 

38) 

a. postverbal CP=DP is associated with object:  

                         ………. [DP1  [X  [ DP2   [V  [   [t_{DP2} CP=DP2]  [t_V…… 

b. *postverbal CP=DP modifies subject: 

                      * ………. [DP1  [X  [ DP2   [V  [   [t_{DP1} CP=DP1]  [t_V…… 

 

A likely source for the ungrammaticality of (38.b) is the intervention of DP2 

between DP1 and its trace inside the DP-shell that contains CP=DP1. Support for 

this characterization – which does not actually make reference to subject and 

objects – comes from facts concerning scrambling. We saw earlier that it is in fact 

possible for a DP associated with the subject DP to be postverbal if the 

intervening object DP is moved out of the way.  This is exactly what we would 

expect under a characterization like (38.b).  

Next we turn to why a similar constraint does not hold for postverbal CP=REL. 

The answer comes from our assumption that postverbal CP=RELs are introduced 

via late merge of the relative clause to a covertly Quantifier Raised (QR) subject 

or object. It is reasonable to assume that both the subject and the object can 

quantifier raise out of their VP and provide a host for a postverbal CP=REL. 
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Since objects can QR over subjects, we can late merge a CP=REL to it – thus we 

can derive a postverbal CP=REL that modifies an object. The case with subjects is 

easier – there isn’t even a potential intervener. The subject can QR and provide a 

host for a CP=REL allowing for a postverbal CP=REL that modifies a subject. 

 

4.5. Derivations     

 

4.5.1. Diagnostics for Analyzing the Postverbal Syntax of Persian 

          Our analysis of the postverbal syntax of Persian will build upon our 

diagnostics concerning complementizer optionality and extractability. 

 

Complementizer Optionality: In an embedded CP, complementizers can only be 

covert when the C head of the CP is governed by a lexical head.  

 

Extractability: Extraction is only possible out of CPs that appear as complements 

to a lexical head (i.e. a CP that is governed by a lexical head).  

 

To these diagnostics, we add the following restriction on postverbal CPs: 

 

Government Restriction: Persian only allows one ungoverned CP in postverbal 

position. 
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At this point, it is not clear to us what the Government Restriction follows from. It 

seems though to be more general than Persian and seems closely related to a 

proposal made by Haider (1997) to handle postverbal CPs in German. 

 

4.5.2. CP=COMP and CP=REL 

          We start with a consideration of the unique configuration which permits 

two postverbal CPs – the Ahangar configuration: …V CP=COMP CP=REL…. – 

this configuration is derived as follows: CP=COMP appears in its base position as 

the complement of the V and the CP=REL in a postverbal position adjoined to the 

VP/a covertly QR-ed DP. In this position, it follows CP=COMP. The CP=COMP 

is governed by the verb while CP=REL is not. But since only one CP is 

ungoverned, we do not get ungrammaticality. We have seen that we can generate 

the Ahangar configuration without violating any constraints. Next let us turn to 

the ungrammatical … V CP=REL CP=COMP… order. There are two 

independent ways to derive the ungrammaticality of this order. The first is that 

given our assumptions, this order is simply underiveable. CP=REL can only be 

merged discontinuously from its source DP at the right edge of the minimal VP 

that contains the source DP. This means that it should follow CP=COMP. Besides 

even if there was a way for CP=REL to appear between the verb and CP=COMP, 

it would mean that the V had moved to the left of CP=REL. Then it would not 

govern CP=COMP anymore. This would lead to a violation of the Government 

Condition by which only one postverbal CP can be ungoverned. 
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4.5.3. Multiple Postverbal CP Adjuncts 

         We have seen that only one CP=DP/CP=REL can follow the verb at a time. 

This follows directly from the government condition. The CP in both a CP=DP 

and a CP=REL is in an adjunct position. It is never governed by a lexical head. 

Consequently by the Government Condition, there can be only one 

CP=DP/CP=REL at a time. Multiple postverbal instances of such CPs would 

automatically lead to a violation of the Government Condition.  

 

4.5.4. Postverbal DPs and CP=COMP 

          We have seen that DPs in Persian can follow the verb. The analysis that we 

have assumed for postverbal DPs involves movement of the verb to the left to a 

position preceding the postverbal DP. We are now in the position to explain two 

so far mysterious facts. Firstly why does a CP=COMP start patterning with 

adjuncts when a DP intervenes between the V and the CP? This question has a 

structural answer – when a DP intervenes between a DP and a CP=COMP, there 

is no longer a lexical verb that governs the CP. The verb has actually moved to a 

higher head to the left of the DP. Now the CP=COMP is no longer governed and 

as expected, we are unable to drop the complementizer. Nor can we extract from 

this CP=COMP.  

The second question concerns why the possibility of multiple postverbal CPs 

disappear when there is a postverbal DP that intervenes between CP=COMP and 

the verb i.e. why is the following bad: *….V DP CP=COMP CP=REL? Our 

explanation is cut from the same cloth as before. The intervention of the DP 
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between the V and the CP=COMP indicates that the V is not longer in base 

position. As a result CP=COMP is not governed. Since it is not governed, it 

counts towards the Government Condition. Now there cannot be any further 

ungoverned CPs or else we get a violation of the Government Condition.  

 

4.5.5. CP=DP and CP=COMP 

          Finally we turn to explaining the fact that a CP=COMP and CP=DP cannot 

be postverbal simultaneously. The following shows the only grammatical order 

that a CP=COMP and CP associated with DP in subject position can occur 

together in a structure.  

 

39)       [DP B1B   CP B1 B]    V     CP B2 B  

           SUBJ  CP=DP         CP=COMP 

 

It is worth emphasizing that given our assumption that we are deriving postverbal 

instances of DP-associated CPs as derived from stranding of the CP in a 

postverbal position, we no longer have  an explanation of  the ungrammaticality 

of ‘*DP-1 V  CP=DP-1  CP=COMP’ from the complement-adjunct distinction.  

That explanation went as follows: CP=COMP is a complement of the verb, 

CP=DP/CP=REL are adjuncts on the VP, and complements are closer to the head 

than adjuncts. Consequently, we could not derive the ungrammatical: ‘*DP-1 V  

CP=DP-1  CP=COMP’. The problem is that in our new set of assumptions 

CP=DP is not an adjunct on VP. Instead it is an adjunct on a DP that has itself 
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moved to the left of the verb. So now we need to explain why the following two 

structures are ungrammatical: 

 

40) a.   *[DP-1….[V-2  [[t- CP=DP]  [t-2   CP=COMP]]]] 

       b.  *[DP-1 …[V-2  [CP=COMP [t-2  [t-1 CP=DP]]]]] 

 

Let us consider (40.a) first. The ungrammaticality of (40.a) follows from the 

Government Condition. The verb is not adjacent to the CP=COMP and therefore 

CP=COMP is no longer governed. This means we have two ungoverned 

postverbal CPs, making us run afoul of the Government Condition.  

Finally we turn to (40.b). Two explanations are available for its ungrammaticality. 

The first one is simpler but relies on a particular understanding of government. 

Note that while the CP=COMP is right-adjacent to verb, it is not actually in a 

complement position in (40.b). If this means that CP=COMP is not governed, 

then the ungrammaticality of (40.b) follows directly from the Government 

Condition – because of its structural location, CP=DP is never governed.  

 

The other explanation follows from a more general property of postverbal DP 

associated CPs – we know they cannot be separated from their source DP by 

another DP. Thus the following is ungrammatical: 

 

41)  *DP1  DP2  V CP=DP1 
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We stated this constraint in terms of intervening DPs, but a more general 

characterization is possible. A natural generalization of (41) conceives of 

intervention as the source of the ungrammaticality of (41) without specifying the 

intervener to DPs. We can generalize the statement even further and eliminate 

reference to the position of the verb. This yield (42). 

 

42)  *….DP1………XP_{arg}……….CP1…… 

(where XP can be any argument maximal projection – DP, PP, or CP) 

 

Generalized as in (42),  the constraint on the separation of CP=DP from its DP 

suffices to rule out (40.b). CP=COMP is a maximal projection and it is definitely 

an argument. This leads to a violation of (42), which is itself an instance of a 

minimality violation. 

 

4.6. Summary 

          We showed that three kinds of CPs: CP=COMP, CP=DP (DP-associated 

CPs), and CP=RELs (relative clauses) differ with respect to their merge positions, 

complementizer omission, extractability, and the positions where they can appear 

postverbally. A related difference that we identified concerned how these three 

kinds of CPs come to be in their postverbal positions: all the CPs are in a sense 

born into their postverbal positions. They do not move by themselves. Yet they 

are all in distinct positions as shown below: 
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43) a. CP=COMP: base-generated in their surface position 

    …… [V  CP=COMP] 

 

b. CP=DP: stranded in postverbal position when the associated DP moves to a 

position on the left of the verb. 

…….[DP_1  [V  [[t_1 CP=DP]]] 

 

c. CP=REL: late merged at the level of the VP with a covertly moved DP. 

…….[[[D NP]_1………..V]  [[D [NP CP=REL]]] 

(the italicized parts are not pronounced) 

 

The unavailability of the late merge strategy exploited by CP=REL to CP=DP 

forms the center of our explanation of the contrast between CP=DP and CP=REL 

with respect to appearing in a postverbal position together with a postverbal 

CP=COMP: 

 

44) 

a. …DP_1…….V CP=COMP   CP=REL_1 ….. : ok 

b. …DP_1…….V CP=COMP  CP=DP_1……. : * 

 

(44.a) is good precisely because we have a way to introduce a CP=REL without 

disturbing the government of CP=COMP by the verb. This option is unavailable 

for CP=DP. For conceptual and empirical arguments in support of the claim that 
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the late merge strategy is unavailable to cases like the CP=DP ones, see Fox and 

Nissenbaum (1999).T

46
T 

Finally, we note that a substantial portion of our explanation depends upon the 

Government Condition, according to which we can only have one ungoverned CP 

postverbally. This is a rather unusual condition because it is stated of the 

postverbal domain as a whole and not of any particular position and so does not 

lend itself to a natural statement within our theoretical assumptions. Investigating 

the proper statement of the Government Condition and its origins is an obvious 

direction for future work. An initial exploration of an attempt to derive the effects 

of the Government Condition without actually assuming it can be found in 

appendix E. The exploration is inspired by a suggestion made by Steve Wechsler.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
T

46
T The structural assumptions that Fox and Nissenbaum (1999) make regarding CP=DP are 

different from ours. Because they are working with English, they assume a head complement 
structure: [D [N CP]], unlike our adjunction structure: [[DP] [CP]]. We leave exploring the 
implications of this difference for future work. 
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Table One: Table of Phonetic Transcription 

 

i i ‘in this n n nim half 

e e ‘esm name l l lāqær skinny 

æ a ‘asb horse y y yek one 

u u xub good č č čæmæn grass 

o o doruq lie j j jom‘e friday 

a ā ketāb book k k kār work 

ay   ay xayli many g g gāz Gas 

ow ow mowred case š š šir milk 

p p pā foot ž ž žāle dew 

b b bār load q q qælb heart 

m m mard man x x xun blood 

f f fard odd ? ‘ ‘æbr cloud 

v v væræq sheet     

t t tir bullet     

s s særd cold     

z z zæmin earth     

r r ræg vein     
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Table Two: Table of Abbreviations 

 

ACC Accusative NOM Nominative 

ABL Ablative OM Object Marker 

art. Article pl. Plural 

CL Clitic REL Relative 

COMP Complement RES Restrictive 

DAT Dative SBJ Subjunctive 

DEF Definite Sg. Singular 

DEM Demonstrative  

EZ Ezafe  

FUT Future  

GEN Genitive  

INDEF Indefinite  

IMP Imperative  

IMPF Imperfective  

INTERJ Interjection  

N Nominalizer  

NEG Negation  
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix A 

 

                      A Note on ‘bāyad’ and other Modals in Postverbal CP 

 

          The appearance of modals such as /bāyad/ “must” in a postverbal CP seems 

to make the complementizer obligatory. This is shown in the following example 

in literary Persian that originally appears in Ahangar (2002); the claim that ‘ke’ is 

obligatory in these environments is mine: 

 

1)  Reza   Ahmad-o       qāne’      kard      [*(ke)   bāyad    dar   mosābeqe  

     Reza   Ahmad-ACC convince did-3sg.   that   must      in     race   

šerkat        kon-ad ] 

company   do-3g. 

“Reza convinced Ahmad that he must take part in the competition.” 

          

          Modal verbs in Persian such as /bāyad/ “must” and /šāyad/ “may” have 

been derived from regular verbs /bāyastan/ and /shāyastan/ in Old Persian 

respectively. These modals have two main characteristics that make them 

different from regular and auxiliary verbs. The first characteristic is that they 

cannot be inflected for number and person, in other words they cannot be 

conjugated like regular verbs and auxiliaries. The second characteristic only 
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covers the first modal /bāyad/ “must”. This modal when used in the following 

structure (impersonal sentence), cannot take a subject (DP): 

 

2)    bāyad    raft                                           “one must go.” 

        must    went-3sg. 

 

In structures rather than impersonal sentence, they mostly involve a verb in 

subjunctive mood. The embedded verb in (1) above is also subjunctive although it 

does not carry the subjunctive morpheme /be/: 

 

3)  a.   man   ‘emruz   bāyad  be-ra-m         be  kelās 

              I       today     must    SBJ-go-1sg.  to  class 

“I must go to class today.” 

 

b.  šāyad    bi-y-ā-m                                                     “I may come.” 

      may     SBJ-y-come-1sg. 

 

Considering the above data we may assume that /bāyad/ “must” and other modals 

always appear with a subjunctive C°. While subjunctive C° must be overtly 

realized in embedded clause (4), it must be covert in the matrix context (5): 
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4)       

a.                                                       CP 

 

                                          C°                                  TP 

                                          ke 

                                                             pro                          vP 

                

                                                                            v                       VP    

                                                                         bāyad              xaste  bāš-i  

 

 

b. fekr        mi-kon-am       [*(ke)   pro   bāyad   xaste   bāš-i ] 

    thought  IMPF-do-1sg.      that            must    tired   SBJ to be-2sg. 

“I think you must be tired.” 
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5) 

a.                                                            CP                                                                                                

                                                    

                                               C°                               DP                                     

                                               Ø 

                                                                 DP                            Adv. 

 

                                                                              bāyad                     IP 

                                                                                                        be-r-e 

 

b. ‘u          bāyad    be-r-e 

    he/she  must      SBJ-go-3sg. 

“He must go.” 

 

Since subjunctive C° must be overtly realized in embedded context the presence 

of modals, which need a subjunctive C°, forces an overt complementizer.  
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Appendix B 

 
                        Raising Predicate, A note on Rezaei’s (1999) 

 

          Rezaei (1999) presents the following example in which the ke-clause is in a 

postverbal position: 

 

1) (‘in)  be-nazar-mi-res-ad      [ ke      Ali    sib rā xorde ‘ast] 

(this)BiB   SBJ-opinion-IMPF-arrive-3sg.[ that Ali apple  OM eaten is-3sg.] Bi 

“It seems that Ali has eaten the apple.” 

 

Then, he states that extraposition is obligatory and hence the following sentence is 

ungrammatical: 

  

2) * [‘in  [ ke   Ali sib       rā        xorde   ‘ast] ] [ BVP Bbe-nazar-mi-res-ad] 

         this [that Ali apple  OM     eaten   is-3sg.  SBJ-opinion-IMPF-arrive-3sg      

 

The CP in (2) is in an unextraposed position. The verb here is a raising verb: /be   

nazar residan/ “to seem”. In (1) /‘in/ “this” is the demonstrative pronoun 

(coindexed with the ke-clause) that is optionally residing in the Spec position of 

the IP. Rezaei (1999) considers /‘in/ “this” in (1) as an expletive.T

47
T It seems that 

                                                 
T

47
T Darzi (1996) and Rezaei (1999) claim that /‘in/ in this structure is an expletive. They do not 

present any argument for their claim. On the other hand, Karimi (2005) argues that Persian lacks 
overt and/or covert expletives.    
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the reason for the ungrammaticality of (2) above is that such raising verbs do not 

take CPs as an external argument, but they do take complement CPs: 

 

3)      a.  *[ ‘in [ CP ] ]  seem  

          b.    NP   seem  [ CP ] 

          c.    seem [ CP ] 

 

It is possible to raise the subject of the ke-clause to the Spec of the IP. In this case 

the presence of demonstrative /‘in/ “this” and the raised subject together results in 

ungrammaticality. Rezaei (1999) mentions that in the presence of /‘in/ extraction 

out of the postverbal clause is blocked. The fact that the postverbal CP, in the 

presence of /‘in/ in the preverbal position, is an adjunct blocks extraction: 

 

4)  a.   Ali BiB be-nazaer-mi-res-ad            [(ke)  t BiB  sib rā  xorde   ‘ast ] 

        Ali   SBJ-opinion-IMPF-arrive-3sg.   that apple OM  eaten      is-sg.  

“Ali seems to have eaten the apple.” 

 

b. *‘in      Ali BiB      be-nazaer-mi-res-e                [ ke  t BiB sib rā  xorde   ‘ast ] 

   this    Ali    SBJ-opinion-IMPF-arrive-3sg.  that   apple OM  eaten      is-sg.  

 

It is not clear why he calls the above example (1) an example of subject 

complement. The ke-clause in (1) is a verb complement. This verb could be 

classified among the verbs that take CP as internal argument. The fact that we can 
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extract out of this CP and complementizer /ke/ is optional in this sentence, in the 

absence of /‘in/ “that”, shows its status as verb complement. Karimi (2005) 

believes that structures such as (4) do not show subject raising into subject 

position because the derived subject may not show agreement with the matrix 

verb. She employs this as evidence for arguing that Persian is a Topic Prominent 

language.T

48
T 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
T

48
T For a different view on this, see Darzi (1996). 
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Appendix C 

 

                             Relative Clauses with /har/ “every, each”  

          Windfuhr (1979), among others, has claimed that Persian has a special kind 

of relative clauses in which the head-noun is accompanied by /har/ “every, each”. 

This kind of relative clause construction is a matter of concern since it is 

apparently the only relative clause construction in which the particle /ke/ and the 

restrictive relative marker /-i/, under certain circumstances, would be optional. 

Here follows a review of this structure according to three different sources.  

          In his work on relative clause construction in Persian Tabaian (1974) has 

referred to this special kind of relative clause and has claimed that they resemble 

similarities to restrictive relative clauses. He states that the head-noun is either a 

generic noun (1) or an indefinite pronoun (2) and it is always introduced by a 

distributive determiner /har/ “any, every” (He translates /har/ as “any”). He does 

not refer to the optional presence of /-i/ or /ke/:  

 

1) UharU šāgerd-i [ke  dars be-xān-ad] qabul    mi-šav-ad 

    any student-RES that lesson SBJ-read-he      pass IMPF-get-he 

“Any student who studies will pass the test.” 

 

2) UharU kiT

49
T [ke mi-y-ā-d] zud bi-y-ā-y-ad 

    any who that   IMPF-come-he  soon SBJ-com-he 

                                                 
T

49
T We may assume that /ki/ is the result of  ki+/-i/�ki . 
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“Whoever comes must come quick.” 

 

He does not provide any analysis for this kind of relative clause in Persian but 

suggests that, according to Stockwell’s (1973) proposal for English equivalent of 

these structures, these constructions may be the result of the reduction of 

conditional clauses with “if”.  

          Windfuhr (1979), while discussing the appearance of /ke/ in relative clause 

refers to this construction as the one from which /ke/ as well as /-i/ can be 

removed. He also mentions that the head-noun in this structure is always 

invariably introduced by /har/ “every, each”: 

 

3)     har  kas-(i)  (ke) sarbāz bud-e…….. 

      every      body-RES  that      soldier was-he 

“Whoever was a soldier…..” 

 

He mentions that “temporal clauses” (4) and clauses introduced by such 

“conjunctional phrases” as /‘az bas (ke)/ “so much that” (5) show the same 

characteristic: 

 

4) har     vaqt-(i) (ke) resid-i….. 

      any    time-RES     that arrived- 2sg. 

“Whenever you arrived….” 
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5) ‘az       bas       (ke)  xaste  šod…. 

       From  enough that  tired   became…. 

“He became so tired that……” 

 

There is a difference between (4) and (5). In (4), /vaqt/ “time” could be 

considered as the head, accepting that the whole structure looks like a relative 

clause. In Chapter One, on the basis of the movement of the head-noun, we 

argued that this structure is not a relative clause (See, 1.4.2). The occurrence of 

/ke/ in (5) does not look like the occurrence of this complementizer in a relative 

clause. It is not preceded by a head-noun. It seems that /‘az bas (ke)/ in (5) is a 

lexicalized conjunctional phrase or since /ke/ can be omitted it is only an emphatic 

particle. 

Windfuhr (1979) suggests that the optional appearance of /-i/ and /ke/ in the above 

structures is related to their head-nouns that are [-definite] and [-specific], and 

therefore it shows that /ke/ makes a semantic differentiation yet to be known.T

50
T    

          Mahootian (1997) also talks about this kind of relative clause and mentions 

the optional occurrence of /ke/ in this structure. She states that /har/ “every” in 

this structure is combined with /kas/ “person”, but oddly she does not consider /-i/ 

in this structure. 

 

6) har-kas (ke) ‘emrikā raft-e…… 

   whoever that America went-was 
                                                 
T

50
TIn his earlier work, Windfuhr (1967), he has claimed that the appearance of a generalized noun 

(har + head) as the head-noun of the relative clause is the reason for optional /ke/.  
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“Whoever had been to America…..” 

 

She presents the following in which /vaqt/ “time” means “when”. She also refers 

to the interesting point that /har/ “every” also can be omitted from the following 

structure: 

 

7) (har)   vaqt  (ke) ‘umad-i ketāb=am=o    bi-ar 

      (each) time  (that) came-2 sg. book=my=ACC SBJ-bring 

“Whenever you come, bring my book.” 

 

Although we treated the occurrence of /ke/ in structures such as this an occurrence 

of temporal /ke/, for the moment let’s consider this as a structure close to a 

relative clause structure. It is true that /har/ “every” can be omitted from the 

above structure, but both /ke/ and /har/ “every” cannot be omitted at the same 

time. It is only possible to omit /har/ “every” in the presence of either /ke/ or /-i/. 

Here follows the possibilities of omitting /har/ “every”, and /ke/ in (7): 

 

8)  

a. har vaqt-i     [Ø ‘umad-i ] ketāb=am=o bi-ār 

b. har vaqt-Ø   [ke ‘umad-i ] ketāb=am=o bi-ār 

c. har vaqt-Ø   [Ø ‘umad-i ] ketāb=am=o bi-ār 

d. Ø vaqt-i     [ke ‘umad-i ] ketāb=am=o bi-ār 

e. Ø vaqt-i   [Ø ‘umad-i ] ketāb=am=o bi-ār 
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f.*Ø vaqt-Ø   [ke ‘umad-i ] ketāb=am=o bi-ār 

g.*Ø vaqt-Ø   [Ø ‘umad-i ] ketāb=am=o bi-ār 

 

           In the following I will test the possibility of omitting /har/ “every”, /ke/ 

and demonstrative /-i/ against examples mentioned earlier from Tabaian (1974) 

and Windfuhr (1979). 

Embedding the relative clause (3) above in a matrix clause we will get the 

following sentence: 

 

9) (har)-kas-(i) [(ke) sarbāz bud-e]            kas-i                 rā       dar jang   kušt-e 

  every-body-RES that   soldier was-he      body-INDEF    ACC   in  war  killed-he 

“Whoever was a soldier has killed somebody in war.” 

 

The possibilities of omitting /har/ “every”, /ke/ and /-i/ in (9) are as follows: 

 

10) 

a. Ø     kas-i ke…… 

b.*Ø    kas-Ø   ke……. 

c.*Ø    kas-i Ø…….. 

d. har kas-Ø   ke……. 

e. har kas-i Ø…….. 

f.*har   kas-Ø Ø…….. 

g.*Ø    kas-Ø Ø…….. 
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             The possibilities of omitting /har/ “every”, /ke/ and /-i/ in (1, 2) rewritten 

as (11) and (13) are as follows: 

 

11)  (Uhar)U šāgerd(-i) [(ke)  dars be-xān-ad] qabul    mi-šav-ad 

       any student-RES that lesson SBJ-read-he     pass   IMPF-get-he 

“Any student who studies will pass the test.” 

 

12)   a. Ø  šāgerd-i          ke…… 

        b.*Ø šāgerd-Ø        ke……. 

        c.*Ø šāgerd-i   Ø…….. 

       d. har šāgerd-Ø       ke……. 

       e. har šāgerd-i         Ø…….. 

       f.*har šāgerd-Ø      Ø…….. 

       g.*Ø  šāgerd-Ø       Ø…….. 

 

13) (Uhar)U ki [(ke) mi-y-ā-d] zud be-y-ā-y-ad 

       any one that    IMPF-come-he  soon SBJ-com-he 

“Whoever comes must come quick.” 

 

14)     a.*Ø ki ke……. 

          b.*Ø    ki Ø…….. 

          c. har ki Ø…….. 
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Before making a generalization about the above possibilities some points about 

the occurrence of indefinite /-i/ and other quantifiers should be made clear.  

 

            Samiian (1983) states that the indefinite marker /-i/ is obligatory after 

/har/ “each, every”:  

 

15)        a.        har           ketāb-i            “each book” 

                    every/each   book-INDEF 

              b.       *har            ketāb 

                    every/each     book 

 

It is true that after /har/ “every, each” the appearance of /-i/ in isolation is 

obligatory. But consider the following sentence in which the presence of /-i/ 

attached to a noun modified by /har/ “each” is optional. It seems that the optional 

appearance of /-i/ is due to the presence of specificity accusative case marker /rā/ 

(/ro/ in spoken form):  

 

16) har  ketāb(-i)  ro faqat yek-bār mi-xun-am 

      each book-INDEF            ACC only  once        IMPF-read- 1 sg. 

“I read each book only once.” 

 

            Testing the presence or absence of these elements (/ke/, /-i/ and /har/) in 

sentences with other quantifiers shows some unusal results that indicate /har/ 
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“every/each” has a different behavior as a quantifier modifying the head-noun in 

relative clause construction in comparison to other quantifiers. Here are the 

sentences that include an obligatory quantifier, /-i/ and /ke/:  

 

17) hame-y-e šāgerd-ān-i [ke dars be-xān-and] qabul     mi-šav-and 

      all-y-EZ student-pl-RES that lesson SBJ-read-3pl pass IMPF-become-

3pl. 

“All of the students who study will pass the test.” 

 

18) ba’z-i   ‘az   šāgerd-ān-i [ke      dars be-xān-and] qabul     mi-šav-and 

some-INDEF.of student-pl-RES that lesson SBJ-read-3pl. pass   IMPF-become-

3pl. 

“Some of the students who study will pass the test.” 

 

19) besyar-i ‘az šāgerd-an-i [ke      dars be-xān-and] qabul     mi-šav-and 

  many-INDEF of student-pl-RES that lesson SBJ-read- 3pl   pass IMPF-become- 

3pl. 

“Many of the students who study will pass the test.” 

 

20) bištar-e šāgerd-ān-i [ke       dars be-xān-and] qabul     mi-šav-and 

      most-EZ    student-pl-RES that lesson   SBJ-read- 3pl     pass  IMPF-become- 

3pl. 

“Most of the students who study will pass the test.” 
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Comparing these quantifiers with cases with /har/ “every, each”, we would have 

expected that the following combinations would be grammatical, but this 

expectation is not borne out: 

 

21)  

a. hame “All” 

 

        a.1)*hame-y-e  šāgerd-ān-Ø  [ ke……. 

        a.2)*ham-y-e  šāgerd-ān-i  [ Ø……..  

 

b. ba’z-i   “some” 

 

        b.1)*ba’z-i    ‘az  šāgerd-ān-Ø  [ ke…….. 

        b.2)*ba’z-i     ‘az  šāgerd-ān-i  [ Ø……… 

 

c. besyār-i  “many” 

 

        c.1)*besyār-i ‘az šāgerd-ān-Ø   [ ke…….. 

        c.2)*besyār-i ‘az šāgerd-ān-i     [ Ø……… 

 

d. bištar   “most” 

        d.1)*bištar-e šāgerd-ān-Ø              [ ke……… 

        d.2)*bištar-e šāgerd-ān-i   [ Ø……… 
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Analyzing the above possibilities in (10, 12), we will find that with a determiner 

other than /har/ “every” the presence of both /ke/ and /-i/ is necessary. /har/ 

“every” itself is optional only if /-i/ is present. The ungrammaticality of (14.a, b) 

shows that /har/ “every” and /ki/ “who” are forming one constituent (indefinite 

pronoun), probably they form the head-noun together. In conclusion we can say 

that it is true that /har/ “every”, /ke/ or /-i/ can be removed from this construction 

but as we saw these omissions are due to some conditions. We may write this 

generalization as follow: 

 

17)           (har)  +   head-noun + *(i)    [ *(ke)…………..SBJ + verb…]  

 

            An interesting point about this kind of relative clauses is that extraposition 

of ke-clause always result in ungrammaticality, in another words extraposition is 

blocked in this structure. This is reminiscent of free relative clauses. The 

extraposition of ke-clauses in the above strucutre to a position after the verb of the 

main clause results in ungrammaticality:  

 

18)* UharU šāgerd-i          qabul    Umi-šav-adU   [ke dars be-xān-ad] 

        any student-RES   pass     IMPF-get-he that lesson SBJ-read-he 

“Any student who studies will pass the test.” 

 

19)* UharU ki zud Ubi-y-ā-y-adU         [ke mi-y-ād] 

        any one soon SBJ-y-com-y-he  that  IMPF-come-he 
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“Whoever comes must come quick.” 

 

20)* har-kas-(i)           kas-i               rā   dar jang  Ukušt-eU   [ke  sarbāz  bud-e] 

  every-body-RES  body-INDEF    ACC in war killed-he   that soldier  was-he 

“Whoever was a soldier has killed somebody in war.” 

 

21)* har   vaqt-i  ketāb=am=o    bi-ār           [ke ‘umad-i ] 

       each time-RES book=my=ACC SBJ-bring   that come-2sg. 

“Whenever you come, bring my book.” 

 

The extraposition of ke-clause to a position after the main verb in sentences when 

other quantifiers modify the head-noun is also blocked. But, interestingly, the 

omission of /har/ “every” from (18-21) will change these ungrammatical 

structures to grammatical ones. This shows that the ungrammaticality of these 

sentences is not due to the extraposition of ke-clause but the presence of /har/ 

“every”, that modifies their head-nouns, makes these structures ungrammatical:  

 

22) šāgerd-i          qabul    mi-šav-ad     [ke dars be-xān-ad] 

      student-RES   pass    IMPF-get-he  that lesson  SBJ- read-he 

“Any student who studies will pass the test.” 

 

23) kas-i               kas-i                rā    dar  jang   kušt-e       [ke  sarbāz  bud-e] 

  person-RES  person-INDEF   ACC  in    war   killed-he    that soldier  was-he 
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“Whoever was a soldier has killed somebody in war.” 

 

24) vaqt-i ketāb=am=o    bi-ār           [ke ‘umad-i ] 

      time-RES book=my=ACC SBJ-bring   that come-2sg. 

“Whenever you come, bring my book.” 

 

As for (24) we cannot omit /har/ “every” because there is no head-noun, /ki/ 

“who” is an indefinite pronoun according to Tabaian (1974). /har/ “every” and 

/ki/ “who” apparently form the head-noun (an indefinite pronoun).  

 

           The fact that extraposition is blocked in the above examples, where a 

quantifier modifies the head-nouns, and the result of extraposition is good if we 

omit the quantifier lead us to conclude that extraposition of a CP in which the 

head-noun is modified by a quantifier is blocked in Persian: 

 

25) 

 

        

                                                   

                                    Q         NP     RC                 X 
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                              [ Q      NP       RC ]………….V…..RC 

                                                                       X   

 

The above data also lead us to the conclusion that the presence of /har/ “every” in 

this structure is only possible when the ke-clause is in an embedded position. In 

other words /har/ “every, each” can only modify a head-noun that is immediately 

followed by the ke-clause: 

 

26)      

a.    * har + head-noun + i … verb   [ ke………………SBJ+verb] 

b.       har + head-noun + i …[ ke………………SBJ+verb]    verb 

           

           Another point that casts more doubts on these structures as being relative 

clauses is that /ke/ in these structures can be replaced by /‘agar/ “if”. As we said 

before it is not possible to drop or replace /ke/ in a relative clause construction. 

Consider the following sentences in which /ke/s are replaced by the optional 

appearance of / ‘agar/ “if”: 

 

27) har    šāgerd-i     [  ( ‘agar )   dars be-xān-ad ] qabul    mi-šav-ad 

       any   student-INDEF if       lesson       SBJ-read-he      pass IMPF-get-he 

“Any student will pass the test, if he studies” 
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28)  har-kas-i        [ ( ‘agar) sarbāz bud-e ]   kas-i              rā     dar jang  kušt-e 

  every-body-INDEF    if       soldier was-he  body-INDEF ACC  in  war killed-he 

“If anybody were solider in the war he would kill somebody.” 

 

29) UharU             ki   [ ( ‘agar) mi-y-ā-d ] zud be-y-ā-y-ad 

      any             who      if     IMPF-come-he    soon IMP-com-he 

“If anybody comes he must come quickly.” 

 

30) vaqt-i [ (*‘agar)‘umad-i] ketāb=am-o    bi-ār 

      time-RES           if       came-2 sg. book=my-ACC IMP-bring 

“Bring my book, if you come.” 

 

In (30) /ke/ cannot be replaced by /‘agar/. It seems that it is the Temporal /ke/; it 

cannot be replaced by  /‘agar/ “if”, but it can be optional. 

            The examples in (27, 28) is reminiscent of Adnominal Conditionals 

discussed by Lasersohn (1996). Lasersohn (1996) suggests that there is a certain 

kind of if-clauses in English that behaves like adnominal modifier related to 

relative clauses. 

 

The if-clauses in the following example are the modifers of the nouns: 

 

31) [The [price [if you pay now]]] is predictable; [the [price [if you wait a year]]] 

is not. 
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He claims that the above if-clause does not require to be set off by parenthetical 

intonation, a required rule needed to set off the ordinary if-clauses appearing 

between the subject and the verb phrase. The reason for this is that adnominal if-

clauses are not separate from noun phrase, but they are a part of it. Of course 

Lasersohn (1996) shows that even adnominal if-clauses need parenthetical 

intonation if they are separated from the noun phrase by an auxiliary: 

 

32) The outcome will, if John gets his way, be unpleasant for the rest of us. 

 

The ke-clause that changes to if-clause in (27 & 28) looks less similar to if-clause 

in the following example in respect to the optional appearance of /‘agar/ “if” in 

(27, 28) but the obligatory appearance in the following: 

 

33) Ali   [ ‘agar dars mi-xund] dar  ‘emtehān    qabul mi-šod 

     Ali        if  lesson IMPF-read-he  in              test        accept  IMPF-became-he 

“Ali would have passed the test if he studied.” 

 

It is not possible to omit / ‘agar/ “if” from an if-clause in Persian. This shows that 

the above occurrences of / ‘agar/ “if”, where it can be omitted or replaced by /ke/, 

cannot be considered as cases of ordinary conditional clauses.  

          The following example will add more to the above complexity. It is 

possible to combine both /ke/ and / ‘agar/ “if” in (27,  28): 
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34)   har    šāgerd-i     [  (‘agr=ke)T

51
T   dars be-xān-ad ] qabul    mi-šav-ad 

       any   student-INDEF   if-that     lesson SBJ-read-he     pass     IMPF-get-he 

“Any student will pass the test, if he studies” 

 

35)  har-kas-i        [ (‘agar=ke) sarbāz bud-e ]   kas-i             rā    dar jang  kušt-e 

  every-body-INDEF  if-that   soldier was-he  body-INDEF ACC  in  war killed-he 

“If anybody were solider in the war he would kill somebody.” 

 

On the other hand this change (ke � ‘agar “if”) is in accordance with Tabaian’s 

(1974) claim that these structures may be the result of reduction of conditional 

clauses with / ‘agar/ “if”. In this respect one may claim that these structures are 

conditional clauses in which / ‘agar/ “if” could be replaced by /ke/. But as we saw 

we cannot omit / ‘agar/ “if” from a conditional sentence in Persian. 

          The extraposition of these adnomial conditionals to a position after the verb 

of the main clause results in grammatical sentences (36, 37). It is unlike the above 

data when the extraposition of these clauses, when introduced by /ke/, to a 

position after the verb of the main clause results in ungrammaticality. I should 

also mention that there is no case of the combination of these two elements where 

/ke/ precedes /‘agar/ “if”, /*ke   ‘agar/: 

 

36)  har  šāgerd-i       Uqabul    mi-šav-adU  [ ‘agar-ke      dars be-xān-ad] 

        any student-RES   pass IMPF-get-he    if-that     lesson         SBJ-read-he 

                                                 
T

51
T While traditional description of /ke/ explains this combination as conjoined conjunction, 

Windfuhr (1967) utilises this structure to argue that /ke/ is not a conjunction.  
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“Any student will pass the test, if he studies.” 

 

37)  har-kas-(i)         kas-i              rā dar jang  Ukušt-eU   [ ‘agar-ke  sarbāz  bud-e] 

  every-person-RES  body-INDEF ACCin war killed-he   if-that   soldier  was-he 

“Everybody would kill somebody in the war, if he were a soldier. 

 

Considering all the data and explanation of this special kind of clauses, I should 

refer to the fact that there are sentences in which the head-noun is introduced by 

/har/ “each”, but the complementizer /ke/ could not be replaced by /‘agar/ “if”. 

Although the presence of either /har/ “each” or /-i/ is obligatory: 

 

38) har   ketāb-i ro [ (ke) doust dar-i ]      barā-t mi-xar-am 

     each book-RES   ACC  that friend have-2sg.  for-you   IMPF-buy- 1sg. 

“Whatever book you like, I will buy it for you.” 

 

The /ke/ can be replaced by /‘agar/ “if” in the above sentences unlike (38) 

because apperantly the embedded (1, 2) or the main verbs (7) are in subjunctive 

forms. In other words /ke/ can only be replaced by /‘agar/ if the embedded verb or 

the verb in matrix clause is in subjunctive form.  

          Summarizing: the modification of the head-noun of the relative clause by 

the quantifier /har/ “every, each” results in a structure that has some special 

characteristics.  Besides the possibility of removing the quantifier /har/ “every, 

each”, the restrictive marker /-i/ and the complementizer /ke/ could also be 
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omitted under certain circumstances. Extraposition is also blocked in this 

structure. The possibility of replacing the complementizer /ke/ with /‘agar/ “if”, 

the particle that introduces a conditional clause, and the subjunctive mode of the 

embedded verb and/or matrix verb makes this structure similar to the structure of 

adnominal conditional clauses in English.  
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Appendix D 

                      

            Structural Alternative to Movements within Relative Clauses 

 
1. Structural Alternatives 

            This part is devoted to some structural alternatives to movements in RC 

construction. First, we will look at an in situ relativization proposal as suggested 

by Demirdache (1991) for Hebrew and some dialects of Arabic. Then we will 

review base generation of the head NP proposal, which seems a version of the 

first proposal, as suggested by Karimi (2001) for Persian relative and argument 

clauses. We specially will look at the similarities and differences between 

relativization in Hebrew and Persian from the point of views of these studies. 

 

1.2. In situ Relativization 

           On the basis of the fact that not all languages show wh-movement in their 

question formation process and in fact some show a wh-in-situ strategy, 

Demirdache (1991) has proposed an in situ relativization analysis for relative 

clauses in Hebrew and some dialects of Arabic. T

52
T She claims that a resumptive 

pronoun in Hebrew and some dialects of Arabic behaves like a gap because there 

is an A’-trace in the S-structure position of the pronoun at the level of LF. At this 

level, there is a trace in the site of relativization that is created by movement of 

                                                 
T

52
T She also extends her analysis to Breton, Irish, Swiss German and Welsh. 
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the pronoun to an operator position. In other words a resumptive pronoun is a 

relative pronoun in-situ at S-structure. It moves to an operator position at LF 

leaving an A’-bound trace in the site of relativization. In Hebrew the covert LF-

movement of the pronoun can actually also take place overtly at S-structure. 

 

1)           S-structure    [ BNPB   [ BCPB     [  BC’B   śe     ] [ BIPB  …‘oto…   ]]  

              LF                 [ BNPB   [ BCPB   …‘oto Bi B… [  BC’B    śe   ]  [  BIP B  t Bi  B]] 

 

Demirdache (1991) argues that since resumptive pronouns are in situ relative 

pronouns that move in covert syntax and cliticise to C’ position they are not the 

spell out of the trace within the relative clause. Therefore the head NP of the 

relative clause must have been generated in their surface position in Hebrew and 

some dialects of Arabic. 

 

1.3. Karimi’s (2001) Head NP Base Generation Analysis 

          In an analysis close to what we just observed Karimi (2001) claims that 

Persian head NPs in argument and relative clauses are base generated in the Spec 

of a complex DP. She argues that the resumptive pronouns in RC are not the copy 

pronoun of the raised head NP. I will address this issue in 1.4., where I will 

compare the behavior of the resumptive pronouns in Persian and Hebrew in RC. 

Furthermore, she argues that since the specificity accusative case marker /rā/ 
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cannot be generated inside the relative clause internal subject position, a raising 

analysis as suggested by Kayne (1994) does not work for Persian relative clauses. 

Since the specificity accusative case marker /rā/ in Persian is central to her 

argument, I will first talk about this case marker. 

1.3.1. Specificity Accusative Case Marker /rā/  

            Direct object in Persian is marked by the accusative case marker /rā/: 

 

2)  man Ali ro did-am              “I saw Ali.” 

        I     Ali ACC saw- 1sg. 

 

This case marker is also considered to be a specificity marker by Samiian (1983) 

and Karimi (1989). As we mentioned in chapter one this specificity accusative 

case marker should accompany the definite object such as /‘in ketāb/ “this 

book” in the following example: 

 

3)   a.* Kimea [ BDPB ‘in ketāb]      barā  man xund.” 

         Kimea             this book        for   me read- 3sg. 

 

        b. Kimea [ BDPB ‘in ketāb]=ro      barā  man xund.” 

        Kimea             this book=ACC   for   me read- 3sg. 

“Kimea read this book to me.” 
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The mechanism under which case is assigned in Persian has been given by Darzi 

(1996) which is a summary of two previous works on this issue by Browning and 

E. Karimi (1992) and Karimi and Mohammad (1994).             

Darzi (1996) on the basis of two above mentioned works suggests that specific 

direct objects in Persian are case assigned under government by an inflectional 

head. He states that the difference between these two works is in respect to the 

order of the objects in Persian. While Browning and E. Karimi (1990) suggest an 

S IO DO order, Karimi and Mohammad suggest an order in which direct object 

precedes the indirect object; S DO IO. In the following diagram presented by 

Karimi and Mohammad (1992) the split case assignment is proposed. The non-

specific nominal element of the VP is assigned structural case by the verb and the 

specific direct object gets inherent case by AgrO under agreement: 
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4)                                                       AgrOP 

                                                               | 

                                                           AgrO’ 

                                                          /           \ 

                                                        VP         AgrO 

                                                     /        \ 

                                                  NP       V’1 

                                                    |          /     \ 

                                                    |       PP     V’2 

                                                    |                  /     \ 

                                                +Specific      NP    V 

                                                 inherent case  | 

                                                                  -Specific 

                                                                   strucutural case 

 

Darzi (1996) reconsiders the above idea and claims that the direct object, if 

specific, will move to the VP to be case licensed. In the new position it is case 

licensed by an inflectional head (I). The head V will assign case to the trace of 

this specific object under government: 
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5)   a.                                                  IP 

                                                      /               \ 

                                                   NP               I’ 

                                                                   /         \ 

                                                               VP          I 

                                                             /       \ 

                                                           NP    VP 

                                                                   /      \ 

                                                                 PP      V’ 

                                                                         /      \ 

                                                                        t       V 

 

b. [ BNP BSabā] [ BVPB ketāb-rā [ be ‘u [ BV B dād] ] ] 

           Saba       book-ACC    to him gave- 3 sg. 

“Saba gave him the book.” 

 

The two above structures express the idea that the direct object gets case or case is 

checked under government by an inflectional head (AgrO or Infl), but as we saw 

they do not give an explanation for the appearance of this case marker or better to 

say specificity case marker /rā/. The assumption is that the specific direct object is 

accompanied by this case marker /rā/. As far as the author knows, Karimi (1996) 

is the only person who has proposed an analysis of this specificity/accusative case 

marker.  
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1.3.2. Complex DP and Projection KsP 

           The possibility of the occurrence of the /rā/ as the specificity accusative 

case marker after the head-noun of the relative clause and the whole DP motivates 

Karimi’s (2001) discussions on complex DPs. This specificity accusative case 

marker can occur either after the head-noun or the whole DP: 

 

6)  a.   man [ BDPB [un ketāb-i]-ro [ BCPB  ke Sepide diruz     xar-id]]       be 

         I             that book-RES-ACC that Sepide yesterday bought-3sg.       to  

    Kimea dād-am 

    Kimea gave-1sg. 

“I gave the book that Sepide bought to Kimea.” 

 

b.  man    [ BDPB [un ketāb-i]   [BCPB ke    Sepide diruz       xar-id]]         -ro         be 

       I             that book-RES      that  Sepide yesterday bought-3sg.     ACC      to  

    Kimea dād-am 

    Kimea gave-1sg. 

“I gave the book that Sepide bought to Kimea.” 

 

She states that the occurrence of /rā/ after the whole DP is a recent innovation 

especially among young speaker of Persian. I find that while people do sometimes 

put the specificity accusative case marker /rā/ after the whole DP, it is not clear if 

young people are the only speakers of Persian that do this. It seems that people 

simply put /rā/ after the whole DP because they consider it as an object; CP is the 
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modifier of the head-noun which is the object of the matrix clause.  It is worth 

noting that if the relative clause is extraposed, the accusative marker cannot move 

with:  

 

7)  a.  man    [ BDPB [un   ketāb-i]      [ BCPB ke Sepide diruz        xar-id]](-ro)        

         I          that book-RES        that Sepide yesterday bought-3sg. ACC      

 be    Kimea dād-am 

            to     Kimea gave-1sg. 

“I gave the book that Sepide bought to Kimea.” 

 

b. *man    [ BDP  Bun ketāb-i]  [BVPB  be    Kimea dād-am ]   [ BCPB ke        Sepide   

       I              that book-RES     to     Kimea gave-1sg. that Sepide 

     diruz  xarid ] –ro 

     yesterday  bought-3sg.-ACC 

 

The ungrammaticality of (7.b) shows that DP and CP are processed as one 

constituent; the appearance of /rā/ after the DP that includes the CP ([DP [CP]] -

ro) may be evidence for this.  

With regards to the structure of the relative clause, Karimi (2001) accepts the 

main idea of Kayne’s (1994) that CP is the complement of the head of the DP and 

presents the following structure for Persian relative clauses:  
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8)    [ BDP B [ BDPB (D) N BiB]  [ BD’B –i [ BCPB OP BiB [ BC’B…..pro Bi B]]]]   

 

In (8) /-i/, a relative rather than a restrictive marker to her, is the head of the DP 

that has the CP as its complement. The small pro inside the CP is co-indexed with 

both an operator in the Spec of CP and the head of the relative clause in the Spec 

of the DP. The structure in (8) to her is not the out come of the movement of the 

head-noun from inside the CP but rather it is resulted from a  base generation of 

the head-noun in the Spec of a larger DP.  

 
           Karimi (2001) also claims that /rā/ as the specificity marker for accusative 

case in Persian, could not be generated with the relative head in the relativized 

position (subject position of the relative clause (9.a)). Therefore, she claims, a 

raising analysis as shown in (9.b) in accordance to Kaynes’ (1994) raising 

analysis does not work for Persian: 

 
9) 

a. ‘un [ BCPB [ BC’B ke [ -i   pesar-ro  ]  ‘injā     nešaste   bud  ] 
 
b. ‘un [ BCPB [ BDPB [ pesar] BK B –i  tBkB –ro] BiB [ BC’B  ke  t BiB  ‘injā     nešaste    bud ] 

 

In order to put /rā/ after the head-noun she suggests a new projection; KsP. In this 

projection /rā/ is the head. This projection has two properties; a semantic property 

(specificity) and a morphological property (accusative case). The assumption is 

that the head NP move from the spec of the complex DP and passes the head 

(/rā/) and resides in the spec of the KsP. She suggests that the head NP and the 

head of the DP /-i/ will merge under syntactic adjacency. She does not mention 
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the timing of this merger. It seems that the operation merge should precede the 

raising of DP (the DP in the Spec position of the complex DP (10.a)) to the Spec 

position of the KsP, because otherwise the ordering of the head and the case 

marker /rā/ would not be grammatical, *head-rā-i . The two following structures 

show the relative clauses with /rā/ (10.a) and without /rā/ (10.b) for (11.a) and 

(11.b) respectively: 

 

10)  a.                KsP                                        b.                         DP                                                        

                       /          \                                                               /        \ 

                  Spec          Ks’                                                     DP          D’ 

                                  /       \                                                      |         /      \ 

                               Ks        DP                                             /      \   D        CP     

                               rā        /      \                                         (D)    N          /      \ 

                                        DP        D’                                                    Spec      C’ 

                                          |         /      \                                                             /      \ 

                                       /    \     D      CP                                                      C       IP 

                                   (D)     N          /    \ 

                                          Spec    C’ 
 

11) a. Kimea ‘un    pesar-i-ro     [ke ‘injā nešaste   bud ]             be man  

      Kimea  that  boy-RES-ACC  that  here  sitting   was-3sg.         to me      

mo‘arrefi     kard. 

    Introduction    did-3sg. 
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“Kimea introduced to me the boy who was sitting here.” 

 

b. ‘un   ketāb-i       [ke   Sepide    diruz        mi-xund]       ru    miz-e 

     that book-RES  that  Sepide    yesterday IMPF-read   on   table-3sg. 

“The book that Sepide was reading yesterday is on the table.” 

 

But she considers that such a movement (movement of the DP to the Spec of KsP) 

has two shortcomings. The first problem is that extracting the head noun out of 

specific DP violates the Specificity Effect. Secondly, the movement of the head-

noun form the spec of the larger DP violates the Minimal Link Condition. 

Minimal Link Condition requires that the larger DP rather than the one in its spec 

should move to the spec of KsP, simply because it is closer. As for the first 

problem she states that since the moved DP itself is in the spec of the larger DP, 

its movement is not blocked. In regards to the second problem she says that the 

embedded DP rather than the heavy complex DP should move to the spec of KsP 

simply because it is lighter. But as we see in order to explain the appearance of 

/rā/ after the whole CP (recent innovation (6.b) above), she suggests that here it is 

the heavy complex DP, the one having the light DP in its Spec, rather than the 

light DP that must have moved to the Spec of the KsP (Karimi 2001, 80). 

Therefore the problem of MLC still exists for cases where the specificity 

accusative case marker /rā/ occurs after the head-noun. 
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          The motivation for considering a new projection (KsP) for Karimi is that 

/rā/ as the specificity accusative marker cannot be generated in the relativized 

subject position inside the relative clause. But as we showed in 3.3. the specificity 

accusative marker /rā/ can occur on the head-noun of the relative clause when this 

head-noun is the subject of the main clause and object of the relative clause. 

Karimi’s (2001) proposal is not solely a base generation analysis for Persian 

relative clauses because as we saw in cases where /rā/ occurs on the head-noun or 

the whole complex DP a movement is involved. The head-noun is moved from 

Spec of the complex DP to Spec of a KsP. She does not extends her analysis to 

Case Attraction, where the object marker has the option to appear either on the 

resumptive pronoun inside the relative or on the head NP. The fact that /rā/ as the 

specificity marker for accusative case in Persian cannot not be generated with the 

relative head in the relativized position (subject position of the relative clause) 

should not prevent us to propose a raising analysis for other cases where there is 

evidence that support such possibility.  

 

1.4.  In situ Relativization (Hebrew) vs. Base Generation (Persian) 

            Hebrew and Persian relative clauses show many similarities. The 

followings properties, originally discussed in Karimi (2001), show the similar 

points between these languages in regards to RCs: 
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12) 

a. Resumptives pronouns are allowed in both languages, 

b. there is either a gap or a resumptive pronoun within the CP, 

c. there is no wh-relative pronoun and finally 

d. CP is invariably introduced by the complementizer /ke/ in Persian but with še/ 

‘ašer in Hebrew. 

 

As for (12.a, c, d) data in both language is clear. Resumptive pronouns in the form 

of d-(emonstrative) pronoun are optional inside the relative in Persian and there is 

no relative pronoun in either of these languages. As for (12.b), while in Hebrew 

the free stand pronoun can be considered as resumptive pronoun, in Persian as 

Karimi (2001) claims, it is the clitic pronoun that can appear either as a 

resumptive pronoun (13), a variable bound by an operstor, or as a pronoun c-

commanded by an element in an arguemnt position (14):  

 

13) [‘un mard-i ] BiB  [OP BiB [ke to   ‘az=[eš] Bi  B     ketāb   xarid-i]] 

     that          man-RES              that you  from=him   book     bought-2sg. 

“The boy whose brother was here…. .” 

 

14) [ BDPB [ BDPB mard] BiB [ BD’B –i [ BCPB  OP Bi B[ BC’B ke man pro BiB      did-am=eš BiB]]]] 

                    man             RES                  that   I                     saw- 1 sg.=CL 
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“The man I saw.” 

  

The above assumption does not seem right. In (13) the clitic pronoun is a 

resumptive pronoun. When the abstraction is over an indirect object internal 

position the resumptive pronoun is obligatory and it is preferably in the form of a 

clitic pronoun. On the other hand when the abstraction is over a direct object 

internal position a resumptive pronoun is optional. A free stand pronoun can fill 

the gap optionally. The appearance of the clitic pronoun as in (14) should be 

considered as the occurrence of a double object clitic that is quite optional. The 

clitic pronoun in (14) unlike (13) is an optional double object clitic that can co-

occur with the free stand pronoun: 

 

15) 

a. [mard-i] BiB  [ ke to diruz     pro BiB    did-i ] 

     man-RES    that you yesterday             saw-2 sg. 

 

b. [mard-i] BiB  [ke to diruz     ‘un-o BiB     did-i ] 

     man-RES  that you yesterday him-OM         saw-2 sg. 

 

c. [mard-i] BiB  [ke to diruz     ‘un-o BiB     did-i(=š) BiB ] 

     man-RES  that you yesterday him-OM         saw-2 sg.-CL him 
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  “The man you saw yesterday.” 

 

Karimi (2001) also makes an analogy between her base generation analysis and 

Demridache’s in situ analysis according to the following assumption that does not 

seem right for Persian. The rsumptive pronoun in Hebrew as Demirdache (1991) 

assumes is not the spell out of the trace within the relative clause and hence the 

head-noun should be generated in its surface position in Hebrew, and as Karimi 

(2001) claims in Persian. But one should note that the resumptive pronoun in 

Hebrew, as Demirdache (1991) argues, is the equivalent of the null operator in 

English “that clauses” that moves to Spec position of the CP. Persian resumtive 

pronoun does not behave like this in RC construction.  

Demirdache (1991) claims that a resumptive pronoun in Hebrew behaves like a 

gap because there is an A’-trace in the S-structure position of the pronoun at the 

level of LF T

53
T. At this level, there is a trace in the site of relativization that is 

created by movement of the pronoun to an operator position. In other words a 

resumptive pronoun is a relative pronoun in-situ at S-structure. It moves to an 

operator position at LF leaving an A’-bound trace in the site of relativization. In 

Hebrew the covert LF-movement of the pronoun can actually also take place 

overtly at S-structure. 
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16)         S-structure    [ BNPB   [ BCPB     [  BC’B śe     ] [ BIPB  ….‘oto….   ]]  

              LF                 [ BNPB   [ BCPB….‘oto Bi B….[  BC’B  śe  ]  [  BIPB  t Bi B]] 

 

But resumptive pronouns (d-pronoun or clitic form) in Persian will not move to an 

operator position in the S-structure (spec of CP). Resumptive pronouns move 

freely in the S-structure in Persian like Hebrew. Note that in the following 

examples resumptive pronoun cannot reside in the Spec of CP, i.e. an operator 

position: 

 

17) a. Ali ketāb-i      [ke to barā=m   ‘un    ro xarid-i ]      dozdid 

          Ali book-RES that you for=me      it    ACC bought-2sg. stole-3sg. 

“Ali stole the book that you bought [it] for me.” 

 

b. Ali ketāb-i       [ke to   ‘un    ro    barā=m            xarid-i]       dozdid 

    Ali book-RES        that you   it   ACC   for=me          bought-2sg. stole-3sg. 

“Ali stole the book that you bought [it] for me.” 

 

c. Ali ketāb-i       [ke   ‘un    ro    to     barā=m      xarid-i]            dozdid 

    Ali book-RES        that   it   ACC  you   for=me       bought-2sg.     stole-3sg. 

“Ali stole the book that you bought [it] for me.” 

                                                                                                                                     
T

53
T Taghavipour (2004) has also pointed out similarities and differences between gaps and 
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d.*Ali   ketāb-i        [ ‘un   ro   [ BC° B ke       to     barā=m   xarid-i] ]            dozdid 

     Ali book-RES        it    ACC   that    you    for=me    bought-2sg.       stole-3sg. 

 

As we saw differences exist along with similarities between the occurrences of 

resumptive pronouns in Persian and Hebrew relative clauses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                     
resumptive pronouns in Persian. 
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Appendix E 

                           An Alternative to the Government Condition 

          The approach sketched in the previous section relies on the Government 

Condition, which as we have noted above does not receive a natural statement 

within our theoretical assumptions. Further the particular statement of 

Government that we needed made reference to the notion of lexical head, 

destroying government if the governor moved up. This runs contrary to the usual 

understanding of Government where only the movement of the Governee and not 

the Governor destroys the government configuration. To these problems, we can 

also add the fact that the notion of Government is not a part of the vocabulary of 

the Minimalist Program. The work in this dissertation is in keeping with the 

Minimalist Program but the crucial reference that we make to the notion of 

Government has kept us from adopting the Minimalist Program in full here. An 

alternative that does not make reference to the notion of Government and 

consequently the Government Condition is therefore desirable.  

Instead of making reference to the notion of Government, we will make reference 

to the primitive notion of sisterhood with a lexical head (a verb, in the cases of 

interest to us). We assume that the first argument of a Persian verb is merged to 

its right. So a CP =COMP is merged as a right sister to a verb.  Case 

considerations – being a CP, it does not need case and cannot tolerate case – keep 

the CP postverbal. In the sister-to-the-verb configuration, complementizers can be 

omitted and extraction is possible. In all other configurations, complementizers 
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are obligatory and extraction is blocked – this is the cae with all instances of 

CP=DP and CP=REL.  

So far the difference from the approach pursued in the previous sections has been 

largely notational. Now we come to a substantive difference. In the previous 

sections, we did not assume any rightward movement. There was no operation 

that moved things to the right. Phrases were either stranded by other elements 

moving to their left or directly merged/linearized to the right of the verb. Nor was 

there a designated position for CPs on the right of the verb. One advantage of this 

set of assumptions was that we were able to capture the fact that postverbal 

CP=DPs and postverbal CP=RELs were not at the same structural location, the 

former being lower than the latter. This is a consideration that we will have to set 

aside for now. The alternate approach assumes that there are two kinds of 

positions for postverbal CPs. The first is the immediately postverbal position 

available exclusively to CP=COMP. In this position, the CP=COMP is a sister to 

the verb and hence we get extractability and complementizer optionality. The 

second position is a unique adjoined position which is available to any kind of 

postverbal CP. This position has to be structurally quite high – the CP in this 

position follows any other postverbal material. Since the CP in this structural 

location is not a sister to a verb, the complementizer cannot be omitted and we 

cannot extract from it. 

         We begin by examining cases where there is a single postverbal CP and 

nothing else in the postverbal domain. If there is a single postverbal 

CP=DP/CP=REL, it is in the high right adjoined position. A single immediately 
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postverbal CP=COMP has two options available to it – it could be a sister to the 

verb or it could be in the high right adjoined position. Before we consider further 

cases, it is worth making assumptions concerning how postverbal CPs get to 

where they are.  CP=COMP is merged as a right sister of the verb. As for getting 

CPs into the high right adjoined position, we assume an operation of extraposition 

that moves the relevant CPs from their merge positions into this position. This 

operation is poorly understood – as noted earlier the movement of a CP=DP to a 

postverbal position is subject to a strong locality consideration: an CP=DP cannot 

be extraposed over another argument. The extraposition of CP=REL and 

CP=COMP is not similarly constrained.  

The tools/assumptions needed to explain the postverbal syntax of Persian are in 

place now.  We can immediately rule out the following six cases: 

 

1) 

a.  *V……CP=DP   CP=DP 

b.  *V……CP=DP  CP=REL 

c.  *V……CP=REL CP=DP 

d.  *V……CP=REL CP=REL 

e.   *V……CP=DP  CP=COMP 

f.   *V……CP=REL CP=COMP 

 

All of the cases in (1) involve two CPs competing for a single right adjunct 

position. This leads to ungrammaticality.  Three options remain for us to examine: 
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2) 

a.  *V……CP=COMP   CP=COMP 

b.  *V……CP=COMP  CP=DP 

c.  V CP=COMP  CP=REL 

 

Given our structural assumptions, (2. a) is a non-starter. A head can only have one 

complement. (2. b) is ruled out by the locality constraint that applies to CP=DP 

extraposition – for the CP=DP to get to the postverbal high right adjoined 

position, it would have to cross over an argument, CP=COMP. No such problems 

exist for (2. c) – the grammatical Ahangar configuration: CP=COMP is a sister to 

the verb and CP=REL is in the high adjoined position.  Finally we examine cases 

where the CP=COMP is not right adjacent to the verb. 

 

3) 

a.  V DP CP=COMP  

b.  *V DP CP=COMP  CP=REL 

 

In (3. a), CP=COMP cannot be a sister to the verb. This means that it must have 

extraposed and be in the high right adjoined position. The fact that extraction and 

complementizer omission are not options in this configuration follows from the 

structural position of the CP=COMP. The ungrammaticality of (3. b) also does – 

the position that CP=REL needs to occupy is already taken by the extraposed 

CP=COMP.  
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We have now examined the full set of cases considered in the previous sections. 

The new set of assumptions enabled us to dispense with the notion of Government 

and the conceptually problematic Government Condition. But we had to permit 

rightward movement and assume a designated a right adjoined position for 

postverbal CPs. Moreover we had to ignore the fact that postverbal CP=RELs and 

postverbal CP=DPs are not at the same structural height. Neither alternative is 

ideal. Left for future work is the working out of a new approach which allows us 

to derive the postverbal syntax of Persian without running into the confounds 

encountered above.  
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